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Abstract

Submodular functions, which are a natural discrete analog of convex/concave func-
tions, strike a sweet spot between generality and structure: they model an immense
variety of applications in computer science and beyond, but, at the same time, are
sufficiently well behaved that they can be optimized very effectively in theory and in
practice. Optimization tasks involving submodular functions have classically been
studied in settings of complete information, i.e. where the entire input is known
upfront. However, such perfect, full-information access to the input is unrealistic in
many applications, and indeed designing algorithms under uncertainty has become an
important trend in modern computer science.

In this thesis, we study algorithms for submodular optimization in scenarios with
incomplete information. We study three different kinds of uncertain environments:

(a) Online settings where problem constraints are revealed piecemeal and the al-
gorithm must commit to irrevocable decisions as it maintains feasibility. The
challenge is to make decisions that are robust to the final realization of the
problem, even with limited information.

(b) Dynamic settings where constraints can not only be added but also removed
over time. The goal is to design algorithms that maintain feasible, near optimal
solutions at every stage that are stable, in the sense that they change as little as
possible between time steps.

(c) Streaming settings where the input is too large to hold in memory all at once.
The algorithm must adequately solve problems with only limited memory after
one (or few) sequential passes over the data.

Prior to our work, no algorithms were known for several important instances of
submodular optimization in uncertain environments; we improve known algorithms
for others. In a few cases we apply insights from these submodular optimization
algorithms to problems that are not on their surface related to submodularity. We
hope that the techniques we develop find uses elsewhere.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Consider the following combinatorial optimization problem. We are given a graph with edge
capacities representing a local area network, along with a set of client vertices each with some
positive flow demand. We wish to purchase the smallest number of servers to place in the network
such that each client can feasibly route its demand to some server, all while respecting the edge
capacities of the graph. What is more, this is not a static scenario. Instead the clients come and go
over time. How should one approach solving such an involved problem?

As a first step, it is helpful to distill the core features of the problem. We have a ground set N of
decisions we can make (here N is the set of candidate server locations), and a notion of coverage
f for every subset of these locations (f(S) is the total client demand that can be feasibly satisfied
when S is chosen as the set of server locations). The goal is to pick a set S minimizing a linear
cost function c such that coverage offered by S is best possible (i.e. all demand is satisfied). Note
that maximum coverage is always achieved when S = N , in other words when a server is opened
at every vertex in the network. Hence our goal is:

min
S⊆N

c(S)

s.t. f(S) = f(N )
.

This abstract min-cost subset-selection problem is intractable in general. Thankfully, in the
case of the server problem, this function f satisfies the additional properties of nonnegativity,
monotonicity and submodularity (proof due to [AGG+09], who refer to this problem as SIMUL-
TANEOUSSOURCELOCATION). We will give a formal definition of submodularity in Chapter 2,
but for now we may think of a function f as submodular if it exhibits decreasing marginal returns
type behavior; in other words, adding an element to a set A gives larger marginal benefit than
adding the same element to a superset of A. It should be intuitive that the function f in question
has such a property, since a server should only become less helpful marginally the more servers
one has already purchased.

With these assumptions, the optimization problem is known as SUBMODULARCOVER, which
itself lies within a larger field of submodular optimization. Conveniently, once we have written
our problem in this form, we can use known algorithms for this general version [Wol82]. As it
turns out, reducing the server problem to SUBMODULARCOVER is the right approach, in the sense
that the approximation guarantees for SUBMODULARCOVER are best possible in polynomial time
unless P = NP, even for this special case [AGG+09].
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This example highlights the expressive power of submodular functions, and indeed, these are
ubiquitous in computer science and beyond. These functions, which are the natural discrete
analog of convex/concave functions1, strike a sweet spot between structure and generality. They
are sufficiently well behaved that there are good algorithms for optimizing these functions in
many settings. On the other hand, since many natural quantities have decreasing marginal
returns, they still model an immense variety of applications. Beyond the function from the server
example, functions commonly modeled as submodular are human utility functions for discrete
goods in auctions [Von08, LLN06, CCPV11], the coverage of a collection of sensors [WCZW15,
RP15, ZPW+17, MW16] or network devices [AGG+09, LPS13, KN17, LRS18, CWJ18], the
influence of a set of nodes in social networks [GBLV13, LG16, TWPD17, IIOW10], feature
selection/document summarization objectives in machine learning [MKSK13, LB11], diversity
maximization criteria [AGHI09, ADF17], and more. An algorithm for submodular optimization
is automatically an algorithm for any application that can be framed as submodular optimization;
as a result, the field is a plentiful source of high impact algorithmic questions.

Yet this is not the end of our story, since the client set and their demands change with time. One
way to model this is as an online problem where we only learn the full network traffic patterns
gradually. Every time we learn a new client’s demand, we must immediately and irrevocably
decide which server(s) to open to satisfy the demand, and we want to minimize the total amount
spent on servers over time. In the language of SUBMODULARCOVER, suppose the constraint f is
only revealed piecemeal (we detail what we mean by “reveal piecemeal” formally in Chapter 2);
the goal is to maintain feasibility at every step while, even with limited information, still making
decisions that are robust to the final realization of the problem. Here we can study worst-case
scenarios where we imagine an omniscient adversary chooses the request sequence, or we may
make some assumptions about the input sequence. For example, in the stochastic paradigm, one
assumes the problem input is drawn from a known or unknown distribution.

Another modeling option is to frame this as a dynamic problem. Whereas in the online setting
we assume we discover an unknown but fixed constraint f over time, in the dynamic version
we assume f actually changes over time. In the server example this means clients may not only
arrive but also depart. We no longer require that decisions be irrevocable (one can show that no
algorithm can be competitive if this were the case); instead our goal is to maintain a feasible and
near optimal solution for the current function f , while also minimizing the amount by which our
solution changes between steps. Avoiding changing the solution can be a huge boon in practice:
in the server problem for example, setting up and tearing down servers is expensive and labor
intensive in practice [LRS18].

In the big-data regime where the input to the problem is too large to store in memory all at once,
algorithms must deal with another type of uncertainty, namely uncertainty about what is outside
of main memory. Here a natural goal is to design streaming algorithms that can adequately
solve problems with only limited space, after only one sequential pass (or few passes) over the
data. Many submodular optimization problems are natural big-data questions, for example those
inspired by ranking search results tasks.

In this thesis, we study problems relating to these themes and design algorithms for submodular

1The decreasing marginal returns description of submodular functions is most akin to the nonpositive second
derivative characterization of concave functions. However, submodular functions have interesting similarities to both
convex and concave functions. See Section 2.2 for more detail.
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optimization in scenarios of incomplete information. Algorithms under uncertainty has become
an important trend in modern computer science, since for many applications in practice it is
unrealistic to expect complete and perfect information about the problem at hand. Moreover, since
we give algorithms for general submodular optimization under uncertainty, we automatically port
any downstream application of these submodular optimization tasks to the uncertain settings.

Prior to our work, no algorithms were known for several important instances of submodular
optimization in uncertain environments; we improve known algorithms for others. In some cases
we apply insights from these submodular optimization algorithms to solve problems that are not
on their surface related to submodularity. We develop a variety of techniques along the way, and
we hope these find uses elsewhere.

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 Online Submodular Cover

We begin in Chapter 3 by showing how to solve SUBMODULARCOVER problems, in the setting
where submodular constraints are initially unknown and only revealed online over time. At every
stage the algorithm must add to its solution in order to maintain feasibility; the difficulty arises
because we require that the decisions of the algorithm be irrevocable, even though the algorithm
only has incomplete information about the future.

SUBMODULARCOVER has been used in many applications to resource allocation and place-
ment problems, by showing that the coverage function is monotone and submodular, and
then applying algorithms for SUBMODULARCOVER as a black box. We port these applica-
tions to the online setting where coverage requirements change with time. E.g., in selecting
influential nodes to disseminate information in social networks [GBLV13, LG16, TWPD17,
IIOW10], exploration for robotics planning problems [KMGG07, JCMP17, BMKB13], placing
sensors [WCZW15, RP15, ZPW+17, MW16], and other physical resource allocation objectives
[YCDW15, LCL+16, TRPJ16]. There has been much recent interest in SUBMODULARCOVER

from the networking community, as SUBMODULARCOVER models network function placement
tasks [AGG+09, LPS13, KN17, LRS18, CWJ18]. E.g., [LRS18] want to place middleboxes in a
network incrementally, and point out that avoiding closing extant boxes is a huge boon in practice.
We extend this application to the case where the coverage function f changes.

We follow the natural strategy of maintaining a solution to a linear programming (LP) relaxation
of the problem, and then performing randomized rounding online. Unfortunately, the only known
LP relaxation of SUBMODULARCOVER is exponential-sized and it is not known how to solve it
efficiently, nor how to analyze randomized rounding given a fractional solution. We show that we
can overcome these concerns and make the technique work.

The rounding is the natural one, where we sample from the fractional solution multiple times
(in an online fashion); in contrast to the SETCOVER-style analysis which argues item-by-item,
here we have to argue about the coverage as a whole. In particular, we exploit the relationship
between the multilinear extension and the linearizations of submodular functions to reinterpret
the constraints in the LP as statements about expected coverage under randomized rounding. We
will demonstrate the power of this rounding analysis by reusing it in the context of a seemingly

3



different problem in Chapter 5.

To make the above algorithms run in polynomial time, we must overcome the annoying fact
that even even the separation problem for the known SUBMODULARCOVER LP is APX-hard;
hence, it is not known how to solve the LP even in the offline setting. To remedy this, we use a
“round-or-separate” approach: we use the rounding algorithm itself as an approximate separation
oracle. Indeed, we give an approximate separation oracle that given an arbitrary solution promises
to either round it to a feasible integer solution with a similar objective value, or else to output a
constraint violated by the solution. This approach to blur the line between rounding and separation
may prove useful for other problems in online algorithms, where we are faced with an exponential
number of new constraints at each step. Furthermore, we give a new exponential-clock based
sampling procedure that finds constraints violated by a large margin with high probability. We use
a potential function argument to conclude that we only need a polynomial number of calls to the
separation oracle in the worst case.

We end this chapter with an algorithm that performs better for the case where the submodular
functions input to the algorithm are “smooth” in the sense that elements of the ground set have
bounded marginal values. The intuition behind this refined analysis is that we charge each element
selected by the algorithm to the elements of the optimal solution that “cover the same part of the
space”. To capture the overlap between two elements, we study the Mutual Coverage, which is
a natural generalization of mutual information from information theory, and inherits properties
from that literature, such as the chain-rule. It turns out that mutual coverage is the right abstract
quantity to focus on for our analyses. We also have to strengthen the SUBMODULARCOVER LP
slightly, and use a modified rounding-with-alterations scheme to get the tighter result.

This chapter is based on the paper [GL20b] with Anupam Gupta.

1.1.2 Random Order Set Cover

In Chapter 4, we study an important special case of ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER in more
depth: the ONLINESETCOVER problem. We ask the question: can one circumvent lower bounds
known for this problem when one assumes that constraints arrive in random order? This question
fits into the active current of modern algorithms research known as beyond worst-case analysis.
Traditionally, the study of algorithms has focused on fully adversarial models in which we assume
as little as possible about the input. These often fail to capture useful structure about instances
seen in practice, and thus often give overly pessimistic bounds. Beyond worst-case analysis asks
what reasonable assumptions one needs to make about the input in order to improve upon the
worst case bounds.

We show that the answer to the question above is yes: we give a polynomial time algorithm
for ONLINESETCOVER when constraints are revealed in random order that matches the best
possible approximation bound achievable offline in polynomial time (unless P = NP). We then
show extensions to pure covering IPs, to NONMETRICFACILITYLOCATION, and to a variant of
ONLINESETCOVER where the algorithm is given advance access to samples from the input. We
also give lower bounds for related problems, including ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER.

The core contribution of this chapter is demonstrating that one can exploit randomness in the
arrival order to learn about the underlying set system. What is more, this learning can be done fast
enough (in terms of both sample and computational complexity) to build a competitive solution,
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even while committing to covering incoming elements immediately upon arrival. This seems like
an idea with applications to other sequential decision-making problems, particularly in the RO
setting.

Our algorithm is a new multiplicative-weights-based round-and-solve approach we call LearnOr-
Cover. We maintain a coarse fractional solution that is neither feasible nor monotone increasing,
but can nevertheless be rounded online to achieve the claimed guarantee. For each arriving
uncovered element, we first sample from this coarse solution, then update it via a multiplicative
weights rule. For the analysis, we introduce a potential function which simultaneously measures
the convergence of this distribution to the optimal fractional solution, and progress towards
covering the universe. Crucially, this progress is measured in expectation over the random order,
thereby circumventing lower bounds for the adversarial-order setting. This gives a new offline
algorithm for SETCOVER that performs a single pass through the elements. The algorithm has
interesting connections to other methods in online algorithms, namely projection based algorithms
and stochastic gradient descent.

This chapter is based on the paper [GKL21] with Anupam Gupta and Gregory Kehne. Sections 4.5
and 4.6 are new in this thesis.

1.1.3 Block-Aware Caching

In Chapter 5 we give an application of ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER to a variant of CACHING,
which is one of the quintessential problems in online algorithms. Motivated by the design of
real system storage hierarchies, we study the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem, a generalization
of classic CACHING in which pages are partitioned into blocks of a fixed size, and fetching (or
evicting) pages from the same block incurs the same cost as fetching (or evicting) just one page
from the block. The goal is to serve a sequence of requests to pages while minimizing the total
cost of fetching to (or evicting from) cache. This problem is already NP-hard offline.

We show a suite of results. For the cost model in which the cost of evictions dominates the cost
of fetches, we give non-trivial algorithms, including a polylogarithmic competitive randomized
algorithm which nearly matches the known lower bound from standard CACHING. We also show
strong lower bounds in the reverse cost model in which the fetch cost dominates the write cost.
Hence our results establish a strong separation between the tractability of the fetching and eviction
cost models, which is interesting since fetching/evictions costs are the same up to an additive term
for the classic caching problem.

Though this problem seems to have little to do with submodularity on the surface, our insight is to
relax the block-aware caching problem to a SUBMODULARCOVER linear program: we express
feasibility as the constraint that a particular sequence of monotone, submodular functions is
maximized. Our formulation may be viewed as a generalization of the strengthened LP relaxation
due to [BBN12b] for GENERALIZEDCACHING (a special case of BLOCKAWARECACHING),
which used the so-called knapsack cover inequalities.

This establishes that BLOCKAWARECACHING is an instance of ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER.
However, we require additional analysis on top of the one in Chapter 3 to get finer competitiveness
bounds for this special case. Whereas in Chapter 3 we could make do with a off-the-shelf use of
online covering LP solvers, here we need to open the black box. We adapt the continuous online
primal-dual framework, i.e. we simultaneously maintain a feasible primal and dual solution that
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we carefully evolve according to continuous dynamics, and we show that the costs of the these are
related.

This chapter is based on the paper [CLNT22] with Christian Coester, Seffi Naor and Ohad Talmon.

1.1.4 Fully-Dynamic Submodular Cover

In Chapter 6, we show how to solve the same class of SUBMODULARCOVER problems in a more
general online setting than in Chapter 3 where constraints are not only added over time, but they
can also be removed. Here we relax the restriction that decisions be completely irrevocable (one
can show that no competitive algorithm can exist without this relaxation), but instead require that
the solution change as little as possible between time steps. We show that only this small relaxation
suffices to solve this harder problem, and furthermore to match the best possible offline bounds
for SUBMODULARCOVER. It can be shown that it is not possible to match the offline bounds
in polynomial time if no recourse is allowed [Kor04]. Our work simultaneously simplifies and
unifies previous results for the special case of SETCOVER, as well as generalizes to a significantly
larger class of covering problems. As before, it ports any of the many problems which can be
framed as SUBMODULARCOVER to the fully-dynamic setting.

Our algorithm is local search. We maintain a candidate solution which is subset of the ground
set, and update this solution dynamically via local operations. To bound the competitive ratio,
we show that upon termination of the local search, this solution is identical to the output of an
approximate greedy algorithm that is known to produce good solutions when run offline. To
bound the number of updates to the solution, we use a potential function inspired by a generalized
family of entropy functions known as Tsallis Entropy. We show that with every local search
update we perform, this entropy must decrease by at least a minimum amount, and since the
entropy is bounded above and below, this process must terminate in a predictable amount of time.
To get finer results for special cases, we also extensively reuse the idea of Mutual Coverage from
Chapter 3.

Our algorithm can be thought of as a general template for adapting greedy-like offline algorithms
to the dynamic setting. To demonstrate its further potential for applications, we use it to derive
dynamic algorithms for the metric MINIMUMSTEINERTREE problem.

This chapter is based on the paper [GL20a] with Anupam Gupta.

1.1.5 Streaming Submodular Matching

Finally, in Chapter 7 we change gears slightly from submodular covering, and instead turn to
the related task of submodular maximization subject to combinatorial constraints. In particular,
we study maximum submodular matching/b-matching (MSM): we imagine the the ground set
elements are the edges of a graph, and a solution is feasible if and only if it is a legal matching/b-
matching. We wish to find the feasible solution maximizing a given submodular function, and we
consider the big-data regime where the input to the problem is too large to store in main memory.
Instead, the edges of the input graph are revealed in a stream, and the algorithm must output a
near optimal solution while only using a limited amount of space. We present improved upper
and lower bounds for this problem.
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Our algorithm uses the (randomized) primal-dual method, which originated in the study of
maximum weight matching. We maintain a feasible dual solution over the course of the stream,
which we used to remember a small subset of the total edge set. At the end of the stream, we
further refine this set of edges to obtain a true legal matching. We argue that the quality of the
optimal solution is approximately preserved, even during this aggressive two-stage pruning.

Intuitively, we may think of our dual solution as a set of vertex potentials which are a coarse proxy
for the quality of the best edge incident to every vertex. These in turn govern whether or not we
should remember future incoming edges (since we need not remember edges of worse quality).
Crucially, this set of vertex potentials is small enough to be maintained in a stream with low space.
Our LP relaxation is guided by the theory of continuous extensions of submodular functions
which we will introduce shortly in Chapter 2. To our knowledge, this is the first use of primal-dual
based analysis for streaming submodular optimization. We also show how to reinterpret previous
algorithms for MSM in our framework.

This chapter is based on the paper [LW21] with David Wajc.
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Chapter 2

Background and Preliminaries

2.1 Basic Notation and Facts

In this thesis, we deal with NP-hard optimization problems, that is optimization problems whose
optimum solution cannot be computed in time that is polynomial in the input length, unless
the famous P 6= NP conjecture is false. To cope with intractability, we study polynomial time
approximation algorithms, that is algorithms guaranteed to output a solution whose cost is within
a bounded multiplicative factor of the optimum solution’s cost. Formally, an algorithm A for a
minimization problem Π is an α-asymptotic approximation algorithm if there is a constant C such
that for any instance I ∈ Π, the inequality

A(I) ≤ α · OPT(I) + C (2.1.1)

holds, where A(I) is the cost of the solution algorithm A produces with input I, and OPT(I)
is the cost of the optimal solution to I. If (2.1.1) holds with C = 0, we say that A is an
α-approximation algorithm for Π. Similarly, for maximization problems, we say that A is an
α-asymptotic approximation algorithm if

A(I) ≥ 1

α
· OPT(I)− C, (2.1.2)

and an α-approximation algorithm if C = 0.

In the context of online algorithms, we say that an algorithm A for a minimization problem is
α-competitive if it respects inequality (2.1.1) (or (2.1.2) for maximization problems). We say
an α-competitive online algorithm with C = 0 is α-strictly competitive. We sometimes say an
α-competitive (or strictly competitive) algorithm A attains the competitive ratio α. In contrast
to approximation algorithms which are usually required to run in polynomial time, we make
no requirements about the computational efficiency of competitive online algorithms, since it
is often interesting to design such algorithms even if exponential computation time is allowed.
Nevertheless, all online algorithms in this thesis can me implemented in polynomial time.

For problems with arbitrarily long input sequences and unbounded costs such as CACHING

(Chapter 5), we will study asymptotic approximation algorithms or non-strictly competitive online
algorithms; this makes sense since the constant C becomes insignificant in the limit. However,
for problems with bounded costs such as SETCOVER or SUBMODULARCOVER (Chapters 3,
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4, 6 and 7), we restrict our attention to true approximation algorithms and strictly competitive
algorithms. For convenience, we will henceforth abuse notation slightly and stop explicitly
distinguishing between asymptotic/non-asymptotic and strict/non-strict competitive algorithms.

All logarithms in this thesis are taken to be base e. In the following definitions, let x, y ∈ Rn+
be vectors. The standard dot product between x and y is denoted 〈x, y〉 =

∑n
i=1 xiyi. We use a

weighted generalization of KL divergence. Given a weight function c, define

KLc (x || y) :=
n∑
i=1

ci

[
xi log

(
xi
yi

)
− xi + yi

]
. (2.1.3)

We will sometimes use the convention that 1 : k denotes that range of indices from 1 to k. We
will require the simple and well known inequalities:

Fact 2.1.1. Given positive numbers a1, . . . , ak and b1, . . . , bk:

min
i

ai
bi
≤
∑

i ai∑
i bi
≤ max

i

ai
bi
. (2.1.4)

2.2 Submodular Set Functions

A set function f : 2N → R+ is submodular if for every A ⊆ B ⊆ N and x ∈ N\B it respects
the inequality

f(A ∪ {x})− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ {x})− f(B).

It is monotone if f(A) ≤ f(B) for all A ⊆ B ⊆ N .

In this thesis, we assume access to a value oracle for f that computes f(T ) given T ⊆ N . The
contraction of f : 2N → R+ onto N \ T is defined as

fT (S) = f(S | T ) := f(S ∪ T )− f(T ).

If f is submodular then fT is also submodular for any T ⊆ N .

Example 2.2.1. Let N be a set of random variables, and let H : 2N → R+ be the joint entropy
function. Then H is nonnegative, monotone and submodular.

Example 2.2.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let CG : 2V → R+ be the cut function of G, i.e.
for any U ⊆ V , define CG(U) to be the number of edges in E with exactly one endpoint in U .
Then CG is nonnegative and submodular, but not monotone.

We now make explicit one connection between submodular functions and concavity. Following
the notation of [FH05], we define the derivative of a set function f as:

df

dx
(S) = f(S ∪ {x})− f(S\{x}).

We notate the m-th order derivative of f with respect to the subset A = {i1, . . . im} as df/dA,
and this quantity has the following concise expression:

df

dA
(S) =

∑
B⊆A

(−1)|B|f((S ∪ A)\B).
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Definition 2.2.3 (m-increasing [FH05]). We say that a set function is m-increasing if all its m-th
order derivatives are nonnegative, and m-decreasing if they are nonpositive. We denote by D+

m

and D−m the classes of m-increasing and m-decreasing functions respectively.

Note that D+
1 is the class of monotone set functions, and D−2 is the class of submodular set

functions. When f is the joint entropy set function, the m-th derivative above is also known as the
interaction information, which generalizes the usual mutual information for two sets of variables,
to m sets of variables.

We use the following notation for the maximum and minimum marginals of f , which are commonly
used parameters quantifying the “smoothness” of the submodular function:

fmax := max {f(j | S) | j ∈ N , S ⊆ N} , (2.2.1)
fmin := min {f(j | S) | j ∈ N , S ⊆ N , f(j | S) 6= 0} . (2.2.2)

Submodular functions are only defined over vertices of the hypercube, ~x ∈ {0, 1}N . For many
applications it is often convenient to extend these to all fractional vectors ~x ∈ [0, 1]N . Formally,
a continuous extension of a submodular function f is any function f̂ : [0, 1]N → R+ such
that f̂(x) = f(x) for any x ∈ {0, 1}N . There are several canonical continuous extensions of
submodular functions which we make use of in this thesis. See e.g. Section 3.5 of [Von07] for a
comprehensive survey and history of such extensions.

The multilinear extension of f is defined as:

F (x) := E
S∼x

[f(S)] =
∑
S⊆N

∏
i∈S

xi
∏
j 6∈S

(1− xj)f(S) (2.2.3)

where S ∼ x means we add each element j ∈ N independently to S with probability xj .

The concave closure extension of f is:

f+(~x) := max

{∑
T⊆E

αT · f(T )

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
T⊆E

αT = 1, αT ≥ 0 ∀T ⊆ E,
∑
T3e

αT = xe ∀e ∈ E

}
.

In words, the concave closure is the maximum expected f -value of a random subset T ⊆ N ,
where the maximum is taken over all distributions matching the marginal probabilities given by ~x.

Next, for S ⊆ N , define f#S : [0, 1]|N | → R+ as:

f#S(x) := f(S) +
∑

j∈N fS(j)xj. (2.2.4)

The covering extension (or the Wolsey extension) of f (defined but not named in [Von07]) is:

f ∗(x) := min
S⊆N

f#S(x). (2.2.5)

We will give more intuition for the covering extension in Chapter 3.

We mention one final continuous extension for completeness, although it does not make an
appearance in this thesis. The Lovász extension is:

fL(~x) := E
λ∼U [0,1]

[f({i : xi ≥ λ})].
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The Lovász extension can be shown to be equivalent to the so-called convex closure extension
(note that this equivalence does not hold if f is not submodular):

f−(~x) := min

{∑
T⊆E

αT · f(T )

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
T⊆E

αT = 1, αT ≥ 0 ∀T ⊆ E,
∑
T3e

αT = xe ∀e ∈ E

}
.

The function fL is convex if and only if f is submodular. A seminal result of Grötchel, Lovász
and Schrijver [GLS88] is that the unconstrained submodular minimization problem minS⊆N f(S)
can be solved in polynomial time given value oracle access to f ; this algorithm is based on the
ellipsoid method applied to the Lovász extension of f . On the other hand, by Example 2.2.2
maximizing a submodular function generalizes the APX-hard MAXCUT problem. In this sense,
submodular functions are more akin to convex functions than concave functions.

We can naturally extend the definition of any of these extensions to contractions of functions.

2.3 Mutual Coverage.

For some of our results, we define the notion of mutual coverage. Independently, [IKBA21]
defined and studied the same quantity under the slightly different name submodular mutual
information.

Definition 2.3.1 (Mutual Coverage). The mutual coverage between two subsets A,B ⊆ N
(and their conditional mutual coverage conditioned on C ⊆ N ) with respect to a set function
f : 2N → R+ are defined as:

I(A;B) := f(A) + f(B)− f(A ∪B) (2.3.1)
I(A;B | C) := fC(A) + fC(B)− fC(A ∪B) (2.3.2)

This generalizes mutual information from information theory: if N is a set of random variables,
and for S ⊆ N , the quantity f(S) is the joint entropy of the random variables in the set S, then I
is the mutual information.

We sometimes write I(A)(B) := I(A;B) and I(A|C)(B) := I(A;B | C) if we want to view
mutual coverage as a function of B for fixed A and C. We may think of I(A|C)(B) intuitively as
the amount of coverage B takes away from the coverage of A given that C was already chosen (or
vice-versa, since the definition is symmetric in A and B). The following identity is easy to check:

Fact 2.3.2 (Chain Rule). Mutual coverage respects the identity:

I(A;B1 ∪B2 | C) = I(A;B1 | C) + I(A;B2 | C ∪B1).

This neatly generalizes the chain rule for mutual information. The expression I(A|C)(B) is
monotone in B by the submodularity of f , but not submodular in general (see Section 3.6.2).

2.4 SUBMODULARCOVER

A major focus of our work is the SUBMODULARCOVER problem described intuitively in the
introduction (Chapter 1). Formally, given a monotone, submodular function f over ground set N ,
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and a linear cost function c : N → R
+ on the ground set, the goal is to output a minimum cost

subset S ⊆ N such that f(S) ≥ f(N ). We let m = |N | denote the size of the ground set, and
cmax and cmin denote the largest and smallest costs of elements respectively.

Wolsey [Wol82] (see also [NWF78, FNW78]) gave the following LP relaxation for SUBMODU-
LARCOVER:

min
∑
v∈N

c(v) · xv

subject to

∀S ⊆ N :
∑
v 6∈S

f(v | S) · xv ≥ f(N )− f(S)

∀v ∈ N : xv ≥ 0

(2.4.1)

The constraints of this LP may be viewed as knapsack cover inequalities for a linearized version
of the function f . Wolsey proved that the integer solutions of this LP are precisely the solutions to
SUBMODULARCOVER:

Claim 2.4.1 (Proposition 2 of [Wol82]). A set S has f(S) = f(N ) if and only if χS , the
characteristic vector of S, is a feasible integer solution to (2.4.1).

Furthermore, Wolsey [Wol82] showed that the natural greedy algorithm gives a 1 + ln(fmax/fmin)
approximation for SUBMODULARCOVER; this guarantee is tight unless P = NP even for the
special case of SETCOVER [DS14] (see Section 2.5 below). One can also solve SUBMODULAR-
COVER via repeated sequential use of submodular maximization subject to a cardinality/knapsack
constraint (e.g. [Svi04] or the survey [BF18]). Fujito [Fuj99] gave a dual greedy algorithm that
generalizes the F−approximation for SETCOVER [Hoc82] (the parameter F is known as the
frequency, or the maximum number of sets any one element appears in).

2.5 SETCOVER and ONLINESETCOVER

An important special case of SUBMODULARCOVER that study in depth in this work is the famous
SETCOVER problem. In SETCOVER, we are given a set system (U,S) (where U is a ground set
of size n and S is a collection of subsets with |S| = m), along with a cost function c : S → R+.
The goal is to select a minimum cost subcollection S ′ ⊆ S such that the union of the sets in S ′
is U . Many algorithms have been discovered for this problem that achieve an approximation
ratio of lnn (see e.g. [Chv79, Joh74, Lov75, WS11]), and this is best possible unless P = NP
[Fei98, DS14].

In the ONLINESETCOVER variant, we impose the additional restriction that the algorithm does
not know U initially, nor the contents of each S ∈ S (at the outset, the algorithm only sees m
empty sets). Instead, an adversary reveals the elements of U one-by-one in an arbitrary order.
On the arrival of every element, it is revealed which sets of S ∈ S contain the element, and the
algorithm must immediately pick one such set S ∈ S to cover it. The goal is to minimize the total
cost of the sets chosen by the algorithm. In their seminal work, [AAA+09] show that despite the
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lack of foresight, it is possible to achieve a competitive ratio of O(logm log n) for this version1.
The result is based on solving the LP relaxation via the online primal-dual framework, followed
by randomized rounding. This bound has since been shown to be tight unless NP ⊆ BPP [Kor04],
and has also been generalized significantly (e.g. [AAA+06, BN09b, GN14]).

2.6 Online and Dynamic Models for SUBMODULARCOVER

In several chapters we study online and dynamic variants of SUBMODULARCOVER. In these
problems, at every point in time t, the algorithm is given a different nonnegative, monotone,
submodular function f (t), and must maintain a feasible and near-minimum cost solution to
SUBMODULARCOVER for the current function f (t).

We introduce the bag-of-functions model for this setting. Here, we assume that the function f (t)

takes the form
f (t)(S) =

∑
g∈G(t)

g(S)

for some set G(t) of nonnegative, monotone, submodular functions. We refer to G(t) as the active
set functions at time t. For ease of notation we assume that for all g ∈

⋃
tG

(t), the parameter
g(N ) is the same.

1Throughout this thesis, we consider the unknown-instance model for ONLINESETCOVER (see Chapter 1 of
[Kor04]). The result of [AAA+09] was presented for the known-instance model, but extends to the unknown setting
as well. This was made explicit in subsequent work [BN09b].
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Chapter 3

Online Submodular Cover

3.1 Introduction

We consider the problem of maintaining a minimum cost submodular cover online. As detailed in
Chapter 1, for many applications it does not suffice to solve a single static instance of SUBMODU-
LARCOVER. Instead, the function f—the notion of coverage—changes over time, so we need
to update our cover S. Recall our running example of the SIMULTANEOUSSOURCELOCATION

problem [AGG+09]. Given a network equipped with flow demand at every vertex, we want to
designate the minimum number of vertices as servers, such that every vertex can simultaneously
route its demand from some server without violating edge capacities. [AGG+09] show that if f(S)
is the maximum demand satisfied by selecting S as the set of servers, then f is submodular and the
problem can cleanly be solved using the SUBMODULARCOVER framework. In the likely scenario
that communication demand evolves over time, revoking prior decisions may be expensive or
prohibitive, hence we want that our solution be monotone—i.e., we only add servers to S and not
remove any.

We ask the natural question: is it possible to maintain a competitive solution to an online SUB-
MODULARCOVER instance as f changes over time? We show that under minimal monotonicity
assumptions on the changes in f , the answer is yes. Formally, the ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER

problem is the following:

We are given a “time-monotone”1 sequence of monotone submodular functions
f (1), f (2), · · · , over a common universe N that arrive online, as well as a fixed cost
function c. Upon seeing f (t) at time t, our algorithm must output a set St such that
f (t)(St) = f (t)(N ). Moreover, past decisions cannot be revoked, so we require
St−1 ⊆ St.

One example of this time-monotone setting is the bag-of-functions model (recall the definition
of this model in Section 2.6), with the restriction that at every time t, a single function g(t) is
inserted into the active set. It may be convenient for the reader to keep this example in mind since
it captures most features of the general problem. In particular, ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER in

1This “time-monotonicity” means that any submodular cover for f (t) is also a cover for f (t−1); formally, for
all t and S, we have f (t)(S) = f (t)(N ) =⇒ f (t−1)(S) = f (t−1)(N ). In other words, the functions cannot be
completely unrelated to each other. This is a minimal requirement; we show in Section 3.6.1 that dropping it makes
the problem intractable. On the other hand, we do not explicitly require that f (t)(S) ≥ f (t−1)(S).
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the bag-of-functions model generalizes ONLINESETCOVER; if we identify N = S with the sets
in the set system, then g(t) is the indicator of whether the tth item has been covered by the chosen
sets, and and f (t) is the coverage function induced by the set system restricted to the first t items.

Our main theorem is:

Theorem 3.1.1. There exists an efficient randomized algorithm for the ONLINESUBMODULAR-
COVER problem which guarantees that for each T , the expected cost of solution ST is within
O(logm · log(T · fmax/fmin)) of the optimal SUBMODULARCOVER solution for f (T ).

Here we use the notation fmax := maxt f
(t)
max and fmin := mint f

(t)
min (recall that f (t)

max and f (t)
min from

Section 2.2 are smoothness parameters of the function sequence f (1), f (2), . . .). When restricting
to the case of ONLINESETCOVER, fmax ≤ n and fmin = 1 and hence this competitiveness
guarantee recovers the O(logm log n) of [AAA+09] (see Section 2.5). As a consequence, if we
restrict ourselves to efficient algorithms, our result is the best possible up to constant factors unless
NP ⊆ BPP.

Our algorithm also is interesting in the offline setting: indeed, if we are given a single submodular
function f (i.e., T = 1), we can avoid the O(logm) loss that comes from solving an LP relax-
ation online. So we get an O(log(fmax/fmin))-approximate solution via randomized rounding a
fractional LP solution. This is the first LP-rounding algorithm known for SUBMODULARCOVER,
and it matches the (optimal) performance of the greedy algorithm (analyzed by dual-fitting). LP
rounding approaches are powerful and versatile, since we can add side constraints to the LP
and maintain them (approximately) during rounding, so we hope that our techniques will find
applications even in the offline setting.

3.1.1 Results and Techniques

There are a few challenges to proving Theorem 1.1. A natural approach is to mimic the strategy
of [AAA+09] for the ONLINESETCOVER problem. I.e., we can try to maintain a solution to an
LP relaxation of the problem, and then perform randomized rounding online. Unfortunately, the
only known LP relaxation of SUBMODULARCOVER from [Wol82] is exponential-sized and it is
not known how to solve it efficiently, nor how to analyze randomized rounding given a fractional
solution. We show that we can overcome these concerns and make the technique work.

We start in Section 3.2 with an O(logm log(T · f(N )/fmin)) competitive ratio algorithm for
online SUBMODULARCOVER with no efficient runtime guarantees. Here we use the notation
f(N ) := maxt f

(t)(N ). This allows us to illustrate the overall approach of solving the SUB-
MODULARCOVER covering linear program online, in conjunction with a randomized-rounding
algorithm for it. The rounding is the natural one, where we sample from the fractional solution
multiple times (in an online fashion); as opposed to the SETCOVER-style analysis which argues
item-by-item, here we have to argue about the coverage as a whole. In particular, we exploit the
relationship between the multilinear extension and the linearizations of submodular functions
(Lemma 3.2.3) to reinterpret the constraints in the LP as statements about expected coverage
under randomized rounding.

In Section 3.3, we improve the O(logm log(T · f(N )/fmin))-competitiveness to a finer compet-
itiveness bound of O(logm log(T · fmax/fmin)), which is much tighter for the case where the
functions f are “smoother” and each element has smaller marginal value compared to f(N ). The
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intuition behind this refined analysis is that we charge each element selected by the algorithm to
the elements of OPT that “cover the same part of the space”.2 To capture the overlap between two
elements, we study the mutual coverage If (A;B) := f(A) + f(B)− f(A∪B), which is natural
generalization of mutual information from information theory, and inherits properties from that
literature, such as the chain-rule. It turns out that mutual coverage is the right abstract quantity to
focus on for our analyses. We also have to strengthen the SUBMODULARCOVER LP slightly, and
use a modified rounding-with-alterations scheme to get the tighter result. When run offline, our
rounding algorithm recovers the O(log fmax/fmin) approximation ratio of Wolsey’s algorithm.

In Section 3.4, we make the above algorithms run in polynomial time. The difficulty is two-fold:
firstly, we do not know how to solve the SUBMODULARCOVER LP even in the offline setting,
since the separation problem itself is APX-hard. Secondly, even if we could separate in the offline
setting, naı̈vely solving the exponential-sized LP online requires us to give exponentially-many
constraints one at a time to the online primal-dual LP-solving framework. To remedy this, we use
a “round-or-separate” approach: we use the rounding algorithm itself as an approximate separation
oracle. Indeed, we give an approximate separation oracle that given an arbitrary solution promises
to either round it to a feasible integer solution with a similar objective value, or else to output a
constraint violated by the solution. This approach to blur the line between rounding and separation
may prove useful for other problems in online algorithms, where we are faced with an exponential
number of new constraints at each step. Furthermore, we give a new exponential-clock based
sampling procedure that finds constraints violated by a large margin with high probability. Our
analysis extends a technique of [Von07] that approximates independent random sampling by
a continuous process. We use a potential function argument to conclude that we only need a
polynomial number of calls to the separation oracle in the worst case.

3.1.2 Related Work

There are previous definitions of online submodular cover, but similarity to our work is mainly
in the name. In one variant inspired by regret-minimization in online learning [SG08, GB11], a
submodular function f (t) arrives at each time step t, and we must output a permutation of the
universe elements that minimizes the (average or maximum) cover time. The approach compares
the algorithm’s objective value to the single best fixed cover in hindsight. Hence, there is no notion
of time-monotonicity, and of element selection being irrevocable. Another distantly related line
of work ([GK11, DHK16, HK18, GHKL16, AAK19, EKM21, GGN21]) explores a stochastic
variant of SUBMODULARCOVER, where there is a fixed submodular function f , but each element
of the universe is active only with a certain probability. The goal is to output an ordering of the
elements minimizing the expected cover time.

[GTW14] maintain a matroid base (or spanning set) under changing costs. Given a fixed matroid
M, each matroid element is given holding and and acquisition costs at each time t, after which
we must output a matroid base (spanning set). We want to minimize the sum of acquisition
plus holding costs over time. In the spanning set case, when holding costs are zero, acquisition
costs are fixed and the matroid is additionally changing over time, this is the very special case of

2The analogue in the case of SETCOVER is an improvement from O(log universe-size) to O(log max-set-size).
However, there is a clear notion in SETCOVER of items that are covered by the same two sets (and the analysis
proceeds item-by-item), whereas in SUBMODULARCOVER it is not at all obvious what it means for the coverage of
two elements to overlap.
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our ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER problem where the submodular functions are matroid rank
functions. Recall that matroid rank functions are a very restricted class of submodular functions:
for instance, we can efficiently find a min-weight matroid base, while no efficient algorithms exist
for finding a minimum weight submodular cover unless P = NP. [BCN14a] study the online
matroid caching problem, where one must maintain an independent set in a matroid subject to the
constraints that the set must contain certain elements at specified points in time.

3.2 An O (logm log (T · f (N )/fmin)) competitive algorithm

In this section, we show how to get our algorithm for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER: we use the
approach of solving covering LPs online to maintain a competitive fractional solution xt at every
time t, with the special property that x1, x2, . . . , xT are monotonically increasing, i.e., xt ≥ xt−1.
To get an integer solution online, we use randomized rounding with the method of alterations:
we round the increments in variables at each step, and make corrections in the case of failures
by greedily selecting elements until our solution is feasible. Our algorithm always outputs a
feasible solution; the challenge is to bound its expected cost: the crucial technical component is a
relationship between the SUBMODULARCOVER LP and the multilinear relaxation, which allows
us to show that a logarithmic number of rounds suffice.

3.2.1 An LP for SUBMODULARCOVER

We use Wolsey’s LP formulation (2.4.1), but first we rewrite it using our continuous extension
notation as:

min
∑
j

c(j)xj

subject to

f ∗(x) ≥ f(N )

∀j ∈ N : xj ≥ 0

(P )

Recall that f ∗ is the covering extension of f defined in Section 2.2.

Let (P (t)) refer to the program (P ) for f (t). We would like to argue that we can maintain one large
LP for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER. At time t, we feed in the constraints of (P (t)), and update
the solution accordingly. We use the following online LP solver from [BN09b, Theorem 4.2]:

Theorem 3.2.1. For the setting where the rows of a covering LP min{cᵀx | Ax ≥ b} with
A ∈ Rm×n+ , b ∈ Rm+ , c ∈ Rn+ arrive online, there is an algorithm that achieves a competitive
ratio of O(logm). Furthermore, the sequence of solutions produced x1, . . . , xT is monotonically
increasing.

Each of the linear programs (P (t)) is indeed a covering LP with box constraints that is a feasible
relaxation for the function f (t). However it is not a priori clear that the constraints for the linear
program (P (t′)) for some t′ < t are also valid for the linear program (P (t)). We prove a lemma
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which circumvents this issue. While we do not guarantee that for all t′ < t the constraints of
(P (t′)) will be valid for the LP (P (t)) itself, we show that they are valid for the integer solutions
of (P (t)). This suffices to ensure that the union of all constraints seen so far is a relaxation for
ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER.

Lemma 3.2.2. Any feasible integer solution to (P (t+1)) is a feasible integer solution to (P (t)).

Proof. Suppose x is a feasible integer solution to (P (t+1)). Then by Claim 5.3.2, x is the
characteristic vector of a set S such that f (t+1)(S) = f (t+1)(N ). By the time-monotonicity
of the sequence f (0), f (1), . . . , f (T ), it holds that f (t)(S) = f (t)(N ) as well. Now again using
Claim 5.3.2, x is feasible to (P (t)).

3.2.2 Rounding Fractional Solutions

The last remaining step in our plan is to understand the behavior of randomized rounding for (P ).
Since the multilinear extension G is defined as the value of g on a set obtained by randomized
rounding, we can use the following relationship between G and g∗ [Von07, Lemma 3.8]:

Lemma 3.2.3. For any monotone, nonnegative set function g, it holds thatG(x) ≥ (1−e−1)g∗(x).

Observe that Lemma 3.2.3 does not require that g be submodular, only that it be monotone and
nonnegative. (There exist functions for which the bound is tight. If g is also submodular, we also
get the bound G(x) ≤ g∗(x) [Von07, Lemma 3.7].) The next lemma helps us analyze random
rounding:

Lemma 3.2.4 (Rounding Lemma). Let g be a monotone, nonnegative set function such that
g(∅) = 0, and let k be a positive integer. Let R1, . . . Rk be a sequence of random sets and denote
R1:` :=

⋃
i∈[`] Ri. Suppose the following condition holds for all ` ∈ [k] and all R ⊆ N :

E
R`

[g(R` | R1:`−1) | R1:`−1 = R] ≥ (1− γ)g(N | R). (3.2.1)

Then:

E
R1:k

[g(N | R1:k)] ≤ γk · g(N ). (3.2.2)

Proof. By definition:

E
R1:`

[g(N | R1:`)] = E
R1:`−1

[g(N )− g(R1:`−1)− E
R`

[g(R1:`)− g(R1:`−1)]]

≤ E
R1:`−1

[g(N | R1:`−1)− (1− γ)(g(N | R1:`−1))] (3.2.3)

= γ · E
R1:`−1

[g(N )− g(R1:`−1)].

Note that (3.2.3) holds by assumption (3.2.1). Claim (3.2.2) holds by induction on ` and the fact
that g(∅) = 0.

Lemma 3.2.5. Let x ∈ [0, 1]n be a feasible solution to (P ). Let R be a set obtained by performing
k rounds of randomized rounding according to x. Then: ER[fR(N )] ≤ e−kf(N ).
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Proof. Since x is feasible to (P ), for all S ⊆ N , we have f ∗S(x) ≥ fS(N ). By Lemma 3.2.3
applied to fS , it holds that FS(x) ≥ (1− e−1)f ∗S(x). Together these imply:

FS(x) ≥ (1− e−1)fS(N ). (3.2.4)

Thus x, f and R together satisfy the conditions of the Rounding Lemma with γ = e−1, and the
claim follows directly.

3.2.3 The Analysis

To summarize, our first algorithm for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER is the following: maintain
a fractional solution x, and two sets R,G ⊆ N initially empty. At time t, feed the batch of
constraints of (P (t)) to [BN09b] and update x accordingly. Set k := log(t2 · f (t)(N )/f

(t)
min), and

for every j ∈ N , add j to R with probability ∆j , where ∆j is calculated such that the total
probability that j gets added to R over the course of the algorithm is 1−(1−xj)k. In a subsequent
greedy phase, iteratively select the cheapest element j ∈ N with non-zero marginal value and add
it to the set G until no such elements remain. Return R ∪G.

Given our tools from the previous section, we can now analyze the expected cost.

Theorem 3.2.6. There exists a randomized algorithm for the ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER

problem which guarantees that for each T , the expected cost of solution ST is within O(logm ·
log(T · f(N )/fmin)) of the optimal SUBMODULARCOVER solution for f (T ).

Proof. By construction, the algorithm always produces a feasible solution to the submodular
cover problem. Thus it suffices to relate the cost of the output to the cost of the optimal solution,
c(OPT).

To bound the cost of the sampling phase, remark that at time t, by construction we can view
R as the result of k rounds of independent random rounding. The expected cost after one
round of rounding is precisely c(x). By linearity of expectation, the total expected cost of R is
log
(
t2 · f (t)(N )/f

(t)
min

)
· c(x).

Next we bound the cost of the greedy phase. At time t, the solution x is feasible to (P (t)). By
Lemma 3.2.5 with parameter k = log

(
t2 · f (t)(N )/f

(t)
min

)
:

E
R

[f
(t)
R (N )] ≤ t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f (t)(N )

)
f (t)(N ) = t−2f

(t)
min.

This gives a bound on the expected cost of alterations at time t. Let Gt denote the elements added
in the greedy phase at time t:

E
R

[c(Gt)] ≤ c(OPT) · E
R

[|Gt|] (3.2.5)

≤ t−2c(OPT). (3.2.6)

(3.2.5) comes from the fact that each element must be cheaper than c(OPT), the second step (3.2.6)
from the fact that for every element h ∈ G, both f (t)

R (h) ≥ f
(t)
min and ER[f

(t)
R (N )] ≤ t−2f

(t)
min. By

linearity of expectation, the expected cost of cumulative alterations over all time steps t ∈ [T ] is
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O(c(OPT)). In conclusion, the final solution has expected cost at most log (T · f(N )/fmin) c(x)+
O(c(OPT)). By Theorem 2.1, c(x) = O(logm) · c(OPT), hence the algorithm outputs a solution
with competitive ratio O(logm log (T · f(N )/fmin)) · c(OPT).

In the next section, we show how to replace the f(N ) term in the competitiveness by an fmax

term, which is often much smaller. In order to do the finer analysis, we will also show how to use
the ideas of mutual coverage. We then make these algorithms efficient in the subsequent section.

3.3 An O (logm log (T · fmax/fmin)) competitive algorithm

In this section, we show how to recover the finer O (logm log (T · fmax/fmin)) approximation.
The main algorithmic change is to perform log

(
T · f (t)

max/f
(t)
min

)
rounds of rounding instead of

log
(
T · f (t)(N )/f

(t)
min

)
, and then compensate with more greedy alterations. The intuition behind

the analysis is a fractional charging scheme. Using mutual coverage as a notion of contribution,
we argue that:

(i) every greedily chosen element is cheaper than the elements in OPT to which it contributes.

(ii) every greedily chosen element contributes at least a minimum amount overall.

(iii) for every element in OPT, the total contribution it receives from greedily chosen elements
is bounded above.

We show that these statements together imply a good bound on the expected cost of alterations.
However, this proof strategy requires that the mutual coverage between pairs of elements decrease
sufficiently after randomized rounding. In Section 3.6.2, we show that the constraints of the LP
(P ) do not necessarily guarantee that this is the case; hence we introduce additional constraints
that enforce the desired property.

3.3.1 A Stronger Formulation

Recall our definition of Mutual Coverage, If (A;B) = f(A) + f(B) − f(A ∪ B). For clarity,
from now on we drop the subscript f when the submodular function in question is clear from
context. We begin by strengthening LP (P ) with additional constraints as follows:

min
∑
j

c(j)xj

subject to

∀v ∈ N ,∀S ⊆ N :
∑
j∈N

I(v|S)(j)xj ≥ I(v|S)(N ) (∗)

∀j ∈ N : 1 ≥ xj ≥ 0

(Q)

To see that the new constraints imply the constraints of (P ), consider any set S. Order the elements
of N arbitrarily v1, v2 . . . vn and define Si := S ∪ {v1, . . . vi−1} with S1 := S. If we sum the (∗)
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constraints corresponding to all pairs (vi, Si), we obtain:∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈N

I(vi; j | Si) · xj ≥
∑
i∈[n]

I(vi;N | Si)

⇒
∑
j∈N

I(N ; j | S) · xj ≥ I(N ;N | S) (3.3.1)

⇒
∑
j∈N

fS(j) · xj ≥ fS(N ).

where we used the Chain Rule for mutual coverage for step (3.3.1).

In order to treat our problem as an online covering LP and use [BN09b] like we did before, we
again need to make sure the new constraints do not eliminate any integer solutions.

Lemma 3.3.1. (Q) is a relaxation of SUBMODULARCOVER.

Proof. Consider a feasible solution T to SUBMODULARCOVER and its corresponding character-
istic vector χT . Then for any S ⊆ N and v ∈ N\S:∑

j∈N

I(v, j | S)(χT )j =
∑
j∈T

fS(j) + fS(v)− fS(v, j) ≥ fS(v) = I(v,N | S).

The inequality follows from the fact that fS(A) + fS(B) − fS(A ∪ B) ≥ fS(A ∩ B) and
f(∅) = 0.

The following lemma is an analog of Lemma 3.2.5 for (Q), and will enable us to perform rounding.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let x ∈ [0, 1]n be a feasible solution to (Q). Let R be a set obtained by performing
k rounds of randomized rounding according to x. Then:

E
R∼x

[I(v;N | R)] ≤ e−kI(v;N). (3.3.2)

Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2.3 to the function I(v|S). Even though I(v|S) is not necessarily
submodular, it is monotone and nonnegative (because f is submodular). Thus:

E
R∼x

[I(v;R | S)]

= E
R∼x

[I(v|S)(R)]

≥ (1− e−1) min
T

(
I(v|S)(T ) +

∑
j∈N

I(v|S∪T )(j) · xj
)

(3.3.3)

≥ (1− e−1) min
T

(
I(v|S)(T ) + I(v|S∪T )(N )

)
(3.3.4)

= (1− e−1) I(v;N | S). (3.3.5)

Above, Step 3.3.3 uses Lemma 3.2.3. Step 3.3.4 follows from the (∗) constraints since x is feasible
to (Q), and step (3.3.5) comes from expanding the definition of mutual coverage. This means that
x, I(v|S), and R satisfy the conditions of the Rounding Lemma with γ = e−1, so (3.3.2) follows
directly.

The proof above demonstrates the purpose of the new (∗) constraints: they ensure that, just like
fR(N ), the expected remaining mutual coverage decreases geometrically with the number of
rounds.
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3.3.2 The Improved Analysis

Our second algorithm for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER resembles the first; it is the analysis that
differs. Indeed, at time t, feed the batch of constraints of (Q(t)) (defined as (Q) for the function
f (t)) to [BN09b] and update the fractional solution x accordingly. In the rounding phase, perform
k = log(t2 · f (t)

max/f
(t)
min) rounds of randomized rounding using the appropriate probability vector

∆ ∈ [0, 1]n and add the new elements to the set R. In a subsequent greedy phase, iteratively add
the cheapest element j ∈ N with non-zero marginal value to set G, until none remain. Return
R ∪G.

It is clear that the algorithm is correct, so it remains to bound the expected cost. The main idea is
to keep track of the amount of coverage that the tth greedy element in the augmentation procedure
contributes to the coverage achieved by the sth element of the optimal solution; the (conditional)
mutual coverage between the two is the quantity of interest here.

Theorem 3.3.3. There exists a randomized algorithm for the ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER

problem which guarantees that for each T , the expected cost of solution ST is within O(logm ·
log(T · fmax/fmin)) of the optimal SUBMODULARCOVER solution for f (T ).

Proof. The algorithm always outputs a feasible solution, and it suffices to relate the cost of R∪G
to the cost of the optimal solution. As before, at every time t ∈ [T ], the probability that j is in R
is 1− (1− xj)k and we may view R as the result of k rounds of randomized rounding. Thus the
expected cost of R is log(t2 · f (t)

max/f
(t)
min) · c(x). In the remainder, we analyze the greedy phase.

At time t, the fractional solution x is feasible toQ(t). By Lemma 3.3.2 with k = log(t2·f (t)
max/f

(t)
min):

E
R

[I(v;N | R)] ≤ t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f
(t)
max

)
I(v;N ) (3.3.6)

= t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f
(t)
max

)
f (t)(v). (3.3.7)

Let G1, . . . , Gp denote the elements added by the greedy phase in increasing order of cost,
and let G1:t = {G1, . . . , Gt} be the prefix of the first t elements. Also order the elements
of OPT arbitrarily O1, . . . , Oq and similarly let O1:s = {O1, . . . , Os}. For convenience, let
G1:0 = O1:0 = ∅.
We say an element Gt contributes to Os if conditioned on having selected G1:t−1, and O1:s−1,
selecting Gt changes the marginal value of Os. Let C(t, s) be the contribution of Gt to Os, or the
amount by which this marginal value changes. Formally:

C(t, s) := I(Gt;Os | G1:t−1 ∪O1:s−1 ∪R).

We will need the three claims we alluded to in the opening of the section to proceed.

Claim 3.3.4. If Gt contributes to Os, i.e. C(t, s) > 0, then c(Gt) ≤ c(Os).

Claim 3.3.5. For any index t ∈ [p] we have:
∑

sC(t, s) ≥ f
(t)
min.

Claim 3.3.6. For any index s ∈ [q] we have: ER[
∑

tC(t, s)] ≤ t−2f
(t)
min.
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f(O1 | R) . . . f(Os | O1:s−1 ∪ R) . . . f(Oq | O1:q−1 ∪ R)

(a) Before the greedy algorithm

f(O1 | G1 ∪ R) . . . f(Os | G1 ∪ O1:s−1 ∪ R) . . . f(Oq | G1 ∪ O1:q−1 ∪ R)

(b) After G1 is selected

f(O1 | G1:2 ∪ R) . . . f(Os | G1:2 ∪ O1:s−1 ∪ R) . . . f(Oq | G1:2 ∪ O1:q−1 ∪ R)

(c) After G2 is selected

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the charging scheme. The white areas initially represent the marginal values of each
element of OPT conditioned on the elements that come before it in the ordering. The red areas represent the
contribution of G1 to the elements of OPT, or the amount by which the marginal value of each element in OPT
changes after conditioning on G1. Likewise, the purple areas represent the contribution of G2 to the elements of OPT.

Before we prove these claims, let us show how they imply the statement of the theorem.

E

[∑
t

c(Gt)

]
= E

[∑
t

(∑
s

C(t, s)∑
s′ C(t, s′)

)
c(Gt)

]

≤ E

[∑
s

(∑
t

C(t, s)∑
s′ C(t, s′)

)
c(Os)

]
(3.3.8)

≤
∑
s

E[
∑

tC(t, s)]

f
(t)
min

· c(Os) (3.3.9)

≤ t−2c(OPT). (3.3.10)

Above (3.3.8) is due to Claim 3.3.4, (3.3.9) due to Claim 3.3.5 and (3.3.10) due to Claim 3.3.6.
Thus the expected cost of cumulative alterations over all time steps t ∈ [T ] is O(c(OPT)). To
wrap up, Theorem 2.1 implies that c(x) = O(logm) · c(OPT), hence:

E[c(R ∪G)] ≤ log

(
T · f

(t)
max

f
(t)
min

)
· c(x) +O(c(OPT))

≤ O

(
logm log

(
T · f

(t)
max

f
(t)
min

))
· c(OPT).

It remains to prove the three claims.

Proof of Claim 3.3.4. The greedy algorithm repeatedly selects the cheapest element that has
nonzero marginal value. If for some element Os it is the case that c(Os) < c(Gt), then by the
time Gt is picked, Os must already have been selected, which means C(t, s) = 0.
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Proof of Claim 3.3.5. This is immediate from the definitions:∑
s∈[q]

C(t, s) =
∑
s∈[q]

I(Gt;Os | G1:t−1 ∪O1:s−1 ∪R)

= I(Gt;N | G1:t−1 ∪R) (3.3.11)

= f
(t)
G1:t−1∪R(Gt)

≥ f
(t)
min, (3.3.12)

where step (3.3.11) used the Chain Rule, and the final step (3.3.12) used the definition of f (t)
min.

Proof of Claim 3.3.6. Again by definition:∑
t

C(t, s) =
∑
t∈[p]

I(Gt;Os | G1:t−1 ∪O1:s−1 ∪R)

= I(N ;Os | O1:s−1 ∪R)

≤ I(N ;Os | R),

where the inequality follows from the submodularity of f and I(N ;Os | O1:s−1 ∪R) = f(Os |
O1:s−1 ∪R). Taking expectation over R:

E
R

[∑
t

C(t, s)

]
≤ E

R
[I(Os;N | R)]

≤ t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f
(t)
max

)
f(Os)

≤ t−2f
(t)
min.

The second inequality follows from (3.3.7), and the third from the definition of f (t)
max.

Given the claims, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

It remains to show that the algorithm of this section and the previous one can be made efficient;
this we do in the following section.

3.4 Polynomial Runtime

The algorithms in the two previous sections naı̈vely run in exponential time, and here are some of
the barriers to making them efficient. For one, the algorithm of [BN09b] runs in time linear in
the number of constraints added, and naively both (P (t)) and (Q(t)) add an exponential number
of constraints at every step. The standard method for solving LPs with many constraints is to
construct an efficient separation oracle that, given a point as input, either confirms that it is a
feasible solution or outputs a violated constraint. Given such an oracle, we could check if our
current solution is feasible, if so output the solution, if not feed the violated constraint to [BN09b]
and repeat.

However, a polynomial-time separation oracle is unlikely to exist since evaluating f ∗ is APX-
hard [Von07, Section 3.7.2]. Moreover, even assuming access to a separation oracle, we would
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additionally need to argue that we can make do with a polynomial number of calls to the oracle.
However, the algorithm of [BN09b] makes no a priori guarantees about how many constraints it
will need to fix before it produces a feasible solution (in contrast to the ellipsoid algorithm).

Our solution is to avoid solving the fractional LP directly. Since we merely want to find a feasible
integer solution with bounded expected cost, we combine rounding and separation. We show that
every LP solution either guarantees random rounding will make progress, or violates an efficiently
computable constraint by a large margin. Finally, we show that fixing the large-margin violations
requires a large change to the LP solution; by a potential function argument this can only be done
a polynomial number of times before the solution is necessarily feasible.

3.4.1 Finding Violated Constraints

Lemma 3.2.3 implies that for monotone, nonnegative functions g, the multilinear extension G
(which is precisely the expected coverage of a set obtained by randomized rounding according to
x) cannot be smaller than (1− e−1)g∗. This means that if G(x) is much smaller than g(N), then
so is g∗(x), and there must exist C such that g#C(x) < g(N). Call such a set C violated, since
we will soon use this as a mechanism for finding violated constraints of (Q). Lemma 3.2.3 does
not immediately imply a constructive algorithm for finding a set C witnessing the violation. We
show that the following procedure, inspired by the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 (Lemma 3.8 of [Von07]),
allows us find such a C.

The input is a fractional LP solution x. For every element i ∈ N , sample an exponential random
variable hi with parameter xi, and order all the elements i1, . . . in in increasing order of their
corresponding expontential hi. Of all prefixes of this ordering, consider the prefix Q = i1, . . . iz
that minimizes g#Q(x). If g#Q(x) < g(N), then say that Q is a violated set. Repeat these steps
3/ε · log(1/δ) times or until a violated set is found. If none is found, return “no constraint found”.

Lemma 3.4.1. There is an algorithm such that given a nonnegative, monotone function g : 2N →
R+ with g(∅) = 0, and x ∈ [0, 1]n with the guarantee that G(x) < (e(1 + ε))−1g(N), with
probability 1− δ the algorithm yields a subset C ⊆ N such that:

g#C(x) <
(

1− ε

2

)
· g(N).

Furthermore, the procedure runs in time poly
(

1
ε

log 1
δ

)
.

Proof. Consider the set C(t) := {i ∈ N : hi < t}. Since P (j ∈ C(1)) = 1 − e−xj ≤ xj , we
have by monotonicity of g that G(x) = ES∼x[g(S)] ≥ E[g(C(1)]. Now for any C:

E[gC(t)(C(t+ dt)) | C(t) = C]

=
∑
T⊆N

P (C(t+ dt) = T | C(t) = C) · g(T )

=
∑

T⊆N\C

gC(T ) ·
∏
j∈T

(xj dt) ·
∏
j 6∈T

(1− xj dt)

=
∑
j∈N

gC(j)xjdt+O(dt2)

= (g#C(x)− g(C))dt+O(dt2).
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Dividing by dt and taking an expectation over C:

1

dt
E[g(C(t+ dt))− g(C(t))]

≥ E[g#C(t)(x)]− E[g(C(t))] +O(dt).

Now define φ(t) = E[g(C(t))]. Taking the limit of the last expression as dt → 0 we get that
dφ
dt

= E[g#C(t)(x)]− φ(t). Using et as an integrating factor, for any t ≥ 0:

etφ(t) =

∫ t

0

d(ezφ(z))

dz
dz =

∫ t

0

ez E
[
g#C(t)(x)

]
dz.

By the mean value theorem, for some value t∗ ∈ [0, t] it holds that

etφ(t) = tet
∗ E
[
g#C(t∗)(x)

]
≥ tE

[
g#C(t∗)(x)

]
.

Now setting t = 1 and using the fact that G(x) ≥ φ(1), we have E[g#C(t∗)(x)] ≤ e · G(x). By
construction, Q = C(t′) for some t′ = argmint g

#C(t)(x). The inequality g#Q(x) ≤ g#C(t∗)(x)
holds regardless of the realizations of h1, . . . , hn, hence:

E[g#Q(x)] ≤ E[g#C(t∗)(x)] ≤ e ·G(x).

By a Markov bound, with probability at least 1− (1 + ε/2)−1 ≥ ε/3:

g#Q(x) ≤
(

1 +
ε

2

)
e ·G(x)

<

(
1 + ε

2

)
e

(1 + ε)e
· g(N)

≤
(

1− ε

2

)
· g(N).

Since we repeat this procedure k = (3/ε) log 1/δ times, the probability that after k attempts no
violated constraint is found is: (1− ε/3)k ≤ exp (3/ε · ε/3 log δ) = δ.

3.4.2 Implementing the Algorithm Efficiently

We modify the proof of Theorem 3.1 to exploit the approximate separation oracle. This time
we do not ever solve (Q) explicitly. Instead, start with a fractional solution x = 0 and just
start rounding. Before every round, for every v ∈ N , search for violated constraints using the
procedure from the last section, with g = I(v|R) and δ = 6 · cmin/(π

2knt2 · c(N)). If one is
found, feed it to [BN09b], update x accordingly and restart the current round. In total, perform
k := (log 1/γ)−1 log(t2·f (t)

max/f
(t)
min) rounds of rounding with respect to the appropriate ∆ ∈ [0, 1]n

(where γ := 1− (e(1 + ε))−1) and add the result to set R. To finish, again greedily add to set G
the cheapest element j ∈ N with non-zero marginal value, until none remain. Return R ∪G.

Crucially, we argue that we do not need to fix too many constraints over the course of the algorithm.

Lemma 3.4.2. The algorithm above finds a violated constraint at most O(n/ε) times.
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Proof. Consider a round in which the algorithm finds a violated constraint indexed by the set C.
By Lemma 3.4.1:

I(v|R)(C) +
∑
j∈N

I(v|R∪C)(j) · xj <
(

1− ε

2

)
· I(v|R)(N).

In order to fix this constraint in this round, [BN09b] must increase x by a vector ∆x such that:∑
j∈N

I(v|R∪C)(j)

I(v|R)(N)
· (∆x)j >

ε

2
.

Since I(v|R∪C)(j)/I(v|R)(N) ≤ 1, it follows that:

∑
j∈N

(∆x)j ≥
∑
j∈N

I(v|R∪C)(j)

I(v|R)(N)
(∆x)j >

ε

2
.

Since x ≤ 1, the total sum
∑

j xj is bounded by n, and thus we can update x at most 2n/ε
times.

We can finally conclude with our main theorem.

Theorem 3.1.1. There exists an efficient randomized algorithm for the ONLINESUBMODULAR-
COVER problem which guarantees that for each T , the expected cost of solution ST is within
O(logm · log(T · fmax/fmin)) of the optimal SUBMODULARCOVER solution for f (T ).

Proof. The algorithm always produces a feasible solution and we need to bound its cost. Since
we perform (log 1/γ)−1 log(t2 · f (t)

max/f
(t)
min) rounds of rounding, and (log 1/γ)−1 ≤ e(1 + ε), the

expected cost of R is at most e(1 + ε) · log(t2 · f (t)
max/f

(t)
min) · c(x). Next we bound the cost of the

greedy phase.

Let R1:` denote the state of R at the end of round ` ∈ [k] and let R` denote the set of elements
sampled in round `. By the contrapositive of Lemma 3.4.1, for every v ∈ N and every ` ∈ [k],
with probability 1− 6 · cmin/(π

2knt2 · c(N)) it holds that:

E
R`∼x

[I(v;R` | R1:`−1)] ≥ 1

e(1 + ε)
I(v;N | R1:`−1). (3.4.1)

Let E be the event that (3.4.1) holds for every round of rounding over all time steps t ∈ [T ],
and all elements v ∈ N . By a union bound and the fact that

∑
t−2 ≤ π2/6, event E holds with

probability at least 1 − cmin/(c(N)). Conditioned on this being the case, the triple x, I(v) and
R1:k together satisfies the conditions of the Rounding Lemma with γ = 1− (e(1− ε))−1. Hence:

E
R

[I(v;N | R)] ≤ t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f
(t)
max

)
I(v;N)

= t−2

(
f

(t)
min

f
(t)
max

)
f (t)(v).

With this, Claims 3.3.4 to 3.3.6 all hold and we again have E[
∑

t c(Gt)] ≤ t−2c(OPT) as in
(3.3.10).
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We conclude that if E holds, then by linearity of expectation, the expected cost of cumulative
alterations over all time steps t ∈ [T ] is O(c(OPT)). If E does not hold, we incur a cost of at most
c(N). Hence the total expected cost of cumulative alterations is:

E[c(G)] = E[c(G) | E ] · P (E) + E[c(G) | E ] · P
(
E
)

≤ cmin

c(N)
· c(N) +O(c(OPT))

= O(c(OPT)).

Finally, Theorem 2.1 implies that c(x) = O(log n) · c(OPT). Setting ε = 1, we conclude:

E[c(R ∪G)] ≤ e(1 + ε) log

(
T 2 · fmax

fmin

)
c(x) +O(c(OPT))

≤ O

(
log

(
T · fmax

fmin

))
c(OPT).

This completes the proof of correctness. The polynomial runtime follows from Lemma 3.4.2.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we gave a general algorithm for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER. Our result
generalizes the work of [AAA+09] to arbitrary submodular covering problems, thereby porting
any black box use of SUBMODULARCOVER to the online setting. Our bounds are best possible in
polynomial time unless NP ⊆ BPP . In Chapter 5 we will heavily reuse ideas from this chapter
to study the seemingly unrelated problem of BLOCKAWARECACHING.

3.6 Deferred Proofs

3.6.1 Necessity of Time-Monotonicity

We note briefly that if we drop the time-monotonicity condition, then no algorithm can achieve a
bounded competitive ratio. Consider the sequence f (0), f (1), f (2) such that f (0) ≡ f (2) ≡ 0, and
f (1)(S) = 111(j ∈ S) for an abitrary choice of j ∈ N . In this case the optimal solution at time 2 is
the empty set, whereas any online algorithm must output a set containing j.

3.6.2 Mutual Coverage is not Submodular

We give one example which shows that mutual coverage is in general not submodular as a
function of one of its arguments. Furthermore, the example demonstrates that the condition
FS(x) ≥ αfS(N) for all subsets S ⊆ N does not guarantee that [I(y|S)(R)]R ∼ x ≥ α·I(y|S)(N).
This justifies our use of the stronger LP (Q) instead of (P ) in section Section 3.3.
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Consider the following function on {a, b, y}:

f(∅) = 0, f(b) = 1, f(b+ y) = 2,
f(a+ b+ y) = 10, f(y) = 1, f(a+ b) = 10,

f(a) = 9, f(a+ y) = 10.

The function f is submodular, but I(y)(a)− I(y)(∅) < I(y)(b+ a)− I(y)(b), since:

I(y)(a)− I(y)(∅)
= f(a)− f(y + a)− f(∅) + f(y)

= 0

I(y)(b+ a)− I(y)(b)

= f(b+ a)− f(a+ b+ y)− f(b) + f(b+ y)

= 1.

Now consider the vector x = [xa, xb, xy] = [3/4, 1/2, 0]. One can check that FS(x) ≥ 1/2 ·fS(N)
for all S ⊆ N but:

[I(y)(R)]R ∼ x

=
3

8
I(y)(a+ b) +

3

8
I(y)(a) +

1

8
I(y)(b) +

3

8
I(y)(∅)

=
3

8
<

1

2
I(y)(N).
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Chapter 4

Random Order Set Cover

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we answer the question:

What is the best competitive ratio possible for ONLINESETCOVER when the adver-
sary is constrained to reveal the elements in uniformly random order (RO)?

We call this version ROSETCOVER. Note that the element set U is still adversarially chosen and
unknown, and only the arrival order is random.

4.1.1 Results

We show that with only this one additional assumption on the element arrival order, there is an
efficient algorithm for ROSETCOVER with expected competitive ratio matching the best-possible
offline approximation guarantee (at least in the regime where m = poly(n)).

Theorem 4.1.1. LEARNORCOVER is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for ROSET-
COVER achieving expected competitive ratio O(log(mn)).

When run offline, our approach gives a new asymptotically optimal algorithm for SETCOVER for
m = poly(n), which may be of independent interest. Indeed, given an estimate for the optimal
value of the set cover, our algorithm makes a single pass over the elements (considered in random
order), updating a fractional solution using a multiplicative-weights framework, and sampling
sets as it goes. This simplicity, and the fact that it uses only Õ(m) bits of memory, may make the
algorithm useful for some low-space streaming applications. (Note that previous formulations
of STREAMINGSETCOVER [SG09, DIMV14, HIMV16, ER16] only consider cases where sets
arrive in a stream.)

We show next that a suitable generalization of the same algorithm achieves the same competitive
ratio for the RO Covering Integer Program problem (ROCIP) (see Section 4.4 for a formal
description).

Theorem 4.1.2. LEARNORCOVERCIP is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for ROCIP
achieving competitive ratio O(log(mn)).
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We complement our main theorem with some lower bounds. For instance, we show that the
algorithms of [AAA+09, BN09b] have a performance of Θ(logm log n) even in RO, so a new
algorithm is indeed needed. Moreover, we observe an Ω(log n) lower bound on fractional
algorithms for ROSETCOVER. This means we cannot pursue a two-phase strategy of maintaining
a good monotone fractional solution and then randomly rounding it (as was done in prior works)
without losing Ω(log2 n). Interestingly, our algorithm does maintain a (non-monotone) fractional
solution while rounding it online, but does so in a way that avoids extra losses. We hope that our
approach will be useful in other works for online problems in RO settings. (We also give other
lower bounds for batched versions of the problem, and for the more general SUBMODULARCOVER

problem.)

4.1.2 Techniques and Overview

The core contribution of this work is demonstrating that one can exploit randomness in the
arrival order to learn about the underlying set system. What is more, this learning can be done
fast enough (in terms of both sample and computational complexity) to build an O(logmn)-
competitive solution, even while committing to covering incoming elements immediately upon
arrival. This seems like an idea with applications to other sequential decision-making problems,
particularly in the RO setting.

We start in Section 4.2 with an exponential time algorithm for the unit-cost setting. This algorithm
maintains a portfolio of all exponentially-many collections of cost c(OPT) that are feasible for
the elements observed so far. When an uncovered element arrives, the algorithm takes a random
collection from the portfolio, and picks a random set from it covering the element. It then prunes
the portfolio to drop collections that did not cover the incoming element. We show that either
the expected marginal coverage of the chosen set is large, or the expected number of solutions
removed from the portfolio is large. I.e., we either make progress covering, or learning. We show
that within c(OPT) log(mn) rounds, the portfolio only contains the true optimal feasible solutions,
or all unseen elements are covered. (One insight that comes from our result is that a good measure
of set quality is the number of times an unseen and uncovered element appears in it.)

We then give a polynomial-time algorithm in Section 4.3: while it is quite different from the
exponential scheme above, it is also based on this insight, and the intuition that our algorithm
should make progress via learning or covering. Specifically, we maintain a distribution {xS}S∈S
on sets: for each arriving uncovered element, we first sample from this distribution x, then update
x via a multiplicative weights rule. If the element remains uncovered, we buy the cheapest set
covering it. For the analysis, we introduce a potential function which simultaneously measures
the convergence of this distribution to the optimal fractional solution, and the progress towards
covering the universe. Crucially, this progress is measured in expectation over the random order,
thereby circumventing lower bounds for the adversarial-order setting [Kor04].

In Section 4.4 we extend our method to the more general ROCIP problem: the intuitions and
general proof outlines are similar, but we need to extend the algorithm to handle elements being
partially covered. In Section 4.5 we extend it further to give an algorithm for random order
online NONMETRICFACILITYLOCATION, again matching the best possible offline bounds. In
Section 4.6, we show that our LEARNORCOVER algorithm can be adapted to solve another variant
of ONLINESETCOVER in which an α fraction of the input is sampled before the online sequence
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begins.

Finally, we present lower bounds in Section 4.7. Our information-theoretic lower bounds for
ROSETCOVER follow from elementary combinatorial arguments. We also show a lower bound
for a batched version of ROSETCOVER, following the hardness proof of [Kor04]; we use it in
turn to derive lower bounds for ROSUBMODULARCOVER.

4.1.3 Related Work

There has been much recent interest in algorithms for random order online problems. Starting
from the secretary problem, the RO model has been extended to include metric facility location
[Mey01], network design [MMP01], and solving packing LPs [AWY14, MR14, KRTV18, GM16,
AD15, AKL21], load-balancing [Mol17] and scheduling [AJ21a, AJ21b]. See [GS20] for a recent
survey.

Our work is closely related to [GGL+13], who give an O(logmn)-competitive algorithm a related
stochastic model, where the elements are chosen i.i.d. from a known distribution over the elements.
[DEH+18] generalize the result of [GGL+13] to the prophet version, in which elements are drawn
from known but distinct distributions. Our work is a substantial strengthening, since the RO model
captures the unknown i.i.d. setting as a special case. Moreover, the learning is an important and
interesting part of our technical contribution. On the flip side, the algorithm of [GGL+13] satisfies
universality (see their work for a definition), which our algorithm does not. We point out that
[GGL+13] claim (in a note, without proof) that it is not possible to circumvent the Ω(logm log n)
lower bound of [Kor04] even in RO; our results show this claim is incorrect. We discuss this in
Section 4.11.

Regret bounds for online learning are also proven via the KL divergence (see, e.g., [AHK12]).
However, no reductions are known from our problem to the classic MW setting, and it is unclear
how random order would play a role in the analysis: this is necessary to bypass the adversarial
order lower bounds.

Finally, [Kor04] gives an algorithm with competitive ratio k log(m/k)— and hence total cost
k2 log(m/k)—for unweighted ONLINESETCOVER where k = |OPT|. The algorithm is the same
as our exponential time algorithm in Section 4.2 for the special case of k = 1; however, we
outperform it for non-constant k, and generalize it to get polynomial-time algorithms as well.

4.2 Warmup: An Exponential Time Algorithm for Unit Costs

We begin with an exponential-time algorithm which we call SIMPLELEARNORCOVER to demon-
strate some core ideas of our result. In what follows we assume that we know a number
k ∈ [c(OPT), 2 · c(OPT)]. This assumption is easily removed by a standard guess and dou-
ble procedure, at the cost of an additional factor of 2.

The algorithm is as follows. Maintain a list T ⊆
(S
k

)
of candidate k-tuples of sets. When an

uncovered element v arrives, choose a k-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Tk) uniformly at random from T,
and buy a uniformly random T from T . Also buy an arbitrary set containing v. Finally, discard
from T any k-tuples that do not cover v. See Section 4.10 for pseudocode.
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Theorem 4.2.1. SIMPLELEARNORCOVER is a randomized algorithm for unit-cost ROSET-
COVER with expected cost O(k · log(mn)).

Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Consider any time step t in which a random element arrives that is
uncovered on arrival. Let U t be the set of elements that remain uncovered at the end of time step
t. Before the algorithm takes action, there are two cases:

Case 1: At least half the tuples in T cover at least |U t−1|/2 of the |U t−1| as-of-yet-uncovered
elements. In this case we say the algorithm performs a Cover Step in round t.

Case 2: At least half the tuples in T cover strictly less than |U t−1|/2 of the uncovered elements;
we say the algorithm performs a Learning Step in round t.

Define N(c) to be the number of uncovered elements remaining after c Cover Steps. Define
M(`) to be the value of |T| after ` Learning Steps. We will show that after 10k(logm + log n)
rounds, either the number of elements remaining is less than N(10k log n) or the number of
tuples remaining is less than M(10k logm). In particular, we argue that both E[N(10k log n)]
and E[M(10k logm)] are less than 1.

Claim 4.2.2. E[N(c+ 1) | N(c) = N ] ≤
(
1− 1

4k

)
N .

Proof. If round t is a Cover Step, then at least half of the T ∈ T cover at least half of U t−1,
so E[|(

⋃
T ) ∩ U t−1|] ≥ |Ut−1|

4
. Since T is drawn uniformly at random from the k sets in the

uniformly random T , we have E[|T ∩ U t−1|] ≥ |Ut−1|
4k

.

Claim 4.2.3. E[M(`+ 1) |M(`) = M ] ≤ 3
4
M .

Proof. Upon the arrival of v in a Learning Step, at least half the tuples have probability at least 1/2

of being removed from T, so the expected number of tuples removed from T is at least M/4.

To conclude, by induction

E[N(10k log n)] ≤ n
(
1− 1

4k

)10k logn ≤ 1 and E[M(10k logm)] ≤ mk
(

3
4

)10k logm ≤ 1.

Note that if there are N remaining uncovered elements and M remaining tuples to choose from,
the algorithm will pay at most min(k ·M,N) before all elements are covered. Thus the total
expected cost of the algorithm is bounded by

10k(logm+ log n) + E[min(k ·M(10k logm),N(10k log n))] = O(k logmn).

Apart from the obvious challenge of modifying SIMPLELEARNORCOVER to run in polynomial
time, it is unclear how to generalize it to handle non-unit costs. Still, the intuition from this
algorithm will be useful for the next sections.

4.3 A Polynomial-Time Algorithm for General Costs

We build on our intuition from Section 4.2 that we can either make progress in covering or
in learning about the optimal solution. To get an efficient algorithm, we directly maintain
a probability distribution over sets, which we update via a multiplicative weights rule. We
use a potential function that simultaneously measures progress towards learning the optimal
solution, and towards covering the unseen elements. Before we present the formal details and the
pseudocode, here are the main pieces of the algorithm.
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1. We maintain a fractional vector x which is a (not necessarily feasible) guess for the LP
solution of cost β to the SETCOVER instance.

2. Every round t in which an uncovered element vt arrives, we

(a) sample every set S with probability proportional to its current LP value xS ,

(b) increase the value xS of all sets S 3 vt multiplicatively and renormalize,

(c) buy a cheapest set to cover vt if it remains uncovered.

Formally, by a guess-and-double approach, we assume we know a bound β such that LPOPT ≤
β ≤ 2 · LPOPT; here LPOPT is the cost of the optimal LP solution to the final unknown instance.
Define

κv := min{cS | S 3 v} (4.3.1)

as the cost of the cheapest set covering v.

Algorithm 1 LEARNORCOVER

1: Let m′ ← |{S : c(S) ≤ β}|.
2: Initialize x0

S ←
β

cS ·m′
· 1{c(S) ≤ β}, and C0 ← ∅.

3: for t = 1, 2 . . . , n do
4: vt ← tth element in the random order, and letRt ← ∅.
5: if vt not already covered then
6: for each set S, with probability min(κvt · xt−1

S /β, 1) addRt ← Rt ∪ {S}.
7: Update Ct ← Ct−1 ∪Rt.
8: if

∑
S3vt x

t−1
S < 1 then

9: For every set S, update xtS ← xt−1
S · exp {1{S 3 vt} · κvt/cS}.

10: Let Zt = 〈c, xt〉/β and normalize xt ← xt/Zt.
11: else
12: xt ← xt−1.
13: Let Svt be the cheapest set containing vt. Add Ct ← Ct ∪ {Svt}.

The algorithm is somewhat simpler for unit costs: the xS values are multiplied by either 1 or e,
and moreover we can sample a single set forRt (see Section 4.10 for pseudocode). Because of
the non-uniform set costs, we have to carefully calibrate both the learning and sampling rates.
Our algorithm dynamically scales the learning and sampling rates in round t depending on κvt ,
the cost of the cheapest set covering vt. Intuitively, this ensures that all three of (a) the change in
potential, (b) the cost of the sampling, and (c) the cost of the backup set, are at the same scale.
Before we begin, observe that Line 10 ensures the following invariant:

Invariant 1. For all time steps t, it holds that 〈c, xt〉 = β.

Theorem 4.3.1. LEARNORCOVER is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for ROSET-
COVER with expected cost O(β · log(mn)).

Let us start by defining notation. Let x∗ to be the optimal LP solution to the final, unknown set
cover instance. Next let X t

v :=
∑

S3v x
t
S , the fractional coverage provided to v by xt. Let U t be

the elements remaining uncovered at the end of round t (where U0 = U is the entire ground set of
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the set system). Define the quantity

ρt :=
∑
u∈Ut

κu. (4.3.2)

With this, we are ready to define our potential function which is the central player in our analysis.
Recalling that β is our guess for the value of LPOPT, and the definition of KL divergence (2.1.3),
define

Φ(t) := C1 · KLc
(
x∗ || xt

)
+ C2 · β · log

(
ρt

β

)
(4.3.3)

where C1 and C2 are constants to be specified later.

Lemma 4.3.2 (Initial Potential). The initial potential is bounded as Φ(0) = O(β · log(mn)).

We write the proof in general language in order to reuse it for covering IPs in the following section.
Recall that sets correspond to columns in the canonical formulation of SETCOVER as an integer
program.

Proof. We require the following fact which we prove in Section 4.9.

Fact 4.3.3. Every pure covering LP of the form minx≥0{〈c, x〉 : Ax ≥ 1} for c ≥ 0 and
aij ∈ [0, 1] with optimal value less than β has an optimal solution x∗ which is supported only on
columns j such that cj ≤ β.

We assume WLOG that x∗ is such a solution, and we first bound the KL term of Φ(0). Since
support(x∗) ⊆ support(x0) by Fact 4.3.3, we have

KLc
(
x∗ || x0

)
=
∑
j

cj · x∗j log

(
x∗j
cj ·m′

β

)
+
∑
j

cj(x
0
j − x∗j) ≤ β(log(m) + 1),

where we used that 〈c, x∗〉 ≤ β and that m′ < m is the number of columns with cost less than β.

For the second term, β log(ρ0/β) = β log(
∑

i∈U0 κi/β) ≤ β log(|U0|) = β log n, since for all i,
the cheapest cover for i costs less than β, and therefore κu/β ≤ 1. The claim follows so long as
C1 and C2 are constants.

The rest of the proof relates the expected decrease of potential Φ to the algorithm’s cost in each
round. Define the event Υt := {vt ∈ U t−1} that the element vt is uncovered on arrival. Note
Line 5 ensures that if event Υt does not hold, the algorithm takes no action and the potential does
not change. So we focus on the case that event Υt does occur. We first analyze the change in KL
divergence. Recall that X t

v :=
∑

S3v x
t
S .

Lemma 4.3.4 (Change in KL). For rounds t in which Υt holds, the expected change in the
weighted KL divergence is

E
vt,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ E

v∼Ut−1
[(e− 1) · κv min(X t−1

v , 1)− κv].

We emphasize that the expected change in relative entropy in the statement above depends only
on the randomness of the arriving uncovered element vt, not on the randomly chosen setsRt.
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Proof. We break the proof into cases. If X t−1
v ≥ 1, in Line 12 we set the vector xt = xt−1, so the

change in KL divergence is 0. This means that

E
vt,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt, X t−1

vt ≥ 1
]

≤ E
v∼Ut

[(e− 1) · κv min
(
X t−1
v , 1

)
− κv | X t−1

v ≥ 1] (4.3.4)

trivially. Henceforth we focus on the case X t−1
vt < 1.

Recall that the expected change in relative entropy depends only on the arriving uncovered element
vt. Expanding definitions,

E
vt,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt, X t−1

vt < 1
]

= E
v∼Ut−1

[∑
S

cS · x∗S · log
xt−1
S

xtS

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
v < 1

]

= E
v∼Ut−1

[
〈c, x∗〉 · logZt −

∑
S3v

cS · x∗S · log eκv/cS

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
v < 1

]

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

[
β · log

(∑
S3v

cS
β
· xt−1

S · eκv/cS +
∑
S 63v

cS
β
· xt−1

S

)
−
∑
S3v

κv · x∗S

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
v < 1

]
,

(4.3.5)

where in the last step (4.3.5) we expanded the definition of Zt, and used 〈c, x∗〉 ≤ β. Since x∗ is
a feasible set cover, which means that

∑
S3v x

∗
S ≥ 1, we can further bound (4.3.5) by

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

[
β · log

(∑
S3v

cS
β
· xt−1

S · eκv/cS +
∑
S 63v

cS
β
· xt−1

S

)
− κv

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
v < 1

]

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

[
β · log

(∑
S

cS
β
· xt−1

S + (e− 1) ·
∑
S3v

κv
β
· xt−1

S

)
− κv

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
v < 1

]
(4.3.6)

where we use the approximation ey ≤ 1 + (e− 1) · y for y ∈ [0, 1] (note that κv is the cheapest
set covering v, so for any S 3 v we have κv/cS ≤ 1). Finally, using Invariant 1, along with the
approximation log(1 + y) ≤ y, we bound (4.3.6) by

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

[
(e− 1) · κv ·X t−1

v − κv
∣∣ X t−1

v < 1
]

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

[(e− 1) · κv min(X t−1
v , 1)− κv | X t−1

v < 1]. (4.3.7)

The lemma statement follows by combining (4.3.4) and (4.3.7) using the law of total expectation.

Next we bound the expected change in log ρt provided by the samplingRt ∼ κvtx
t−1/β upon the

arrival of uncovered vt (where each S ∈ Rt independently with probability κvtxt−1
S /β). Recall

that U t denotes the elements uncovered at the end of round t; therefore element u is contained in
U t−1 \ U t if and only if it is marginally covered byRt in this round.
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Lemma 4.3.5 (Change in log ρt). For rounds when v is uncovered on arrival, the expected change
in log ρt is

E
vt,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −1− e−1

β
· E
u∼Ut−1

[
κu ·min(X t−1

u , 1)
]
.

Proof. Recall the definition of ρt from (4.3.2). Conditioned on vt = v for any fixed element v,
the expected change in log ρt depends only onRt. RecallRt is formed by sampling each set S
with probability κvxt−1

S /β.

E
Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt, vt = v

]
= E
Rt

[
log

(
1− ρt−1 − ρt

ρt−1

) ∣∣∣∣ U t−1, vt = v

]
≤ − 1

ρt−1
· E
Rt

[
ρt−1 − ρt

∣∣ U t−1, vt = v
]

(4.3.8)

Above, (4.3.8) follows from the approximation log(1− y) ≤ −y. Expanding the definition of ρt

from (4.3.2), (4.3.8) is bounded by

= − 1

ρt−1
· E
Rt

[ ∑
u∈Ut−1

κu · 1{u ∈ U t−1 \ U t}

∣∣∣∣∣ U t−1, vt = v

]

= − 1

ρt−1

∑
u∈Ut−1

κu · P
Rt

(
u 6∈ U t | u ∈ U t−1, vt = v

)
≤ −1− e−1

β
· κv ·

1

ρt−1

∑
u∈Ut−1

κu ·min(X t−1
u , 1) (4.3.9)

= −1− e−1

β
· κv ·

|U t−1|
ρt−1

· E
u∼Ut−1

[
κu ·min(X t−1

u , 1)
]
. (4.3.10)

Step (4.3.9) is due to the fact that each set S ∈ Rt is sampled independently with probability
min(κvx

t−1
S /β, 1), so the probability any given element u ∈ U t−1 is covered is

1−
∏
S3u

(
1−min

(
κvx

t−1
S

β
, 1

))
≥ 1− exp

{
−min

(
κv
β
X t−1
u , 1

)}
(∗∗)
≥ (1− e−1) ·min

(
κv
β
X t−1
u , 1

)
Above, (∗∗) follows from convexity of the exponential. Step (4.3.10) follows since κv/β ≤
1. Taking the expectation of (4.3.10) over vt ∼ U t−1, and using the fact that Ev∼Ut−1 [κv] =
ρt−1/|U t−1|, the expected change in log ρt becomes

E
vt,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −1− e−1

β
· E
u∼Ut−1

[
κu ·min(X t−1

u , 1)
]
,

as desired.
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Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. In every round t for which Υt holds, the expected cost of the sampled
setsRt is κvt · 〈c, xt−1〉/β = κvt (by Invariant 1). The algorithm pays an additional κvt in Line 13,
and hence the total expected cost per round is at most 2 · κvt .
Combining Lemmas 4.3.4 and 4.3.5, and setting the constants C1 = 2 and C2 = 2e, we have

E
vt,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1)

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]

= E
vt,Rt

[
C1 (KLc (x∗ || xt)− KLc (x∗ || xt−1))

+ C2 · β · (log ρt − log ρt−1)

∣∣∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt

]
≤ − E

vt,Rt

[
2 · κvt

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]
,

which cancels the expected change in the algorithm’s cost. Since neither the potential Φ nor the
cost paid by the algorithm change during rounds in which Υt does not hold, we have the inequality

E
vt,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1) + c(ALG(t))− c(ALG(t− 1))

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ 0.

Let t∗ be the last time step for which Φ(t∗) ≥ 0. By applying Lemma 4.9.1 and the bound on the
starting potential from Lemma 4.3.2, we have that E[c(ALG(t∗))] ≤ O(β · log(mn)).

It remains to bound the expected cost paid by the algorithm after time t∗. Since KL divergence is a
nonnegative quantity, Φ is negative only when ρt ≤ β. The algorithm pays O(κvt) in expectation
during rounds t where vt ∈ U t−1 and 0 during rounds where vt 6∈ U t−1, and hence the expected
cost paid by the algorithm after time t∗ is at most

∑
u∈Ut∗ κu = ρt

∗
= O(β).

4.4 Covering Integer Programs

We show how to generalize our algorithm from Section 4.3 to solve pure covering IPs when
the constraints are revealed in random order, which significantly generalizes ROSETCOVER.
Formally, the random order covering IP problem (ROCIP) is to solve

minz 〈c, z〉
s.t. Az ≥ 1

z ∈ Zm+ ,
(4.4.1)

when the rows of A are revealed in random order. Furthermore the solution z can only be
incremented monotonically and must always be feasible for the subset of constraints revealed so
far. (Note that we do not consider box constraints, namely upper-bound constraints of the form
zj ≤ dj .) We may assume without loss of generality that the entries of A are aij ∈ [0, 1].

We describe an algorithm which guarantees that every row is covered to extent 1− γ, meaning
it outputs a solution z with Az ≥ 1− γ (this relaxation is convenient in the proof for technical
reasons). With foresight, we set γ = (e− 1)−1. It is straightforward to wrap this algorithm in one
that buys d(1− γ)−1e = 3 copies of every column and truly satisfy the constraints, which only
incurs an additional factor of 3 in the cost.

Once again, by a guess-and-double approach, we assume we know a bound β such that LPOPT ≤
β ≤ 2 · LPOPT; here LPOPT is the cost of the optimal solution to the LP relaxation of (4.4.1). Let
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zt be the integer solution held by the algorithm at the end of round t. Define ∆t
i := max(0, 1−

〈ai, zt〉) to be the extent to which i remains uncovered at the end of round t. This time we redefine
κti := ∆t−1

i ·mink ck/aik, which becomes the minimum fractional cost of covering the current
deficit for i. Finally, for a vector y, denote the fractional remainder by ỹ := y − byc.
The algorithm once again maintains a fractional vector x which is a guess for the (potentially
infeasible) LP solution of cost β to (4.4.1). This time, when the ith row arrives at time t and
∆t−1
i > γ (meaning this row is not already covered to extent 1− γ), we (a) buy a random number

of copies of every column j with probability proportional to its LP value xj , (b) increase the
value xj multiplicatively and renormalize, and finally (c) buy a minimum cost cover for row i if
necessary.

Algorithm 2 LEARNORCOVERCIP

1: m′ ← |{j : cj ≤ β}|.
2: Initialize x0

j ←
β

cj ·m′ · 1{cj ≤ β}, and z0 ← ~0.
3: for t = 1, 2 . . . , n do
4: i← tth constraint in the random order.
5: if ∆t−1

i > γ then
6: Let y := κti · xt−1/β. for each column j, add ztj ← zt−1

j + byjc+ Ber(ỹj).
7: if 〈ai, xt−1〉 < ∆t−1

i then
8: For every j, update xtj ← xt−1

j · exp
{
κti ·

aij
cj

}
.

9: Let Zt = 〈c, xt〉/β and normalize xt ← xt/Zt.
10: else
11: xt ← xt−1

12: Let k∗ = argmink
ck
aik

. Add ztk∗ ← ztk∗ +
⌈

∆t−1
i

aik∗

⌉
.

Note that once again, Line 9 ensures Invariant 1 holds. The main theorem of this section is:

Theorem 4.4.1. LEARNORCOVERCIP is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm for ROCIP
which outputs a solution z with expected cost O(β · log(mn)) such that 3z is feasible.

Theorem 4.1.2 follows as a corollary, since given any intermediate solution zt, we can buy the
scaled solution 3zt.

We generalize the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Redefine x∗ to be the optimal LP solution to the final,
unknown instance (4.4.1), and U t := {i | ∆t

i > γ} be the elements which are not covered to
extent 1− γ at the end of round t. With these new versions of U t and κt, the definitions of both ρt

and the potential Φ remain the same as in (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) (except we pick the constants C1 and
C2 differently).

Once again, we start with a bound on the initial potential.

Lemma 4.4.2 (Initial Potential). The initial potential is bounded as Φ(0) = O(β · log(mn)).

The proof is identical verbatim to that of Lemma 4.3.2.

It remains to relate the expected decrease in Φ to the algorithm’s cost in every round. For
convenience, let X t

i := 〈ai, xt〉 be the amount that xt fractionally covers i. Define Υt to be the
event that for constraint it arriving in round t we have ∆t−1

i > γ. The check at Line 5 ensures that
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if Υt does not hold, then neither the cost paid by the algorithm nor the potential will change. We
focus on the case that Υt occurs, and once again start with the KL divergence.

Lemma 4.4.3 (Change in KL). For rounds in which Υt holds, the expected change in weighted
KL divergence is

E
it,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ E

i∼Ut−1
[(e− 1) · κti min(X t−1

i ,∆t−1
i )− κti].

Proof. We break the proof into cases. By the check on Line 7, if X t−1
it ≥ ∆t−1

it , then the vector xt

is not updated in round t, so the change in KL divergence is 0. This means that

E
it,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt, X t−1

it ≥ ∆t−1
it

]
≤ E

i∼Ut−1
[(e− 1) · κti min(X t−1

i ,∆t−1
i )− κti | X t−1

i ≥ ∆t−1
i ] (4.4.2)

holds trivially, since in this case min(X t−1
i ,∆t−1

i ) = ∆t−1
i > γ = (e − 1)−1 and κti ≥ 0.

Henceforth we focus on the case X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i .

The change in relative entropy depends only on the arriving uncovered constraint it, not on the
randomly chosen columnsRt. Expanding definitions,

E
it,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt, X t−1

i < ∆t−1
i

]
= E

i∼Ut−1

[∑
j

cj · x∗j · log
xt−1
j

xtj

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]

= E
i∼Ut−1

[∑
j

cj · x∗j · logZt −
∑
j

cj · x∗j · κti ·
aij
cj

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]

≤ E
i∼Ut−1

[
β · logZt − κti ·

∑
j

aijx
∗
j

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]
(4.4.3)

where we used that 〈c, x∗〉 ≤ β. Expanding the definition of Zt and applying the fact that x∗ is a
feasible solution i.e. 〈ai, x∗〉 ≥ 1, we continue to bound (4.4.3) as

≤ E
i∼Ut−1

[
β · log

(
1

β

∑
j

cjx
t−1
j exp

(
κti ·

aij
cj

))
− κti

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]

≤ E
i∼Ut−1

[
β · log

(
1 +

e− 1

β
· κti ·

∑
j

aijx
t−1
j

)
− κti

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]
. (4.4.4)

(4.4.4) is derived by applying the approximation ey ≤ 1 + (e − 1)y for y ∈ [0, 1] and the fact
that 〈c, xt−1〉 = β by Invariant 1; the exponent lies in [0, 1] because by definition κti · aij/cj =
∆t−1
i · (aij/cj) ·mink(ck/aik) ≤ 1 since ∆t−1

i ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, using the fact that log(1 + y) ≤ y,
we have that (4.4.4) is at most

≤ E
i∼Ut−1

[
(e− 1) · κti ·

∑
j

aijx
t−1
j − κti

∣∣∣∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]
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≤ E
i∼Ut−1

[
(e− 1) · κti ·min

(
X t−1
i ,∆t−1

i

)
− κti

∣∣ X t−1
i < ∆t−1

i

]
. (4.4.5)

The lemma statement follows by combining (4.4.2) and (4.4.5) using the law of total expectation.

We move to bounding the expected change in log ρt provided by updating the solution z on Line 6
on the arrival of the random row i. Recall that U t = {i | ∆t

i > γ} are the unseen elements which
are at most half covered by z.

We will make use of the following lemma, which we prove in Section 4.9:

Fact 4.4.4. Given probabilities pj and coefficients bj ∈ [0, 1], let W :=
∑

j bj Ber(pj) be the sum
of independent weighted Bernoulli random variables. Let ∆ ≥ γ = (e− 1)−1 be some constant.
Then

E[min (W,∆)] ≥ α ·min (E[W ],∆) ,

for a fixed constant α independent of the pj and bj .

We are ready to bound the expected change in log ρt.

Lemma 4.4.5 (Change in log ρt). For rounds in which Υt holds, the expected change in log ρt is

E
it,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −α

β
· E
i′∼Ut−1

[
κti′ ·min

(
X t−1
i′ ,∆t−1

i′

)]
where α is a fixed constant.

Proof. Conditioned on it = i, the expected change in log ρt depends only onRt.

E
it,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt, it = i

]
= E
Rt

[
log

(
1− ρt−1 − ρt

ρt−1

) ∣∣∣∣ U t−1, it = i

]
≤ − 1

ρt−1
E
Rt

[
ρt−1 − ρt

∣∣ U t−1, it = i
]
. (4.4.6)

Above, follows from the approximation log(1− y) ≤ −y. Expanding definitions again, and using
the fact that κt−1

i′ − κti′ = mink(ck/ai′k) · (∆t−1
i′ − ∆t

i′) ≥ κti′(∆
t−1
i′ − ∆t

i′), we further bound
(4.4.6) by

≤ − 1

ρt−1
E
Rt

[ ∑
i′∈Ut−1

κti′ · (∆t−1
i′ −∆t

i′)

]

= − 1

ρt−1

∑
i′∈Ut−1

κti′ · ERt[∆
t−1
i′ −∆t

i′ ]

= − 1

ρt−1

∑
i′∈Ut−1

κti′ · α ·min

(
κti
β
·X t−1

i′ , ∆t−1
i′

)
. (4.4.7)
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To understand (4.4.7), note that ∆t−1
i′ −∆t

i′ = min(
∑

j ai′jbyjc+
∑

j ai′j Ber(ỹ), ∆t−1
i′ ). By the

definition of y, the first term inside the minimum has expectation κti
β
·X t−1

i′ , and since Υt holds
we have ∆t−1

i′ > γ. Therefore applying Fact 4.4.4 gives (4.4.7) (where α is the constant given by
the lemma). Since κti/β ≤ 1, we bound (4.4.7) with

≤ −α
β
· κti ·

1

ρt−1

∑
i′∈Ut−1

κti′ ·min
(
X t−1
i′ ,∆t−1

i′

)
= −α

β
· κti ·

|U t−1|
ρt−1

· E
i′∼Ut−1

[
κti′ ·min

(
X t−1
i′ ,∆t−1

i′ )
)]
. (4.4.8)

Taking the expectation of (4.4.8) over i ∼ U t−1, and using the fact that Ei∼Ut−1 [κti] = ρt−1/U t−1,
the expected change in log ρt becomes

E
it,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −α

β
· E
i′∼Ut−1

[
κti′ ·min

(
X t−1
i′ ,∆t−1

i′

)]
,

as desired.

We may now combine the two previous lemmas as before.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. In the round in which constraint i arrives, the expected cost of sampling
is κti

β
〈c, xt−1〉 = κti (by Invariant 1). The algorithm pays an additional

ck∗

⌈
∆t−1
i

aik∗

⌉
= ck∗

⌈
κti
ck∗

⌉
≤ 2κti

in Line 13, where this upper bound holds because κti
ck∗

=
∆t−1
i

aik∗
≥ 1/2, since ∆t−1

i ≥ γ ≥ 1/2 and
aik∗ ≤ 1. Hence the total expected cost per round is at most 3 · κti.
Combining Lemma 4.4.3 and Lemma 4.4.5 and choosing C1 = 3 and C2 = 3(e− 1)/α, we have

E
it,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1)

∣∣ i1, . . . , it−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]

= E
it,Rt

[
C1 · (KLc (x∗ || xt)− KLc (x∗ || xt−1))

+ C2 · β · (log ρt − log ρt−1)

∣∣∣∣ i1, . . . , it−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt

]
≤ − E

it,Rt

[
3 · κtit

∣∣ i1, . . . , it−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]
,

which cancels the expected change in the algorithm’s cost. Hence we have the inequality

E
it,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1) + c(ALG(t))− c(ALG(t− 1))

∣∣ i1, . . . , it−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ 0.

Let t∗ be the last time step for which Φ(t∗) ≥ 0. By applying Lemma 4.9.1 and the bound on the
starting potential, Φ(0) = O(β · log(mn)), we have that E[c(ALG(t∗))] ≤ O(β · log(mn)).

To bound the expected cost of the algorithm after time t∗, note that as before that KL divergence
is a nonnegative quantity, and Φ is negative only when ρt ≤ β. The algorithm pays O(κti) in
expectation during rounds t where i ∈ U t−1 and 0 during rounds where i 6∈ U t−1, and hence the
expected cost paid by the algorithm after time t∗ is at most

∑
i∈Ut∗ κ

t∗
i = ρt

∗
= O(β).
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4.5 Non- Metric Facility Location

We continue with an extension of LEARNORCOVER to a problem that is not on its surface an
instance of SUBMODULARCOVER: NONMETRICFACILITYLOCATION. The input is a set of n
clients and m facilities. Each facility f has an opening cost cf , and each client-facility pair (v, f)
has a connection cost cfv. The goal is to open a number of facilities and connect each client to
exactly one open facility such that the total cost is minimized. In the random order online version,
which we call ROFACILITYLOCATION, the facilities are known ahead of time, and the clients
arrive online in random order; on arrival each client, the algorithm must choose which (if any)
facility to open, and connect the client to that facility. Decisions are irrevocable, in the sense that
a client may not change which facility it has connected to after arrival.

Our algorithm is essentially LEARNORCOVER run on the following dynamic set system that
changes with time. The sets are the facilities and the clients are the elements. Let Ct be the
facilities purchased by the end of round t. For every client v, define

f t(v) := argmin
f

(1{f 6∈ Ct} · cf + cfv)

κtv := min
f

(1{f 6∈ Ct} · cf + cfv)

to be the marginal cost of connecting v in the cheapest way possible. Also define Γt(v) := {f :
cfv ≤ κtv/2} to be the set of set of facilities that reduce the marginal cost of connecting v by at
least a factor of 2. Then a facility f covers a client v at time t, if f ∈ Γt(v).

As before, by a guess-and-double approach, we assume we know a bound β such that LPOPT ≤
β ≤ 2 · LPOPT; here LPOPT is the cost of the optimal integral solution to the NONMETRICFACIL-
ITYLOCATION instance.

Algorithm 3 LEARNORCOVERNMFL

1: Let m′ ← |{f : cf ≤ β}|.
2: Initialize x0

f ←
β

cf ·m′
· 1{cf ≤ β}, and C0 ← ∅.

3: for t = 1, 2 . . . , n do
4: vt ← tth client in the random order, and letRt ← ∅.
5: for each facility f , with probability min(κt−1

vt · x
t−1
f /β, 1) addRt ← Rt ∪ {f}.

6: Update Ct ← Ct−1 ∪Rt.
7: if

∑
f∈Γt−1(vt) x

t−1
f < 1 then

8: For every set f , update xtS ← xt−1
S · exp

{
1{f ∈ Γt−1(vt)} · κt−1

vt /cf
}

.
9: Let Zt = 〈c, xt〉/β and normalize xt ← xt/Zt.

10: else
11: xt ← xt−1.
12: Ct ← Ct ∪ {f t−1(vt)} and connect vt to f t−1(vt).

We maintain the invariant:

Invariant 2. For all time steps t, it holds that 〈c, xt〉 = β.

Our main theorem is:

Theorem 4.5.1. Algorithm 3 is O(logmn)-competitive for ROFACILITYLOCATION
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Let us start by defining notation. Let x∗ to be the indicator vector of the facilities in the optimal
solution. Let U t be the clients remaining uncovered at the end of round t (where U0 = U is the
entire client set). Recall again the definition of ρt and Φ from (4.3.2) and (4.3.3).

Lemma 4.5.2 (Initial Potential). The initial potential is bounded as Φ(0) = O(β · log(mn)).

We now show the potential decreases sufficiently in every round. Define Υt to be the event that
OPT ∩ Γt−1(vt) 6= ∅. If event Υt does not hold, then OPT pays at least κt−1

v /2 to connect client v;
the algorithm also pays O(κt−1

v ) in expectation in every round, so in this case we can charge the
cost of this round to OPT. Henceforth we focus on the case that event Υt does occur.

We bound the decrease of each term in the potential separately.

Lemma 4.5.3 (Change in KL). The expected change in the weighted KL divergence is

E
vt,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
(4.5.1)

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

e2 − 1

2
· κt−1

v ·min

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

xf , 1

− κt−1
v

. (4.5.2)

We emphasize that the expected change in relative entropy in the statement above depends only
on the randomness of the arriving uncovered client vt, not on the randomly chosen facilitiesRt.

Proof. We break the proof into cases. Let Λt be the event that
∑

f∈Γt−1(vt) x
t−1
f < 1. If Λt does

not hold, in Line 11 we set the vector xt = xt−1, so the change in KL divergence is 0. This means
that inequality (4.5.2) holds trivially. Henceforth we focus on the case when Λt holds.

Recall that the expected change in relative entropy depends only on the arriving uncovered element
vt. Expanding definitions,

E
vt,Rt

[
KLc

(
x∗ || xt

)
− KLc

(
x∗ || xt−1

)
| xt−1, U t−1,Υt,Λt

]
= E

v∼Ut−1

[∑
S

cf · x∗f · log
xt−1
S

xtf

∣∣∣∣∣ Υt,Λt

]

= E
v∼Ut−1

〈c, x∗〉 · logZt −
∑

f∈Γt−1(v)

cf · x∗f · log eκ
t−1
v /cf

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Υt,Λt



≤ E
v∼Ut−1


β · log

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

cf
β
· xt−1

f · eκ
t−1
v /cf +

∑
f 6∈Γt−1(v)

cf
β
· xt−1

f


−

∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

κt−1
v · x∗f

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Υt,Λt

, (4.5.3)

where in the last step (4.5.3) we expanded the definition of Zt, and used 〈c, x∗〉 ≤ β. Since we
condition on Υt holding, which means that

∑
f∈Γt−1(v) κ

t−1
v · x∗f ≥ κt−1

v , we can further bound
(4.5.3) by

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

β · log

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

cf
β
· xt−1

f · eκ
t−1
v /cf +

∑
f 6∈Γt−1(v)

cf
β
· xt−1

f

− κt−1
v

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Λt
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≤ E
v∼Ut−1

β · log

∑
f

cf
β
· xt−1

f +
e2 − 1

2
·
∑

f∈Γt−1(v)

κt−1
v

β
· xt−1

f

− κt−1
v

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Λt

, (4.5.4)

where we use the approximation ey ≤ 1 + (e2 − 1) · y/2 for y ∈ [0, 1] (note that κt−1
v is the

cheapest marginal connection cost for v, so for any f ∈ Γt−1(v) for which cfv ≤ κt−1
v /2 we have

that cf ≥ κt−1
v /2 and thus κt−1

v /cf ≤ 2). Finally, using Invariant 2, along with the approximation
log(1 + y) ≤ y, we bound (4.5.4) by

≤ E
v∼Ut−1

e2 − 1

2
·
∑

f∈Γt−1(v)

κt−1
v · xf − κt−1

v

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Λt


≤ E

v∼Ut−1

e2 − 1

2
· κt−1

v ·min

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

xf , 1

− κt−1
v

. (4.5.5)

We have shown the lemma statement when Λt holds and when it does not, which completes the
proof.

We move to bounding the change in log ρ.

Lemma 4.5.4 (Change in log ρt). For rounds when v is uncovered on arrival, the expected change
in log ρt is

E
vt,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −1− e−1

2β
· E
u∼Ut−1

κt−1
u ·min

 ∑
f∈Γ(u)

xf , 1

.
Proof.

E
Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt, vt = v

]
= E
Rt

[
log

(
1− ρt−1 − ρt

ρt−1

) ∣∣∣∣ U t−1, vt = v

]
≤ − 1

ρt−1
· E
Rt

[
ρt−1 − ρt

∣∣ U t−1, vt = v
]
. (4.5.6)

Above, (4.5.6) follows from the approximation log(1− y) ≤ −y. Expanding the definition of ρt

from (4.3.2), (4.5.6) is bounded by

≤ − 1

ρt−1
· E
Rt

[ ∑
u∈Ut−1

κt−1
u

2
· 1{Γt−1(u) ∩Rt 6= ∅}

∣∣∣∣∣ U t−1, vt = v

]

= − 1

ρt−1

∑
u∈Ut−1

κt−1
u

2
· P
Rt

(
Γt−1(u) ∩Rt 6= ∅ | U t−1, vt = v

)
≤ −1− e−1

2β
· κt−1

v · 1

ρt−1

∑
u∈Ut−1

κt−1
u ·min

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

xt−1
f , 1

 (4.5.7)
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= −1− e−1

2β
· κt−1

v · |U
t−1|

ρt−1
· E
u∼Ut−1

κt−1
u ·min

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(v)

xt−1
f , 1

. (4.5.8)

Step (4.5.7) is due to the fact that each facility f is sampled independently with probability
min(κt−1

v xt−1
f /β, 1), so the probability any given client u ∈ U t−1 gets at least one facility from

Γt−1(u) is

1−
∏

f∈Γt−1(u)

(
1−min

(
κt−1
v xt−1

f

β
, 1

))
≥ 1− exp

−min

κt−1
v

β

∑
f∈Γt−1(u)

xt−1
f , 1


(∗∗)
≥ (1− e−1) ·min

κt−1
v

β

∑
f∈Γt−1(u)

xt−1
f , 1

 .

Above, (∗∗) follows from convexity of the exponential. Step (4.5.8) follows since κt−1
v /β ≤ 1.

Taking the expectation of (4.5.8) over vt ∼ U t−1, and using the fact that Ev∼Ut−1 [κt−1
v ] =

ρt−1/|U t−1|, the expected change in log ρt becomes

E
vt,Rt

[
log ρt − log ρt−1 | xt−1, U t−1,Υt

]
≤ −1− e−1

2β
· E
u∼Ut−1

κt−1
u ·min

 ∑
f∈Γt−1(u)

xt−1
f , 1

,
as desired.

Proof of Theorem 4.5.1. In every round t, the expected cost of the sampled facilitiesRt is κt−1
vt ·

〈c, xt−1〉/β = κt−1
vt (by Invariant 2). The algorithm pays an additional κt−1

vt in Line 12, and hence
the total expected cost per round is at most 2 · κt−1

vt .

In rounds t for which Υt holds, by combining Lemmas 4.5.3 and 4.5.4, and setting the constants
C1 = 2 and C2 = 2e(e+ 1), we have

E
vt,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1)

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]

= E
vt,Rt

[
C1 (KLc (x∗ || xt)− KLc (x∗ || xt−1))

+ C2 · β · (log ρt − log ρt−1)

∣∣∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt

]
≤ − E

vt,Rt

[
2 · κt−1

vt

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1,Υt
]
,

which cancels the expected change in the algorithm’s cost. Hence we have the inequality

E
vt,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1) + c(ALG(t))− c(ALG(t− 1))

∣∣ Υt, v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ 0.

Let t∗ be the last time step for which Φ(t∗) ≥ 0. By applying Lemma 4.9.1 and the bound on the
starting potential from Lemma 4.5.2, we have that the total cost paid by the algorithm over all
rounds in which Υt holds is O(β · log(mn)).

In rounds for which Υt does not hold, we know that OPT ∩ Γt−1(vt) = ∅, so OPT connects vt to a
facility f ∗(vt) and pays at least cf∗(vt)vt ≥ κt−1

v /2 to connect vt. Hence

E
vt,Rt

[
c(ALG(t))− c(ALG(t− 1))

∣∣ Υt, v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ 2 · κt−1

v ≤ 4 · cf∗(vt)vt .
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Summing over all such rounds, we get that the total cost paid by the algorithm over all rounds in
which Υt does not hold is O(β).

It remains to bound the expected cost paid by the algorithm after time t∗. Since KL divergence is a
nonnegative quantity, Φ is negative only when ρt ≤ β. The algorithm pays O(κt−1

vt ) in expectation
during rounds t where vt ∈ U t−1 and 0 during rounds where vt 6∈ U t−1. Since for each v the
backup cost κtv is nonincreasing in t, the expected cost paid by the algorithm after time t∗ is
therefore bounded above by

∑
t>t∗ 2 · κt−1

vt ≤ 2
∑

u∈Ut∗ κ
t∗
u = 2 · ρt∗ = O(β).

4.6 SETCOVER with a Sample

The idea of algorithms with predictions has emerged as a recent trend in modern computer science:
can algorithms be made to perform better if they are granted access to some advance insight or
advice about the input they are given? In the context of online algorithms, a natural assumption is
that the algorithm is allowed to sample from its input before the online sequence begins. We ask
what benefit such an assumption gives for SETCOVER. Specifically:

What is competitive ratio is possible for ONLINESETCOVER when the algorithm is
allowed to sample an α fraction of the elements before the sequence begins?

We call this version α-SAMPLESETCOVER1. We highlight that the adversary is allowed to choose
the order of the elements after the realization of the randomness from the sampling.

A priori it is not clear that this problem has much to do with ROSETCOVER. Nevertheless, we give
an efficient algorithm for α-SAMPLESETCOVER with expected competitive ratio O(log(mn)/α)
via a reduction to the random order setting. This is best possible offline in polynomial time when
m = poly(n) and α = Ω(1).

Theorem 4.6.1. Algorithm 4 is a polytime randomized algorithm for α-SAMPLESETCOVER

achieving competitive ratio O(log(mn)/α).

It is convenient to first reduce α-SAMPLESETCOVER to a slightly different problem in which
instead of assuming that the algorithm samples exactly αn of the elements, every element is
assigned to the sampled set independently with probability α. By subsampling elements with
probability α/2 and using standard concentration bounds, it is straightforward to argue that the
number of elements sampled this way is less than αn with high probability. Hence, at the expense
of a constant multiplicative decrease in α, it suffices to give an algorithm for this modified version.

Definition 4.6.2. A randomized ONLINESETCOVER algorithm A is RO-compliant with a poten-
tial function Φ ≥ 0, if for every time step t, if the element vt is sampled uniformly at random from
the uncovered elements U t, then

E
vt,Rt

[∆tΦ + ∆tc(A)] ≤ 0

where ∆tΦ, ∆tc(A) andRt are the change in Φ, the cost paid by algorithm A, and the random
coin flips of A at time t respectively.

From the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, the following is immediate:

1A similar question was asked in the context of the secretary problem [KNR20] and online matching [KNR22].
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Fact 4.6.3. LEARNORCOVER is RO-compliant with a potential function Φ such that Φ(0) =
c(OPT) log(mn).

Algorithm 4 REDUCTION TO RO-COMPLIANT ALGORITHM A
1: SAMPLES ← sampled elements of U .
2: REST ← U\SAMPLES.
3: C ← ∅.
4: for v ∈ SAMPLES in uniformly random order do
5: Feed v to A and add any sets bought to C.
6: Buy all sets of C.
7: for v ∈ REST in arbitrary order do
8: if v uncovered by C then
9: Buy cheapest set covering v.

Our main theorem is:

Theorem 4.6.4. If ONLINESETCOVER algorithm A is RO-compliant with a potential Φ, then
Algorithm 4 with A is O(Φ(0)/α)-competitive for α-SAMPLESETCOVER.

Together with Fact 4.6.3, we immediately get:

Corollary 4.6.5. There is an O(log(mn)/α)-competitive algorithm for α-SAMPLESETCOVER.

Proof of Theorem 4.6.4. Consider the following imaginary process. Define U t to be the elements
uncovered by the algorithm A at time t, where initially U0 := U . In step t, sample an element vt

uniformly at random from U t, then color it red with probability α and blue with probability 1− α.
If element was colored red, feed vt to algorithm A and buy any sets A buys; else if the element vt

was blue, buy the cheapest set covering it.

Observe that the cost of Algorithm 4 is only less than the cost paid during this imaginary process.
To see this note that the distribution on the ordered sequences of red elements is the same as the
distribution on ordered sequences of the SAMPLES elements, and hence A pays the same total
cost in both. On the other hand in the imaginary process, at time t we pay κvt for every blue
element vt not covered by A by time t; in Algorithm 4 we pay κvt for every element not covered
by A ever. It remains to bound the cost paid during the imaginary process.

To this end, let Dt be the sets bought in round t of the imaginary process. Since vt was uncovered
on arrival and is covered by the end of round t, the cost c(Dt) paid in round t is at least κvt . Since
this cost is exactly κvt when the element vt is colored blue, we have

E
vt,Rt

[
∆tc(A)

∣∣ vt red
]

= E
vt

[
c(Dt)

∣∣ vt red
]
≥ E

[
c(Dt)

∣∣ vt blue
]
.

Since A is RO-compliant with Φ, this implies that

E
vt,Rt

[
∆tΦ

∣∣ vt red
]
≤ − E

vt,Rt

[
∆tc(A)

∣∣ vt red
]
≤ −E

[
c(Dt)

]
.

Since elements are colored red with probability α, and Φ does not change in rounds when vt is
colored blue, we get

E
vt,Rt

[
∆tΦ

]
= α E

vt,Rt

[
∆tΦ | vt red

]
≤ −αE

[
c(Dt)

]
.
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Defining Φ′ = Φ/α, we have that Φ′ ≥ 0, Φ′(0) = Φ(0)/α, and

E
vt,Rt

[∆tΦ′ + ∆tc(A)] ≤ 0,

which together imply that the total expected cost paid during the imaginary process is Φ(0)/α.

4.7 Lower Bounds

We turn to showing lower bounds for SETCOVER and related problems in the random order
model. The lower bounds for ROSETCOVER are proven via basic probabilistic and combinatorial
arguments. We also show hardness for a batched version of ROSETCOVER, which has implications
for related problems.

4.7.1 Lower Bounds for ROSETCOVER

We start with information theoretic lower bounds for the RO setting.

Theorem 4.7.1. The competitive ratio of any randomized fractional or integral algorithm for
ROSETCOVER is Ω(log n).

Proof. Consider the following instance of ROSETCOVER in which m = 2` and n = 2` − 1.
Construct the instance recursively in ` rounds. Define the sub collection of sets S0 = S, i.e.
initially all the sets. For each round i from 1 to `, do: (a) create 2`−i new elements and add each
to every set in Si−1, and (b) choose Si to be a uniformly random subcollection of Si−1 of size
|Si−1|/2.

By Yao’s principle, it suffices to lower bound the cost of any fixed deterministic algorithm A that
maintains a monotone LP solution in random order. Let xt be the fractional solution of A at the
end of round t. Assume A is lazy in the sense that in every round and for every coordinate xS
that is incremented in that round, setting that coordinate to xS − ε is infeasible for all ε > 0 with
respect to the elements observed up until and including this round.

We refer to the elements added in round i as the type i elements. Let g(i) be the event that at least
one element of that type arrives in random order before any element of type j for j > i. Note that
P (g(i)) = 2l−i/(2l−i+1 − 1) > 1/2 for all i.

Also define c(A, i) be the cost paid by the algorithm to cover the first element of type i that arrives
in random order (potentially 0). Conditioned on g(i) holding, we claim the expected cost c(A, i)
is at least 1/2. To see this, first suppose that i is the first type for which g(i) holds; then this is the
first element to arrive, and so

∑
S∈S0

xtS = 0 beforehand and
∑

S∈Si x
t
S = 1 afterward, and so

c(A, i) = 1 ≥ 1/2.

Otherwise, let k < i be the last type for which g(k) held. Since A is lazy, at the time t before
the first element of type i arrived, we had

∑
S∈Sk x

t
S = 1. By the construction of the instance

and the fact that i > k, the collection Si consists of a uniformly random subset of Sk of size
at most |Sk|/2. Deferring the random choice of this collection Si until this point, we have that
E[
∑

S∈Si x
t
S] ≤ 1/2. Hence E[c(A, i) | g(i)] ≥ 1/2.
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To conclude, the optimal solution consists of the vector that has 1 on the one coordinate S
containing all the elements and 0 elsewhere, whereas

E[c(A)] ≥
∑
i

P (g(i)) · E[c(A, i) | g(i)] >
`

4
= Ω(log n).

Since the optimum is integral, the competitive ratio lower bound also holds for integral algorithms.

We emphasize that this set system has a VC dimension of 2, which rules out improved algorithms
for set systems of small VC dimension in this setting.

Theorem 4.7.2. The competitive ratio of any randomized algorithm for ROSETCOVER is
Ω
(

logm
log logm

)
even when m� n.

The following proof uses the construction in Proposition 4.2 of [AAA+09]; they take the product
of this construction with another to show a stronger bound for the adversarial order setting. It is a
simple observation that the part of the construction we use gives a bound even in random order,
but we include the proof for completeness.

Proof. Given integer parameter r, let S =
(

[10r2]
r

)
be the set of all subsets of [10r2] of size r. The

adversary chooses U to be a random subset of [10r2] of size r and reveals it in random order.

By Yao’s principle, it again suffices to bound the performance of any deterministic algorithm A,
and we may again assume that A is lazy. By deferring randomness, the adversary is equivalent
to one which randomly selects an element r times without replacement from [10r2]. Since the
algorithm selects at most r sets each of size at most r, the number of elements of [10r2] covered
by A is at most [r2], and hence every element chosen by the adversary has probability at least
4/5 of being uncovered on arrival. Hence the algorithm selects at least 4r/5 sets in expectation,
whereas OPT consists of the single set covering the r elements of the adversary, so the competitive
ratio of A is Ω(r). The claim follows by noting that r = Ω(logm/ log logm).

4.7.2 Performance of [BN09b] in Random Order

In this section we argue that the algorithm of [BN09b] has a performance of Ω(logm log n)
for ROSETCOVER in general. One instance demonstrating this bound is the so called upper
triangular instance ∆ = (U∆,S∆) for which n = m and which we now define. Let the sets
S∆ = {S1, . . . , Sn} be fixed. Choose a random permutation π ∈ Sn. Then for every i = 1, . . . ,m,
let Sπ(i) = {n − i + 1, . . . , n}, since it will be convenient for elements to appear in Fig. 4.1 in
descending order.
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. . .
Sπ(1) Sπ(3) Sπ(n)Sπ(2)

Figure 4.1: Tight instance for [BN09b] in random order.

Claim 4.7.3. [BN09b] is Ω(logm log n)-competitive on the instance ∆ = (U∆,S∆) in RO.

Proof. The final solution T output by [BN09b] on this instance is equivalent to that of the
following algorithm which waits until the end of the sequence to buy all of its sets. Maintain
a (monotone) LP solution x whose coordinates are indexed by sets. Every time an uncovered
element i arrives, for all j ≥ i increase the weights of all sets xπ(j) uniformly until

∑
j≥i xπ(j) = 1.

Finally, at the end of the element sequence, sample each set with probability min(log n · xS, 1).
We claim that this produces a solution of cost Ω(log2 n) in expectation on the instance above
when elements are presented in random order, whereas the optimal solution consists of only the
one set S1.

Let Xi be the event that i arrives before any element j with j < i. This corresponds to i
appearing in the fewest sets of any element seen thus far; we call such an element leading. Let
k(i) = min{k | Xk, k > i} be the most recent leading index before i, if one exists. Note that if
Xi occurs and k(i) = k, then the expected increase in the size of the final solution due to Xi is
exactly i ·

(
min

(
logn
i
, 1
)
−min

(
logn
k
, 1
))

. (If Xi occurs but k(i) does not exist, then i is the first
leading element and so the expected cost increase in the final solution is i ·min

(
logn
i
, 1
)
.)

What is P (Xi, k(i) = k) for some i < k? It is precisely the probability that the random arrival
order induces an order on only the elements k, k − 1, . . . , i, . . . , 1 which puts k first and i second,
which is 1/(k(k − 1)).

Thus the total expected size of the final solution T can be bounded by

E[|T |] =
n−1∑
i=1

n∑
k=i+1

P (Xi, k(i) = k) · i
(

min

(
log n

i
, 1

)
−min

(
log n

k
, 1

))

≥
n−1∑
i=1

n∑
k=i+1

1

k(k − 1)
· i
(

min

(
log n

i
, 1

)
−min

(
log n

k
, 1

))

≥ log n ·
n−1∑
i=logn

n∑
k=i+1

1

k(k − 1)
· i
(

1

i
− 1

k

)
≥ log n · Ω(log n− log log n)

= Ω(log2 n).
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4.7.3 Lower Bounds for Extensions

We study lower bounds for several extensions of ROSETCOVER. Our starting point is a lower
bound for the batched version of the problem. Here the input is specified by a set system (U,S)
as before, along with a partition of U into batches B1, B2, . . . Bb. For simplicity, we assume
all batches have the same size s. The batches are revealed one-by-one in their entirety to the
algorithm, in uniform random order. After the arrival of a batch, the algorithm must select sets to
buy to cover all the elements of the batch.

Using this lower bound, we derive as a corollary a lower bound for the random order version of
SUBMODULARCOVER from Chapter 3. It is tempting to use the method of Theorem 4.3.1 to
improve the competitive ratio of O(logm log(T · f (T )(N )/fmin)) in RO. We show that removing
a log from the bound is not possible in general.

Theorem 4.7.4. The competitive ratio of any polynomial-time randomized algorithm on batched
ROSETCOVER with b batches of size s is Ω(log b log s) unless NP ⊆ BPP.

We follow the proof of [Kor04, Theorem 2.3.4], which demonstrates that there is no randomized
o(logm log n)-competitive polynomial-time algorithm for (adversarial order) ONLINESETCOVER

unless NP ⊆ BPP. We adapt the argument to account for random order.

Consider the following product of the upper triangular instance from Section 4.7.2 together with
an arbitrary instance of (offline) SETCOVER H . In particular, take ∆ = (U∆,S∆) to be the upper
triangular instance on N elements, and let H = (UH ,SH) denote a SETCOVER instance, where
UH = [N ′] and |SH | = M ′. Note that ∆ is a random instance, where the randomness is over the
choice of label permutation π. Define product instance ∆×H = (U∆×H ,S∆×H) by

U∆×H = {(i, j) ∈ U∆ × UH}
S∆×H = {Sij = Si × Sj : (Si, Sj) ∈ S∆ × SH}.

Observe that |U∆×H | = NN ′ and |S∆×H | = NM ′.

Each copy of H is a batch of this instance, so that batches of elements B1, . . . , BN are given
by Bi = {(i, j) : j ∈ UH}. Thus the parameters of the batched ROSETCOVER instance are
b = N and s = N ′. These batches Bi will arrive in uniformly random order according to some
permutation σ ∈ SN . For a randomized algorithm A, let

C(A(∆×H)) := E
σ,π∈SN
R

[c(A(∆×H))]

denote the expected cost of A on the instance ∆×H , whereR denotes the randomness of A.

We begin by establishing an information-theoretic lower bound, whose proof we defer to Sec-
tion 4.9.

Lemma 4.7.5. Let A be a randomized algorithm for batched ROSETCOVER. Then on the
instance ∆×H ,

C(A(∆×H)) ≥ 1

2
· |OPT(H)| · logN.

We also require the following theorem of [RS97]:

Lemma 4.7.6. There exists a polynomial-time reduction from SATto SETCOVER that, given a
formula ψ, produces a SETCOVER instance Hψ with N ′ elements and M ′ sets for which
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• M ′ = N ′α for some constant α,

• if ψ ∈ SAT then OPT(Hψ) = K(N ′),

• if ψ 6∈ SAT then OPT(Hψ) ≥ c · logN ′ ·K(N ′),

for some polynomial-time-computable K and constant c ∈ (0, 1).

We are ready to show the lower bound.

Proof of Theorem 4.7.4. Suppose that there is some polynomial-time randomized algorithm A
with competitive ratio at most c/4 · log b log s for batched ROSETCOVER (recall that c is the
constant given in Lemma 4.7.6 above). Then, we argue, the following is a BPP algorithm deciding
SAT.

Given a formula ψ, we first reduce it to an instance of batched ROSETCOVER: first feed
the formula through the reduction in Lemma 4.7.6 to get the instance Hψ, then create the
batched ROSETCOVER instance defined by ∆ × Hψ. Finally, run A on ∆ × Hψ a number
W = poly(n) times, and let C be the empirical average of c(A(∆ × Hψ)) over these runs. If
C ≥ 3c/8 · log b log s ·K(N ′), output ψ ∈ SAT, else output ψ 6∈ SAT. It suffices to argue that
this procedure answers correctly with high probability.

Claim 4.7.7. If ψ ∈ SAT, then C(A(∆, Hψ)) ≤ c
4
· log b log s ·K(N ′).

Proof. By assumption, A has the guarantee

C(A(∆×Hψ)) ≤ c

4
log b log s · |OPT(∆×Hψ)|

=
c

4
· log b log s ·K(N ′).

Claim 4.7.8. If ψ 6∈ SAT, then C(A(∆, Hψ)) ≥ c
2
· log b log s ·K(N ′).

Proof. By Lemma 4.7.5, the performance of A is lower bounded as

C(A(∆×Hψ)) ≥ 1

2
HN · |OPT(Hψ)|

≥ 1

2
logN · c · log(N ′) ·K(N ′)

≥ c

2
· log b log s ·K(N ′).

To complete the proof, note that c(A(∆×Hψ)) ∈ [0, NM ′]. Setting W = poly(n) sufficiently
high, by a Hoeffding bound, the estimate C concentrates to within c

8
· log b log s · K(N ′) of

C(A(∆, Hψ)) with high probability, in which case the procedure above answers correctly.

We now use Theorem 4.7.4 to derive lower bounds for ROSUBMODULARCOVER.

Corollary 4.7.9. The competitive ratio of any polynomial-time randomized algorithm against
ROSUBMODULARCOVER is Ω(logm · log(f (T )(N )/fmin)) unless NP ⊆ BPP.

Proof. Batched ROSETCOVER is a special case of online SUBMODULARCOVER in which fi
is the coverage function of block i. In this case the parameter f (T )/fmin = n, so the statement
follows by applying Theorem 4.7.4 with b = s =

√
n (and remembering that m = poly(n)).
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4.8 Conclusion

In this work we introduce LEARNORCOVER as a method for solving ROSETCOVER and ROCIP
with competitive ratio nearly matching the best possible offline bounds. On the other hand we
prove nearly tight information theoretic lower bounds in the RO setting. We also show lower
bounds and separations for several generalizations of ROSETCOVER.

We leave as an interesting open question whether it is possible to extend the technique to covering
IPs with box constraints, and beyond that to the even more general SUBMODULARCOVER

problem. Another question is whether the result for NONMETRICFACILITYLOCATION extends
to GROUPSTEINERTREE. In particular, can one get an O(log3 n) competitive algorithm when
the terminals are revealed in random order2? Finally, we show an O(log(mn)/α) competitive
ratio for α-SAMPLESETCOVER, but what is the right dependence on α? We conjecture that
O(log(mn) log(1/α)) is possible.

We hope our method finds uses elsewhere in online algorithms for RO settings. In Section 4.12
we discuss suggestive connections between our technique and other methods in online algorithms,
namely projection based algorithms and stochastic gradient descent.

4.9 Deferred Proofs

In this chapter we use several potential function arguments, and the following simple lemma.

Lemma 4.9.1 (Expected Potential Change Lemma). Let ALG be a randomized algorithm for
ROSETCOVER and let Φ be a potential which is a function of the state of the algorithm at time
t. Let c(ALG(t)) be the cost paid by the algorithm up to and including time t. Let Rt and vt

respectively be the random variables that are the random decisions made by the algorithm in
time t, and the random element that arrives in time t. Suppose that for all rounds t in which the
algorithm has not covered the entire ground set at the beginning of the round, the inequality

E
vt,Rt

[
Φ(t)− Φ(t− 1) + c(ALG(t))− c(ALG(t− 1))

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ 0.

holds. Let t∗ be the last time time step such that Φ(t∗) ≥ 0. Then the expected cost of the
algorithm, c(ALG(t∗)) can be bounded by

E[c(ALG(t∗))] ≤ Φ(0).

Proof. Let T be the set of rounds for which Φ > 0 at the beginning of the round.

Define the stochastic process:

X t :=

{
Φ(t) + c(ALG(t)) if t ∈ T ,
X t−1 otherwise.

By assumption, this is a supermartingale with respect to ((vt,Rt))t; that is,

E
vt,Rt

[
X t+1

∣∣ v1, . . . , vt−1,R1, . . . ,Rt−1
]
≤ X t

2We refer the reader to [AAA+06] for a full description of online GROUPSTEINERTREE.
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for all t. By induction we have that for all t > 0

E
v1,...,vt

R1,...,Rt

[X t] ≤ X0,

so in particular,

E[Φ(t∗)] + E[c(ALG(t∗))] ≤ Φ(0).

The claim follows since the leftmost term is nonnegative by assumption.

Fact 4.3.3. Every pure covering LP of the form minx≥0{〈c, x〉 : Ax ≥ 1} for c ≥ 0 and
aij ∈ [0, 1] with optimal value less than β has an optimal solution x∗ which is supported only on
columns j such that cj ≤ β.

Proof. Suppose otherwise and let x∗ be an optimal LP solution. Let j′ be a coordinate for which
cj′ > β and x∗j′ > 0. Then define the vector x′ by

x′j =

{
0 if j = j′

x∗j
1−x′∗j

otherwise,

First of all, note that x∗j′ < 1 since x∗j′cj′ ≤
∑

j cjx
∗
j ≤ β < cj′ , and so x′ ≥ 0. To see that x′ is

feasible for each constraint 〈ai, x〉 ≥ 1,

〈ai, x∗〉 = (1− x∗j′)〈ai, x′〉+ aij′x
∗
j′ ≥ 1 so 〈ai, x′〉 ≥

1

1− x∗j′
(1− aij′x∗j′) ≥ 1,

since aij′ ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, observe that x′ costs strictly less than x∗, since

〈c, x′〉 =
〈c, x∗〉 − x∗j′cj′

1− x∗j′
<
〈c, x∗〉 − x∗j′〈c, x∗〉

1− x∗j′
= 〈c, x∗〉.

This contradicts the optimality of x∗, and so the claim holds.

Fact 4.4.4. Given probabilities pj and coefficients bj ∈ [0, 1], let W :=
∑

j bj Ber(pj) be the sum
of independent weighted Bernoulli random variables. Let ∆ ≥ γ = (e− 1)−1 be some constant.
Then

E[min (W,∆)] ≥ α ·min (E[W ],∆) ,

for a fixed constant α independent of the pj and bj .

Proof. We first consider the case when E[W ] ≥ ∆/3. By the Paley-Zygmund inequality, noting
that E[W ] =

∑
j bjpj and so σ2 =

∑
j pj(1− pj)b2

j ≤ E[W ], we have

P (W ≥ ∆/6) ≥ P (W ≥ E[W ]/2) ≥ 1

4
· E[W ]2

E[W ]2 + σ2
≥ 1

4
· E[W ]

1 + E[W ]
≥ 1

4
·

∆/3

1 + ∆/3
≥ 1/28,

since ∆ ≥ γ ≥ 1/2 by assumption. This implies the claim because in this case

E[min (W,∆)] ≥ ∆

6
· P (W ≥ ∆/6) ≥ ∆

168
≥ 1

168
·min(E[W ],∆).
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Otherwise E[W ] < ∆/3. Let R denote the random subset of j for which Ber(pj) = 1 in a
given realization of W , and let K be the random subset of the j which is output by the (1/3, 1/3)-
contention resolution scheme for knapsack constraints when given R as input, as defined in
[CVZ14, Lemma 4.15]. The set K has the properties that (1) (over the randomness inR) every j
appears in K with probability at least pj/3, (2)

∑
j∈K aij < ∆, and (3) K ⊆ R. Hence in this case

E[min (W,∆)] ≥ E
K

[∑
j∈K

aij

]
≥ E[W ]

3
=

1

3
·min(E[W ],∆).

Therefore the claim holds with α = 1/168.

Lemma 4.7.5. Let A be a randomized algorithm for batched ROSETCOVER. Then on the
instance ∆×H ,

C(A(∆×H)) ≥ 1

2
· |OPT(H)| · logN.

Proof. By Yao’s principle, it suffices to bound the expected performance of any deterministic
algorithm A over the randomness of the instance. Here the performance is in expectation over the
random choice of instance as well as the random order of batch arrival.

The randomness in the input distribution ∆ × H is over the set labels, given by the random
permutation π ∈ SN . For convenience, we instead equivalently imagine the set labels in ∆ are
fixed, and that π is a random permutation over batch labels, so that the label of batch i is li = π(i).
This means that for a fixed realization of π, for any two sets Slj, Sl′j′ ∈ S∆×H , even before any
batches have arrived A can determine whether l = l′, but because π ∼ SN uniformly at random,
A cannot determine which batches i the sets Slj and Sl′j′ intersect. Without loss of generality, we
assume that A is lazy, in that for each batch it only buys sets which provide marginal coverage.

The (offline) instance H has some optimal cover {S∗1 , . . . , S∗k} := OPT(H). Let S∗ := {Slj =
Sl×Sj : Sl ∈ S∆, Sj ∈ OPT(H)} denote the sets in S∆×H which project down to sets in OPT(H).
We argue that it suffices to consider a deterministic lazy algorithm A∗ which only buy sets in S∗.
Let c(A(π, σ)) denote the cost of A on batch label permutation π, when the batch arrival order
is σ ∈ SN . For every feasible A we argue that there is some A∗ which buys only sets in S∗, is
feasible for every batch σ(i) upon arrival, and buys at most as many sets as A for any π ∈ σN , so
that

c(A∗(π, σ)) ≤ c(A∗(π, σ)). (4.9.1)

This will in turn imply that

E
σ,π∼SN

[c(A∗(π, σ))] ≤ E
σ,π∼SN

[c(A(π, σ))], (4.9.2)

and so it will suffice to lower bound the performance of any A∗ in this restricted class.

Given A, we will construct an A∗ which satisfies (4.9.1). But first, some notation. For each batch
arrival order σ(1), . . . , σ(N), suppose that in round i upon the arrival of Bσ(i), A buys the sets
Ci ⊆ S∆×H . These C1, . . . , Ci together cover each Bσ(i) upon its arrival, and c(A, σ) =

∑
i |Ci|.

Let Ci := {S ∈
⋃
i′≤i Ci′ : S ∩ Bσ(i) 6= ∅} be the collection of sets which A uses to cover Bσ(i).

We say a set Slj ∈ S∆×H is live in round i if it intersects with all batches Bσ(1), . . . , Bσ(i) which
have arrived so far. All sets are live to start, and once a set is not-live it will never be live again;
note that the liveness of Slj in round i is a property of its label l and the batch order σ. In each
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round i we will match each set S∗ ∈ C∗i which A∗ buys with some set S ∈
⋃
i′≤i Ci′ . We will

maintain that at most one S∗ is matched to each S, and that a matched pair of sets is never
unmatched.

Let A∗ operate by running A in the background. For each round i with incoming batch Bσ(i), if
A∗ already covers Bσ(i) upon arrival then A∗ does nothing. Otherwise for each j∗ ∈ OPT(H) for
which A∗ has not already bought a copy which is live in round i, A∗ identifies an unmatched set
Slj ∈ Ci which A is using to cover Bσ(i), buys the set Slj∗ (with the same label), and matches Slj∗
with Slj .

It is immediate that c(A∗, σ) ≤ c(A, σ), since A∗ matches every set which it buys to a set which
A buys. Therefore we need only show that A is feasible in each round i; that is, it never runs out
of unmatched sets.

To see this, first note that projecting Ci onto H gives a feasible cover, and so |Ci| ≥ k. In
particular, this means that A∗ succeeds in the first round i = 1. Next observe that in any round
i > 1, algorithm A∗ has bought at most one Slj∗ which is live for each given Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H). This
is because it only buys Slj∗ for j∗ for which it does not currently have a live copy, and no sets
go from not-live to live. Also note that any set which shares a label with some Slj ∈ Ci is live
in round i. Therefore any Slj∗ matched to Slj ∈ Ci at the beginning of round i are live, since A∗

ensures that matched sets share labels. Let Γi be the collection of these Slj∗ , and let t := |Γi|.
Since A∗ maintains at most one live set for each Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H) at once, the j∗ for Slj∗ ∈ Γi are
distinct. Therefore to cover Bσ(i), A∗ must buy sets Slj∗ for the k − t remaining Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H)
not represented in Γi with live labels l. Fortunately there are |Ci| − t ≥ k− t unmatched sets with
live labels which A has bought for A∗ to choose from, and so A∗ never gets stuck.

Therefore A∗ is feasible for every round i, and so (4.9.1) holds.

We now lower-bound the performance of A∗. Since A∗ is lazy and OPT(H) is a minimal cover
for H , for each arriving batch Bσ(i) the algorithm A∗ buys exactly one Slj∗ corresponding to each
Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H) for which it does not already have a live copy. Therefore we can analyze the
expected number of copies of Sj∗ which A∗ buys over the randomness of the batch arrival order
for each Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H) independently.

Fix some S∗ = Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H), and let CN denote the expected number of copies of S∗ which
A∗ buys, where the expectation is taken over the batch arrival order σ ∼ SN . In the first round
i = 1, A∗ buys some Slj∗ with label l, and uses this copy until the first batch arrives for which l is
no longer live; let P (l) denote the number of batches Bσ(1) . . . , Bσ(P (l)) for which l remains live.
Once l is no longer live, A∗ must choose another copy Sl′j∗ for one of the remaining live l′. This
is a sub-instance of the problem it faced at i = 1.

We will prove that CN ≥ HN/2 by induction on N (where here HN denotes the N th harmonic
number). By definition we have that C1 = 1, and so this holds for N = 1. Now assume the claim
Cn ≥ Hn/2 holds for all integers n ∈ [0, N − 1]. Using the observations above, we can express
CN by the following recurrence:

CN = 1 +
N∑
j=1

P (P (l) = j) · CN−j

= 1 +
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(HN −Hn) · Cn,
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where we take H0 = 0. By computing CN−1 and substituting, we then obtain

CN =
1

N
+
N − 1

N
CN−1 +

1

N2

N−1∑
n=0

Cn

≥ 1

N
+
N − 1

2N

(
HN −

1

N

)
+

1

2N
(HN − 1)

≥ 1

2
HN ,

where here we used that
∑N−1

n=0 Hn = N(HN − 1). Since HN ≥ logN , we therefore have

E
σ∼SN

[∣∣∣∣∣
{
Slj∗ ∈

⋃
i

C∗i

}∣∣∣∣∣
]

= CN ≥
1

2
logN.

Since this analysis holds for each of the k such sets Sj∗ ∈ OPT(H), the claim follows from
linearity of expectation.

4.10 Pseudocode

In this section we give pseudocode for secondary algorithms in this chapter.

4.10.1 The Exponential-Time SETCOVER Algorithm

First we give the algorithm from Section 4.2.

Algorithm 5 SIMPLELEARNORCOVER

1: Initialize T0 ←
(S
k

)
and C0 ← ∅.

2: for t = 1, 2 . . . , n do
3: vt ← tth element in the random order.
4: if vt uncovered then
5: Choose T ∼ Tt−1 uniformly at random, and choose T ∼ T uniformly at random.
6: Add Ct ← Ct−1 ∪ {S, T} for any choice of S containing vt.
7: Update Tt ← {T ∈ Tt−1 : vt ∈

⋃
T }.

4.10.2 The SETCOVER Algorithm for Unit Costs

Next, we give a slightly simplified version of algorithm from Section 4.3 in the special case of
unit costs. We give it here to illustrate the essential simplicity of our algorithm in the unit-weight
case. (Much of the complication comes from managing the non-uniform set costs.)
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Algorithm 6 UNITCOSTLEARNORCOVER

1: Initialize x0
S ← 1

m
, and C0 ← ∅.

2: for t = 1, 2 . . . , n do
3: vt ← tth element in the random order.
4: if vt not already covered then
5: Sample one set Rt from distribution x, update Ct ← Ct−1 ∪ {Rt}.
6: if

∑
S3vt x

t−1
S < 1 then

7: For every set S 3 vt, update xtS ← e · xt−1
S .

8: Normalize xt ← xt/‖xt‖1.
9: else

10: xt ← xt−1.
11: Let Svt be an arbitrary set containing vt. Add Ct ← Ct ∪ {Svt}.

4.11 Discussion of Claim in [GGL+13]

[GGL+13] writes in passing that SETCOVER in “the random permutation model (and hence any
model where elements are drawn from an unknown distribution) [is] as hard as the worst case”.

Our algorithm demonstrates that the instance of [Kor04] witnessing the Ω(log2 n) lower bound in
adversarial order can be easily circumvented in random order. Korman’s instance is conceptually
similar to our hard instance for the batched case from Section 4.7.3 but with batches shown in
order, deterministically.

A natural strategy to adapt the instance to the random order model is to duplicate the elements in
the ith batch Cb−i times for a constant C > 1 (where b is the number of batches). This ensures that
elements of early batches arrive early with good probability. Indeed, this is the strategy used for
the online Steiner Tree problem in random order (see e.g [GS20]). However, for the competitive
ratio lower bound of [Kor04], which is log b log s, to be Ω(log2 n), the number of batches b and
the number of distinct elements per batch s must be polynomials in the number of elements n. In
this case the total number of elements after duplication is n′ = O(Cpoly(n)), which degrades the
Ω(log b log s) bound to doubly logarithmic in n′.

4.12 Connections to Other Algorithms

In this section we discuss connections between LEARNORCOVER and other algorithms. Whether
these perspectives are useful or merely spurious remains to be seen, but regardless, they provide
interesting context.

Projection interpretation of [BGMN19]. In [BGMN19] it is shown that the original ONLINE-
SETCOVER algorithm of [AAA+09, BN09b] is equivalent to the following. Maintain a fractional
solution x. On the arrival of every constraint 〈ai, x〉 ≥ 1, update x to be the solution to the convex
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program

argminy KL (y || x)
s.t. A≤iy ≥ 1

y ≥ 0,
(4.12.1)

where A≤i is the matrix of constraints up until time i. Finally, perform independent randomized
rounding online. The KKT and complementary slackness conditions ensure that the succes-
sive fractional solutions obtained this way are monotonically increasing, and in fact match the
exponential update rule of [BN09b].

Interestingly, we may view LEARNORCOVER as working with the same convex program but with
an additional cost constraint (recall that β is our guess for c(OPT)).

argminy KL (y || x)
s.t. A≤iy ≥ 1

〈c, y〉 ≤ β
y ≥ 0,

(4.12.2)

The extra packing constraint already voids the monotonicity guarantee of (4.12.1) which we argue
is a barrier for [BN09b] in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2. Furthermore, instead of computing the full
projection, we fix the Lagrange multiplier of the most recent constraint 〈ai, x〉 ≥ 1 to be κvi
(the cost of the cheapest set containing this last element), the multipliers of the other elements’
constraints to 0, and the multiplier of the cost packing constraint such that y is normalized to cost
precisely β. Hence we only make a partial step towards the projection, and sample from the new
fractional solution regardless of whether it was fully feasible.

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Perhaps one reason ROSETCOVER is easier than the
adversarial order counterpart is that, in the following particular sense, random order grants access
to a stochastic gradient.

Consider the unit cost setting. Given fractional solution x, define the function

f(x) :=
∑
v

max

(
0, 1−

∑
S3e

xS

)
,

in other words the fractional number of elements uncovered by x. Clearly we wish to minimize
f , and if we assume that every update to x coincides with buying a set (as is the case in our
algorithm), we wish to do so in the smallest number of steps.

The gradient of f evaluated at the coordinate S is

[∇f ]S = −|S ∩ U t|.

On the other hand, conditioning on the next arriving element v being uncovered, the random
binary vector χv denoting the set membership of v has the property

E
v
[χvS] =

|S ∩ U t|
|U t|

,

meaning χv is a scaled but otherwise unbiased estimate of∇f . Since LEARNORCOVER performs
updates to the fractional solution using χv, it can be thought of as a form of stochastic gradient
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descent (more precisely of stochastic mirror descent with entropy mirror map since we use a
multiplicative weights update scheme, see e.g. [Bub15]).

One crucial and interesting difference is that SGD computes a gradient estimate at every point to
which it moves, whereas our algorithm is only allowed to query the gradient at the vertex of the
hypercube corresponding to the sets bought so far. This analogy with SGD seems harder to argue
in the non-unit cost setting, where the number of updates to the solution is no longer a measure of
the competitive ratio.
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Chapter 5

Block-Aware Caching

5.1 Introduction

CACHING (also known as paging) has been extensively studied since the early days of online com-
putation and competitive analysis, establishing itself as a cornerstone problem in this field, see e.g.,
[ST85, FKL+91, You91, You02, MS91, BBN12a, BBN12b, ACN00, AAK99, BBK99, BFT96,
Ira96, Ira02b, Ira02a]. Recent years have witnessed increased activity on non-standard caching
models, e.g., elastic caches [GKKP19], caching with time windows [GKP20], caching with dy-
namic weights [EMR18], caching with machine learning predictions [LV21], and writeback-aware
caching [BGHM20, BNT21]. Many of the recent developments in competitive analysis, e.g., the
online primal-dual method, projections, and mirror descent [BN09a, BCN14b, BCL+18] are all
rooted in online paging. We study here BLOCKAWARECACHING, a non-standard caching model
studied recently, as well as its generalizations.

In the (classic) weighted paging problem there is a universe of n pages, a cache that can hold up
to k pages, and each page is associated with a weight (fetch cost). At each time step a page is
requested; if the requested page is already in cache then no cost is incurred, otherwise the page
must be fetched into the cache, incurring a cost equal to its weight. The goal is to minimize the
total cost incurred. This problem is well studied and understood, and we briefly mention the main
results known for it.

Sleator and Tarjan [ST85], in their seminal paper on competitive analysis, showed that any
deterministic algorithm is at least k-competitive, and that LRU (Least Recently Used) is precisely
k-competitive for unweighted paging (i.e., all weights are equal). The k-competitive bound was
later generalized to weighted paging as well [CL91, You94]. When randomization is allowed,
Fiat et al [FKL+91] gave the elegant Randomized Marking algorithm for unweighted paging,
which is Θ(log k)-competitive against an oblivious adversary. For weighted paging, Bansal et
al. [BBN12a] gave an O(log k)-competitive randomized algorithm using the online primal-dual
framework [BN09a, AAA+09]. It uses a two-step approach. First, a deterministic competitive
algorithm is designed for a fractional version of the problem. Then, a randomized online algorithm
is obtained by rounding the deterministic fractional solution online.
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BLOCKAWARECACHING. Real storage systems operate by constructing a hierarchy of mem-
ory levels, starting from a very fast and small memory (e.g., an SRAM cache) to a very large and
slow memory (e.g., flash or disk). The data items in each level are typically organized in blocks,
and fetching (or evicting) data items from the same block incurs the same cost as fetching (or
evicting) just a single item from the block. Using fetching costs models scenarios in which data is
read-only; using eviction costs models scenarios in which data must be written to slow memory
upon eviction, and the writing cost dominates the reading cost (see e.g. [BGHM20, BNT21]).

Thus, a natural question is how can one optimize cache performance by taking advantage of
granularity changes across different storage hierarchy levels. This question was recently raised by
Beckmann et al. [BGM21], who defined the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem, generalizing the
classic paging problem, as follows. Given a cache of size k, and a sequence of requests from n
pages that are partitioned into given blocks of size β ≤ k, minimize the total cost of fetching (or
evicting) from the cache so as to serve the requests1.

BLOCKAWARECACHING also arises in web and cloud settings, where data items can be aggregated
into chunks (i.e., blocks) of data, such that accessing a whole chunk incurs the same cost as
accessing just a single item. Consider a distributed cluster of servers, where a common cache of
data items is maintained. One such example is the ZFS distributed file system that aggregates
different devices into a single storage pool acting as an arbitrary data store. When accessing a
server for a specific data item, the main cost paid (e.g., latency) is for accessing the server. The
notion of a block of data in this setting corresponds to the largest chunk of data items that can be
fetched from (or evicted to) a server, while maintaining that the cost of this operation is dominated
by the cost of accessing the server. Web caching is another example of BLOCKAWARECACHING.
Consider a content delivery network (CDN) that maintains a cache of data items and suppose the
CDN connects to a website so as to access a data item (see, e.g., [HGDS14, SBLL20]). Typically,
TCP/IP provides a time window for connecting to the website and accessing the data item. Hence,
it might be beneficial to fetch (or evict) many data items that belong to the website, and not just
the particular data item that is currently accessed. Thus, the notion of a block of data in this setting
corresponds to the maximum number of such data items that can be sent without increasing the
travel time.

In the GENERALIZEDCACHING problem [BBN12b, ACER19], pages are associated with both a
size and a cost. At any point of time, the sum of the sizes of the pages in the cache cannot exceed
the cache size. In the offline setting, GENERALIZEDCACHING is known to be NP-hard, and in the
online setting the known competitive factors for GENERALIZEDCACHING [BBN12b, ACER19]
match those of weighted CACHING. It is not hard to see that BLOCKAWARECACHING captures
generalized GENERALIZEDCACHING as a special case. Replace a page p of size s by a block B
of size s containing page p partitioned into unit size “slices”. The cost of accessing each slice is
equal to the cost of p. Now, a request to page p is replaced by many requests to the slices in B.
Thus, an optimal solution to the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem generated has to fetch the full
block B into the cache.

Eviction and fetching costs. In classic paging, costs can be associated with either evicting or
fetching pages. Clearly, for a given request sequence, optimal eviction and fetching costs of
serving the requests can differ by at most an additive constant that only depends on the initial

1We note that Beckmann et al. [BGM21] considered BLOCKAWARECACHING only in the fetching cost model.
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contents of the cache. However, this is not the case for BLOCKAWARECACHING, as optimal
eviction and fetching costs can differ significantly, separating the two cost models. (We provide
an example in Section 5.2.) As discussed above, the two cost models are practically motivated for
BLOCKAWARECACHING, and we thus study both of them in this chapter. We note that in the
eviction cost model we are able to circumvent known lower bounds [BGM21] that hold in the
fetching cost model.

5.1.1 Results and Techniques

Observe that if an algorithm is r-competitive for classical paging, then it is at most β ·r-competitive
for BLOCKAWARECACHING in both fetching/eviction cost models; the reason is simply that OPT

can be simulated by a classical paging algorithm that performs any single batched fetch/eviction in
at most β rounds. With this in mind, our goal in this work is to beat this trivial linear dependence
on β.

Indeed, for the eviction cost model, we give the first set of algorithms avoiding a trivial multiplica-
tive β overhead over their classical paging counterparts. We also give (h, k)-bicriteria2 algorithms
for both fetching and eviction cost models, which we in turn use to adapt the lower bound of
[BGM21] for the fetching cost model to randomized algorithms.

Eviction cost. We start in Section 5.3 with our main contributions: competitive algorithms for
the eviction cost model. We show the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1.1. For the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem with eviction cost, there exist:

• a k-competitive deterministic online algorithm.

• an O(log2 k)-competitive randomized (integral) online algorithm.

• an O(log k)-approximate randomized offline algorithm.

In fact, we study a more general version than the one introduced in [BGM21] in which every
block B may have a separate cost cB. For this more general weighted setting we get competitive
ratios of k, O(log k log(k∆)) and O(log(k∆)) for the deterministic online, randomized online,
and randomized offline settings respectively (where ∆ is the aspect ratio, i.e., the maximum cost
ratio between any two blocks).

A first main technical ingredient is a linear programming relaxation for BLOCKAWARECACHING.
It is tempting to use a formulation with a variable xtp for each page p and time t indicating whether
p is present in cache in step t. However, in this case the eviction cost becomes a complicated
non-linear function of the xtp. Instead, we define variable φtB for each block B and time step t
indicating whether we evict B at t. This is reminiscent of the linear program for classical paging
of [BBN12a] in which every variable represents whether a page is present in cache between two
subsequent requests to a page, only that it may now be necessary to evict pages at any point
between subsequent requests.

A naı̈ve linear programming formulation has an integrality gap of β (see Section 5.7): this is
unsurprising since the naı̈ve LP exhibits this gap even for the special case of generalized paging.

2In (h, k) paging, an online algorithm with cache size k competes against an offline cache of size h, where k > h.
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To get around this, we express feasibility as the constraint that a particular sequence of monotone,
submodular functions is maximized. We then make use of the LP relaxations for these submodular
set function constraints which we presented in Section 2.4. Our formulation may be viewed as a
generalization of the strengthened LP relaxation due to [BBN12b] for GENERALIZEDCACHING,
which used the so-called knapsack cover (KC) inequalities. We first use the relaxation to give a
k-competitive deterministic online algorithmic in Section 5.3.2.

Next, we develop an O(log k)-competitive fractional algorithm in Section 5.3.3, followed by an
O(log ∆k)-competitive online randomized rounding procedure in Section 5.3.4. Together these
imply our O(log k log ∆k)-competitive randomized online algorithm. It is natural to try to adapt
the continuous online primal-dual framework of [BBN12a, BBN12b]; however, owing to the
increased complexity of our LP, there are several technical roadblocks. For one, our formulation
now has primal variables corresponding to the eviction of every block at every point in time,
and a naı̈ve adaptation of the continuous dynamics of [BBN12b] incurs loss that depends on the
length of the request sequence. Nevertheless, we show how to carefully set the rate of increase of
primal variables (with respect to the dual rate of increase) to construct a feasible solution with
our claimed guarantee. For convenience, we do not present the fractional algorithm as online in
the strict sense as we allow it to change decisions made in the past. However, it has the crucial
property that it only increases LP variables, which suffices for the online rounding procedure.

For the rounding step, we forego maintaining an explicit distribution over cache states as in
previous work [BBN12a, BBN12b, ACER19], since it is unclear how to control the cost of the
rebalancing stage when updating the distribution in each time step. Instead, we use the method of
random rounding with alterations. We crucially make use of the randomized rounding analysis of
Chapter 3 for ONLINESUBMODULARCOVER; interestingly we are able to charge our alteration
cost to the fractional fetching cost, even though this may be a factor β larger than the eviction cost.

Fetching cost. We turn in Section 5.4 to the fetching cost model, where we show strong lower
bounds, implying that the integrality gap of Ω(β) of the natural LP formulation cannot be
circumvented. We prove the following theorem for (h, k) block-aware caching3.

Theorem 5.1.2. When k = O(h), no randomized online algorithm has competitive ratio better
than Ω(β + log k) for BLOCKAWARECACHING with fetching costs.

Our main idea here is an online deterministic rounding procedure for fractional algorithms that
incurs constant blowup in both cache usage and cost. This implies an online derandomization
procedure for any randomized algorithm, which in turn strengthens the lower bounds for deter-
ministic algorithms of [BGM21] to apply to randomized algorithms as well. Our lower bound
implies that beating the trivial linear dependence on β is not possible for the fetching cost model.

Our deterministic rounding procedure immediately implies improved bounds for the offline (h, k)
BLOCKAWARECACHING problem. In particular, when k = 2h, we match the performance of
classical CACHING algorithms up to constant factors.

3Beckmann et al. [BGM21] showed several deterministic lower bounds on the competitive factor achievable for
(h, k) block-aware caching, when k ≥ h+ β-1.
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5.2 Model and Preliminaries

5.2.1 Problem Definition

In the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem, there is a cache of size k and n pages which are
partitioned into blocks. Let B be the partition of the pages into blocks. Each block contains at
most β pages, for some β ∈ [k]. For a block B ∈ B, we denote by cB > 0 its cost. At each
time-step t, a page pt is requested. To serve the request, the page pt must be fetched into the cache
if it is missing from the cache. The goal is to obtain a feasible cache policy while minimizing the
total cost. We consider two different cost functions.

Eviction cost model. In this model, fetching into the cache is free, while evictions have a cost
that can be aggregated: Evicting any subset A of a block B at a time-step has a cost of cB. The
goal is to minimize the total eviction cost.

Fetching cost model. In this model, evicting pages from the cache is free, while fetching of pages
has a cost that can be aggregated. Fetching of any subset A of a block B at a time-step has a cost
of cB. The goal is to minimize the total fetching cost.

Unlike classic paging and its variants, the fetching cost and eviction cost models are not equivalent
in BLOCKAWARECACHING. We show that the optimal fetching and eviction costs for the same
request sequence may be off by a factor of β (in either direction!), and this bound is tight.

Claim 5.2.1. There exist instances of BLOCKAWARECACHING for which the optimal fetching
cost is β larger than the optimal eviction cost, and there exist instances where the optimal eviction
cost is β larger than the optimal fetching cost.

See Section 5.6 for the proof.

For a page p, define B(p) to be the block containing p, and let r(p, t) be the time of the last
request to p up until (and including) time t; if there is no such request, then r(p, t) := −∞. Define
the aspect ratio ∆ := cmax/cmin where cmax := maxB∈B c(B) and cmin := minB∈B c(B). For
convenience we will use the notation [`] = {1, . . . , `} and [`]0 = {0, 1, . . . , `}.

5.3 Eviction Cost

In this section we show our algorithmic results for BLOCKAWARECACHING with respect to
eviction costs. Our proof uses the (online) primal-dual method and hence requires an LP for the
eviction cost model. It is straightforward to write a simple LP relaxation; unfortunately, the naı̈ve
relaxation has an integrality gap of Ω(β) (see Section 5.7), and recall that our goal is to beat the
trivial algorithm’s linear dependence on β.

5.3.1 SUBMODULARCOVER LP Formulation

To circumvent the naı̈ve LP barrier, we strengthen the formulation using ideas from Wolsey’s
SUBMODULARCOVER LP. We start with some notation.
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B1

B2

(B1, t1)(B2, t2) τ

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the function fτ . Each line represents a page, and each horizontal bar within the line
represents an interval in which the page is not requested. Pages are grouped into their corresponding blocks. The
solid vertical lines represent flushes. Suppose n = 8 and k = 4. Then fτ ({(B1, t1)}) = 2, fτ ({(B2, t2)}) = 3,
but fτ ({(B1, t1), (B2, t2)}) = 4.

A flush is a tuple (B, t) ∈ B × [T ]0. The flush (B, t) corresponds to the event of evicting all
cached pages of block B at time t. (There is no reason to only evict some of them, since they
can be fetched back for free.) Let S be a set of flushes. We say that a page p is missing at time τ
according to S if there exists r(p, τ) < t ≤ τ such that (B(p), t) ∈ S.4 Crucially, this definition
ensures that the page pt requested at time t is not missing at time t. We say than an algorithm is
induced by a set of flushes S if the algorithm evicts all pages of block B (except pt) at time t if
and only if (B, t) ∈ S, and always loads pt at time t. Let nt be the number of pages requested up
until time t.

We use the above to define a set function fτ : 2B×[T ]0 → Z on sets of flushes:

fτ (S) := min(n− k, |{p : p is missing at time τ according to S}|)

In words, fτ (S) is the number of pages that are outside of the cache at time τ for the algorithm
induced by S, where this number is capped at n− k. The algorithm induced by a set of flushes S
is feasible at time τ iff fτ (S) ≥ n− k for all τ .

We show the following simple fact in Section 5.6:

Claim 5.3.1. For every τ , the function fτ is submodular.

With the notation above, we can reformulate the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem with eviction
cost as the solution to5

min
S⊆B×[T ]0

∑
(B,t)∈S
t≥1

cB

subject to

∀τ ∈ [T ] : fτ (S) ≥ n− k.

(5.3.1)

4Adding to S all flushes of the form (B, 0) ensures that also never-requested pages are missing by this definition.
5This formulation is reminiscent of the online and dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER problems of Chapter 3 and

Chapter 6. However BLOCKAWARECACHING cannot be neatly reduced to Chapter 6, and the generic bounds from
Chapter 3 are too coarse since they have a dependence on T .
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Note that because fτ (S) counts the number of pages evicted by S that are not pτ , this single
constraint captures both that the algorithm must flush at least n− k pages in order to respect the
cache size limit, and that the cache must contain page pt at time t.

Note as well that we allow the algorithm to perform flushes at time 0, but only charge the cost for
flushes performed after time 1. This conveniently allows the algorithm to clear the cache initially
at no extra cost.

Finally, we are ready to write our LP, which is is the intersection of the SUBMODULARCOVER

LPs of (2.4.1) for the functions fτ , across all time steps τ ∈ [T ].

Primal

min
∑
B,t≥1

cB · φtB

subject to

∀S ⊆ B × [T ]0,
∀τ ∈ [T ]

:

∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t) | S) · φtB

≥ n− k − fτ (S)

∀B ∈ B, t ∈ [T ]0 : φtB ≥ 0

(P)

We will require the dual of this program, which is

Dual

max
∑
S,τ

(n− k − fτ (S)) · yτS

subject to

∀B ∈ B, t ∈ [T ] :
∑
S,τ

fτ ((B, t) | S) · yτS ≤ cB

∀S ⊆ B × [T ],
∀τ ∈ [T ]

: yτS ≥ 0

(D)

That (P) is a valid relaxation of (5.3.1) follows from Claim 2.4.1.

Claim 5.3.2 (Corollary of Claim 2.4.1). A set S has fτ (S) = n− k for all τ if and only if χS , the
characteristic vector of S, is a feasible integer solution to (P).

We note for intuition’s sake that even the constraints∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t)) · φtB ≥ n− k

alone already avoid the bad integrality gap example of Section 5.7. One reason is that truncating
fτ at n− k prevents the LP from overestimating how much space will be saved by evictions.
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Given an LP solution φ, we also define the fractional value of a page p missing from cache at time
t to be

xtp :=

{
1 if r(p, t) = −∞.
min

{
1,
∑t

u=r(p,t)+1 φ
u
B(p)

}
otherwise.

(5.3.2)

Intuitively, whenever some fraction δ of a flush (B, t) is chosen, we imagine increasing the
fractional amount by which each page in B is evicted to extent δ. On the other hand when a page
pt is requested at time t, we reset its fractional value to xtpt = 0.

5.3.2 A k-Competitive Deterministic Online Algorithm

Our first algorithmic result is a k-competitive deterministic online algorithm, which beats the trivial
kβ competitive ratio obtained by running the deterministic online algorithm for classical paging.
Our deterministic algorithm is given in Algorithm 7. The algorithm constructs simultaneously a
primal solution x and a dual solution y to the LPs (P) and (D). We will ensure that these solutions
satisfy all constraints known up to that time. We use C(τ) for the set of pages in cache at time
τ , and we use S for the set of flushes performed by the algorithm so far. At the start of the
algorithm, S is initialized as the set of all flushes of all blocks at time 0; this amounts to clearing
the initial cache.The primal solution φ is set to the characteristic vector of S, and dual solutions
y is initialized as the all-0-vector. At time τ , we first add the requested page pτ to the cache. If
this violates the cache constraint, we continuously increase the dual variable yτS corresponding
to the current set S and the current time τ until the dual constraint corresponding to some (B, t)
with fτ ((B, t) | S) ≥ 1 becomes tight. Once this happens, we evict all pages of block B that are
in cache (except pτ , in case it belongs to this block) and update x and S to reflect that the flush
(B, τ) has been performed.

Algorithm 7 Deterministic Online Algorithm

1: S ← {(B, 0) : B ∈ B}
2: φ← χS , y ← ~0
3: for time τ = 1, . . . , T do
4: C(τ)← C(τ − 1) ∪ {pτ}
5: if |C(τ)| > k then
6: Increase yτS until the dual constraint corresponding to some (B, t) for which

fτ ((B, t) | S) ≥ 1 is tight.
7: C(τ)← C(τ) \ (B \ {pτ}).
8: φτB ← 1.
9: S ← S ∪ {(B, τ)}.

We show that both primal and dual solutions are feasible, and that the cost of the primal is at most
k times the cost of the dual. By weak duality, this implies:

Theorem 5.3.3. Algorithm 7 is k-competitive.

We begin by showing feasibility.
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Lemma 5.3.4. Algorithm 7 terminates. Upon termination, φ is feasible for (P) and y is feasible
for (D).

Proof. We first show that the algorithm terminates and the primal is feasible. Assume by induction
that the algorithm maintains a feasible cache for every time step strictly less than τ (it is trivially
feasible at time 0). Since exactly one page is requested per time step, if the cache is not feasible
at the beginning of time step τ , then |C(τ)| = k + 1. If this is the case, then there must exist
some (B, t) such that fτ ((B, t) | S) ≥ 1, in which case the dual constraint corresponding to
such a (B, t) will become tight after yτS is increased sufficiently (in particular, the increase of
yτS terminates). Note that t ≤ τ in this case. Then fτ ((B, τ) | S) ≥ fτ ((B, t) | S) ≥ 1, so at
least one page is evicted upon performing the flush (B, τ), and thus feasibility is restored at time
τ . Hence the algorithm maintains a feasible cache state for every time τ , and by Claim 5.3.2 it
follows that the primal is feasible for (P).

We now show feasibility of the dual. Clearly yτS ≥ 0. Increasing yτS could lead to a violation of the
dual constraint corresponding to (B, t) only if fτ ((B, t) | S) ≥ 1, but in this case we stop once
the constraint becomes tight. Thus, dual constraints are never violated. Note that dual variables yτS
corresponding to future time steps τ are 0, so it does not matter that the coefficients fτ ((B, t) | S)
of future time steps are not known yet.

Finally, we relate the primal and dual costs.

Lemma 5.3.5. The cost of the primal is at most k times the cost of the dual.

Proof. The algorithm sets φτB = 1 if and only if (B, τ) ∈ S, so the primal cost is

P =
∑
B,τ

cB · φτB =
∑

(B,τ)∈S

cB.

The algorithm adds (B, τ) to S only if a constraint corresponding to some (B, t) = (B, tτ ) with
fτ ((B, tτ ) | S) ≥ 1 becomes tight at time τ . Thus,

cB =
∑
S′,u

fu((B, tτ ) | S ′) · yuS′ . (5.3.3)

To account for our primal cost, for every flush (B, τ) ∈ S, we charge fu((B, tτ ) | S ′) · yuS′ of
the cost of the flush to the dual variable yuS′ . Since every non-zero dual variable yuS′ in our final
solution has its coefficient in the objective n− k − fu(S ′) ≥ 1 (otherwise it would never have
been increased), it suffices to argue that each dual variable yuS′ receives a total charge of at most
k · yuS′ .
To see this, note that (B, τ) only charges its cost to variables yuS′ for which u ∈ [tτ , τ ]. Indeed,
fu((B, tτ ) | S ′) > 0 only if tτ ≤ u; moreover, when (5.3.3) becomes tight at time τ we have
yuS′ = 0 for u > τ and all S ′, and such yuS′ could subsequently increase only if fu((B, tτ ) | S ′) = 0
since otherwise the dual constraint would become violated. After (B, τ) is added to S, for all
t′ ≤ τ and all τ ′ ≥ τ the multiplier fτ ′((B, t′) | S) = 0, and so yuS′ is charged at most once
by every block B. Furthermore, if flush (B, τ) charges dual variable yuS′ then the coefficient
fu((B, t) | S ′) is at most the number of pages from block B that were in cache at the end of time
step u− 1. Since the total number of pages in cache at the end of time step u− 1 was at most k,
the total amount charged to yuS′ is at most k · yuS′ .
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5.3.3 An O(log k)-Competitive Monotone-Incremental Algorithm

In this section we give a competitive fractional algorithm for BLOCKAWARECACHING with
eviction cost. For simplicity of presentation, our algorithm is not online in the strict sense, as at
time τ we allow it to change the value of φtB for t < τ . However, it has the crucial property that it
only increases LP variables φtB. We call an algorithm with this property monotone-incremental.
This property suffices for our rounding procedure in Section 5.3.4 to yield an online algorithm.
We prove:

Theorem 5.3.6. There is an O(log k)-competitive monotone-incremental fractional algorithm for
BLOCKAWARECACHING with eviction cost.

To describe the algorithm, we define a flush (B, t) to be alive at time τ if t = r(p, τ) + 1 for
some p ∈ B. Intuitively, for an offline algorithm it is most beneficial to flush a block B only at
time steps directly after some page from B was requested. Accordingly, our fractional algorithm
will increase φtB only for (B, t) that are alive. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 8. It starts by
initializing S as the set of all flushes at time 0, φ as the corresponding characteristic vector, and y
as the all-0-vector. At time τ , when some constraint (S ′, τ) is violated, we will show that this will
also be the case for some S ′ ⊇ S, so that the condition of the while-loop will be true. We then
increase the corresponding dual variable as well as primal variables corresponding to all alive
flushes according to (5.3.4). While doing so, we occasionally add new flushes to the set S. As
we will show later, all flushes (B, t) added to the set S will satisfy φtB = 1, i.e., they are chosen
integrally by the fractional algorithm.

Algorithm 8 O(log k)-competitive monotone-incremental fractional algorithm

1: S ← {(B, 0) : B ∈ B}.
2: φ← χS , y ← ~0.
3: for time τ = 1, . . . , T do
4: while ∃S ′ ⊇ S s.t. primal constraint of (S ′, τ) violated do
5: Increase yτS′ continuously, and meanwhile for every alive (B, t) increase φtB at rate

dφtB
dyτS′

=
ln(k · β + 1)

cB
· fτ ((B, t) | S ′) ·

(
φtB +

1

k · β

)
(5.3.4)

until the dual constraint corresponding to some alive (B0, t0) for which
fτ ((B0, t0) | S ′) ≥ 1 is tight.

6: S ← S ∪ {(B0, t0)}.

Lemma 5.3.7. Algorithm 8 terminates.

Proof. If the condition of the while-loop is true, then fτ (S ′) < n− k, and thus there exists some
alive (B0, t0) with fτ ((B0, t0) | S ′) ≥ 1. Increasing yτS′ sufficiently will eventually tighten a
corresponding constraint, so each iteration of the while-loop terminates. When a new element is
added to S at the end of an iteration, fτ (S) increases by at least 1. When fτ (S) has reached value
n− k (or earlier), the condition of the while-loop cannot be true any more.

Lemma 5.3.8. At the end of Algorithm 8, φ is feasible for (P) and y is feasible for (D).
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Before proving Lemma 5.3.8, we need the following claim, whose proof we leave for Section 5.6.

Definition 5.3.9. Given a fractional solution φ, we say that the constraint (S, τ) is maximal-
integral if for any (B, t) such that φtB = 1 it holds that (B, t) ∈ S.

Claim 5.3.10. If a fractional solution φ to (P) has no violated maximal-integral constraints, then
φ is feasible.

Proof of Lemma 5.3.8. We first show feasibility of the dual. Suppose the dual constraint cor-
responding to some (B, t) gets violated when yτS′ is increased. Let t0 ≤ t be maximal such
that (B, t0) is alive at time τ . (If no such t0 exists, then any pages evicted by the flush (B, t)
are requested again in [t, τ ]; but then fτ ((B, t) | S ′) = 0, so increasing yτS′ would not have led
to a violation of the constraint corresponding to (B, t).) Since no pages of B are requested at
times in [t0, t), we have fτ ((B, t0) | S ′′) = fτ ((B, t) | S ′′) for any S ′′, meaning that the dual
constraint of (B, t0) would become violated at the same time during the increase of yτS′ . But then
fτ ((B, t0) | S ′) ≥ 1 (otherwise, increasing yτS′ would not increase the left-hand side of constraint
(B, t0)) and therefore we would have stopped increasing yτS′ when the constraint got tight.

To see that the primal is feasible, we will show that for all (B, t) ∈ S we have φtB = 1. It then
follows from Claim 5.3.10 that if a primal constraint (S ′, τ) is infeasible, then this is also the case
for some S ′ ⊇ S; thus, the algorithm would not have terminated.

Consider the differential equation dz/dy = η · (z+ δ) for some constants η ≥ 0 and δ > 0. When
y increases from a to b, we have

ln(z(b) + δ)− ln(z(a) + δ) = η · (b− a). (5.3.5)

For some (B, t) that eventually gets added to S, consider the dynamics of φtB. It starts at 0, and
increases with every yτS′ according to (5.3.4). Applying (5.3.5) for every such yτS′ and summing,
we have

ln

(
φtB +

1

k · β

)
− ln

(
1

k · β

)
=
∑
S′,τ

ln(k · β + 1)

cB
· fτ ((B, t) | S ′) · yτS′ .

Taking exponents and solving, we have that

φtB =
1

k · β
·

(
exp

(
ln(k · β + 1)

cB

∑
S′,τ

fτ ((B, t) | S ′) · yτS′

)
− 1

)
.

In particular, when constraint (B, t) becomes tight and is added to S, the value of φtB is 1.

Lemma 5.3.11. The cost of the primal is at most O(log k) times the cost of the dual.

Proof. Consider the algorithm at a fixed time τ during a step in which yτS′ is increased by an
infinitesimal amount dyτS′ . The dual profit is dyτS′ · (n− k − fτ (S ′)), and so it suffices bound the
corresponding increase in primal cost. The primal cost increase is:∑

B,t

cB ·
1

cB
ln(k · β + 1) · fτ ((B, t) | S ′) ·

(
φtB +

1

k · β

)
· dyτS′

=
∑
B,t

ln(k · β + 1) · fτ ((B, t) | S ′) ·
(
φtB +

1

k · β

)
· dyτS′ .
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Since we only increase yτS′ if the corresponding constraint in the primal is not satisfied, we have∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t) | S ′) · φtB < n− k − fτ (S ′). (5.3.6)

We claim that ∑
(B,t) alive

fτ ((B, t) | S ′)
k · β

≤ n− k − fτ (S ′). (5.3.7)

Inequalities (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) together imply that the increase in the primal cost is at most
2 ln(k · β + 1) · (n− k − fτ (S)) · dyτS , which in turn implies the lemma statement since β ≤ k.

To prove (5.3.7), we first show that∑
B

fτ ((B, τ) | S ′)
k

≤ n− k − fτ (S ′) (5.3.8)

Note that
∑

B fτ ((B, τ) | S ′) ≤ n−fτ (S ′)−1. In the case that n−fτ (S ′) ≥ k+1, (5.3.8) holds
by the fact that (z − 1)/k ≤ z − k for every z ≥ k + 1. Otherwise, when n− fτ (S ′) < k + 1,
then fτ (S ′) = n− k (since fτ is integer valued and truncated at n− k). Then (5.3.8) holds with
both sides equal to 0.

We now obtain (5.3.7) via∑
(B,t) alive

fτ ((B, t) | S ′)
k · β

≤
∑

(B,t) alive

fτ ((B, τ) | S ′)
k · β

≤
∑
B

fτ ((B, τ) | S ′)
k

≤ n− k − fτ (S ′)

where the second inequality uses that there are at most β flushes alive at any time, and the last
inequality is (5.3.8).

5.3.4 An O(log ∆k)-Competitive Online Randomized Rounding Scheme

Finally we show an online O(log ∆k) randomized rounding scheme for our block caching LP
(P). Recall the definition of the aspect ratio ∆ from Section 5.2 and note that in the standard
unweighted setting, ∆ = 1.

At time t, the algorithm evicts block B with probability γ · φτB, where γ = O(log k∆). If the
cache is still infeasible at time t, evict an arbitrary block so long as at least one of its pages has
xtp > 0 (recall from the definition (5.3.2) that xtp is the amount missing from page p at time t). For
clarity of exposition, the rounding procedure is written as if the underlying fractional solution
(x, φ) is computed online. However the procedure can be carried out so long as the solution is
monotone-incremental; at time τ , if the fractional solution increases any φtB for t < τ by some
amount δt, we can evict B at time τ with probability min(1, γ · (φτB +

∑
t<τ δt)).

Thus together with Theorem 5.3.6, our rounding scheme implies:
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Theorem 5.3.12. For BLOCKAWARECACHING with eviction cost, there exists an algorithm
which is O(log k log(k∆))-competitive.

Furthermore, using the round-or-separate procedure of Section 3.4, one can simultaneously solve
and round the SUBMODULARCOVER LP (2.4.1) offline in polynomial time. Using the analysis of
this section, this implies:

Theorem 5.3.13. For BLOCKAWARECACHING with eviction cost, there exists an O(log(k∆))-
approximation algorithm.

We perform the rounding assuming a few key properties of our fractional solution which we show
we can assume (online) without changing our asymptotic guarantees.

Lemma 5.3.14. Let (x, φ) be a fractional solution for LP (P). For an additional multiplicative
constant factor to the competitive ratio, we can assume that (x, φ) has the following properties:

• For every time t, every page p has xtp ∈ [0, 1/2] ∪ {1}.
• Every nonzero coordinate has φtB ≥ 1/4k2.

We defer the proof to Section 5.6.

A key technical tool in this section is Lemma 3.2.5 from Section 3.2.

We can now present our rounding scheme.

Algorithm 9 O(log k)-Approximate Rounding

1: for time τ ∈ [T ] do
2: For every block B evict the set {p ∈ B | xtp > 0} with probability min(1, γ · φtB).
3: Fetch pτ if it is missing from the cache.
4: while the cache is infeasible do
5: Let B be an arbitrary block in the cache that has a page p with xtp > 0, evict the set of

pages {p ∈ B | xtp > 0}.

Note that we assume that the fractional solution on which Algorithm 9 executes is one that has
the properties given by Lemma 5.3.14.

We now prove our main rounding lemma.

Lemma 5.3.15. For γ = log(4k2β∆), given a feasible fractional solution (x, φ) with cost c(φ),
Algorithm 9 produces a feasible integral cache policy of cost O(log k∆) · c(φ).

To prove Lemma 5.3.15, we charge the cost of the algorithm to the fetching cost of the fractional
solution. To relate this fractional fetching cost to the fractional eviction cost, we need a claim
which we prove in Section 5.6.

Claim 5.3.16. Let cFETCH(z) be the fetching cost of a fractional solution z. Then

cFETCH(z) ≤ β

(
c(z) +

∑
B∈B

cB

)
.

Proof of Lemma 5.3.15. Let x, φ be a fractional solution given by Lemma 5.3.14, and let S be the
set of flushes performed by our algorithm.
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The algorithm produces a feasible cache policy by construction, as we always fetch pt and we
always run the eviction loop in Lines 4 and 5 until the cache is feasible. Note that there is always
a block to evict with a page p that has xp > 0, otherwise x is integral, and is the characteristic
vector of the pages the algorithm has in cache, in which case the algorithm’s cache is already
feasible since the fractional solution is feasible. Furthermore, the expected cost of the evictions
due to the randomized rounding step at Line 2 is at most γ · c(φ) = O(log k∆) · c(φ).

It remains to show that the total cost due to alterations in the eviction loop in Lines 4 and 5 is
bounded. We now show that it is at most O(c(φ)).

Let Λ be the set of times τ such that pτ is not already fully in the fractional cache. Our algorithm
maintains the invariant that if xtp = 0, then it is also fully in cache of the integral solution produced
by our algorithm at time t. This means that at times τ 6∈ Λ, neither the fractional solution nor the
rounding algorithm incur a cost increase. Hence we focus on the case where τ ∈ Λ.

For every τ , the solution φ is feasible for the LP (2.4.1) with the function f τ , so by Lemma 3.2.5

E[fτ (S)] ≥ n− k − 1

4k2β∆
.

In particular, this holds for all τ ∈ Λ. In words, the expected number of pages in cache is bounded
by k+ 1

4k2β∆
. Since every eviction due to Line 5 costs at most cmax and evicts at least one page, the

expected cost of the alteration while loop at time τ is bounded by cmax/(4k
2β∆) = cmin/4k

2β.

On the other hand, since τ ∈ Λ, the page pτ is not fully in cache, and since by Lemma 5.3.14
the fractional solution evicts pages in increments of at least 1/(4k2), it holds that xτpτ ≥ 1/(4k2).
This means that the fetching cost of the fractional solution at time τ is at least cmin/4k

2.

Hence the expected cost of the alteration step in time τ is at most the fractional fetching cost at
time τ , divided by β. Summing this inequality over time, the total cost paid by the algorithm
over all all time due to Line 5 is at most cFETCH(φ)/β. By Claim 5.3.16, the fetching cost
cFETCH(φ) ≤ β(c(φ)+

∑
B∈B cB), and hence the total cost of alterations is at most c(φ)+

∑
B∈B cB .

This completes the proof.

5.4 Fetching Cost

We present our Ω(β) lower bound against randomized algorithms for online BLOCKAWARE-
CACHING with fetching costs. We first present a bicriteria rounding algorithm for the naı̈ve LP of
Section 5.7. We then argue that this procedure can be used to derandomize any randomized algo-
rithm for BLOCKAWARECACHING with fetching costs. Together with the lower bound against
deterministic algorithms given by [BGM21], this implies a lower bound against randomized
algorithms.

5.4.1 Bicriteria Online Rounding Algorithm

Consider the following deterministic online rounding scheme. For every page p, evict p from the
cache at time t if xtp > 1/2. If a page pt is not in cache upon request at time t, then at time t fetch
all pages from B(pt) such that xtp ≤ 1/2.
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Theorem 5.4.1. Given a feasible fractional solution x to the BLOCKAWARECACHING problem,
the procedure above produces an integral solution that uses at most 2k cache space at any point
in time, and whose fetching cost is at most twice the fetching cost of x.

Proof. The procedure produces a feasible solution by construction, since xtpt = 0 ≤ 1/2. It also
violates the cache size constraint by at most a factor of 2, since no page is present in the integral
cache unless xtp ≤ 1/2, meaning the fractional cache usage is at least half the integral cache usage.

Finally, to justify that the integral solution has cost at most twice the fractional cost, charge the cost
of integrally loading B(pt) to the fractional decrease of xtB since the last time t′ at which B(pt)
was loaded. Since pt had xt′p > 1/2 (otherwise we would have loaded it earlier), the fractional cost
incurred since time t′ was at least 1/2 · cB(p).

Corollary 5.4.2. When k = 2h, there is a 2-competitive offline algorithm for BLOCKAWARE-
CACHING with fetching cost.

We mention briefly that a similar rounding procedure produces a cache policy that is 2-competitive
with the eviction cost of the fractional solution, and also uses at most a factor 2 more space. If pt
is not in cache at time t, fetch it. On the other hand if any page in cache at time t has fractional
value xtp < 1/2, evict all of B(p).

5.4.2 Lower Bounds for Randomized Algorithms

Finally we turn to showing our lower bound. Our starting point is the lower bound of [BGM21]
against deterministic algorithms.

Theorem 5.4.3 (Theorem 4.1 of [BGM21]). The competitive ratio of any deterministic online
policy for BLOCKAWARECACHING with fetching costs is at least

k + (B − 1)(h− 1)

k − h+ 1

for h ≤ k −B + 1.

We now show how to use the online deterministic rounding procedure of Section 5.4.1 to deran-
domize any online algorithm for BLOCKAWARECACHING with fetching costs. This proves the
main claim of this section:

Theorem 5.4.4. The competitive ratio of any randomized policy for BLOCKAWARECACHING

with fetching costs is at least
2k + (B − 1)(h− 1)

4k − 2h+ 2

for h ≤ k −B + 1.

Proof. Suppose there is a randomized online algorithmR for (h, k)-BLOCKAWARECACHING

with fetching costs with expected cost cR. Then we can convert this randomized cache policy
online to a fractional solution x. To do so, set xtp be the expected value of the indicator of whether
page p is loaded at time t. Note that these expectations can be computed using only the sequence
of requests up to and including time t. This solution x is feasible to the simple fetching cost LP
(5.7.1), and furthermore has LP cost cR.
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Applying Theorem 5.4.1 to the fractional solution x produces an integral cache policy cost at most
2 · cR and space 2k. The claim follows by using the lower bound on the cost of any such policy
given by Theorem 5.4.3, and solving for cR.

Combining this with the well known Ω(log k) lower bound for randomized algorithms for classical
paging, we obtain the following consequence.

Corollary 5.4.5. When k = O(h), no randomized algorithm has competitive ratio better than
Ω(B + log k).

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we significantly expand on known results of [BGM21] for the block-aware caching
problem. For the eviction cost model, we give the first set of algorithms avoiding a trivial
multiplicative β overhead over their classical paging counterparts. We also give (h, k)-bicriteria
algorithms for both fetching and eviction cost models, which we in turn use to adapt the lower
bound of [BGM21] for the fetching cost model to randomized algorithms.

We leave the following open questions. Can our O(log2 k) competitive ratio for block-caching
in the eviction cost model be improved to O(log k) to match the lower bound from classical
paging? Note that even for the special case of generalized caching, the first result of [BBN12b]
achieved competitive ratio O(log2 k). The subsequent improvement due to [ACER19] required
non-trivial ideas which seem difficult to adapt to the more general block-aware caching problem.
For the fetching cost model, is there an algorithm matching the lower bound of β + log k, or
can the lower bound be strengthened to match the trivial β log k upper bound? Finally, are there
constant-approximation offline algorithms for block-caching in either the fetching or eviction cost
models?

This chapter is demonstrates the versatility of the ideas from Chapter 3; more generally it illustrates
the power of the abstraction of submodularity in the context of online algorithms.

5.6 Deferred Proofs

Claim 5.2.1. There exist instances of BLOCKAWARECACHING for which the optimal fetching
cost is β larger than the optimal eviction cost, and there exist instances where the optimal eviction
cost is β larger than the optimal fetching cost.

Proof. Consider the following instance. For any β, let n = 2β2 pages be organized into 2β blocks
of size β. Let P be the first β blocks and Q be the second β blocks. We set k = β2, and fill the
cache initially with all the pages of the P blocks. The request sequence consists of rounds. For
i = 1, . . . , β, in round i request the first β − i pages of each P block, and the first i of the Q
blocks in their entirety, and repeat this sequence L times within the round. For sufficiently large
constant L, the optimal solution must have precisely the requested pages of a round in its cache.
Thus, in round i it evicts the (β − i+ 1)th page of each P block and fetches the ith Q block in its
entirety. The fetching cost of this solution is β, while the eviction cost is β2.
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To see the other direction, observe that if we instead start the cache with the pages of the Q blocks,
and for i = 1, . . . , β we make round i request precisely the pages not requested in round i above
(and once again repeat this sequence L times), the optimal solution will always evict one Q block
in its entirety and fetch a single page from each P block in each round. Here the fetching cost is
β2 and the eviction cost is β.

Claim 5.3.1. For every τ , the function fτ is submodular.

Proof. Consider the function gτ , where

gτ (S) := |{p : p is missing at time τ according to S}|

=

∣∣∣∣∣⋃
φ∈S

{p : p is missing at time τ according to φ}

∣∣∣∣∣ .
gτ is a coverage function, and hence it is submodular. The function f τ is the minimum of gτ and
the constant function n− k, and so f τ is also submodular.

Claim 5.3.10. If a fractional solution φ to (P) has no violated maximal-integral constraints, then
φ is feasible.

Proof. It suffices to show that if φ violates a constraint (S, τ), and (B0, t0) is such that φt0B0
= 1,

then x also violates (S ∪ {(B0, t0)}, τ). Since x is violated,

n− k − fτ (S) >
∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t) | S) · φtB

=
∑

(B,t)6=(B0,t0)

fτ ((B, t) | S) · φtB + fτ ((B0, t0) | S)

≥
∑

(B,t)6=(B0,t0)

fτ ((B, t) | S ∪ {(B0, t0)}) · φtB

+ fτ ((B0, t0) | S)

where the second inequality above used submodularity. Rearranging gives that∑
(B,t)6=(B0,t0)

fτ ((B, t) | S ∪ {(B0, t0)}) · φtB < n− k − fτ (S ∪ {(B0, t0)}).

Lemma 5.3.14. Let (x, φ) be a fractional solution for LP (P). For an additional multiplicative
constant factor to the competitive ratio, we can assume that (x, φ) has the following properties:

• For every time t, every page p has xtp ∈ [0, 1/2] ∪ {1}.
• Every nonzero coordinate has φtB ≥ 1/4k2.

Proof. To guarantee the first property, every time a page from a block B is evicted to extent 1/2,
evict the entire block B for a cost of cB . Charge this eviction to the evictions that caused this page
to go from 0 to 1/2, which cost at least cB/2.

To ensure the second property, consider the following online algorithm.
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Algorithm 10 Structure Solution

1: Define solution x̃ such that φ̃tB = φtB + 1{φtB ≥ 1/2} · (1− φtB).
2: for block B do
3: Set tB ← 0.
4: for time t ∈ [T ] do
5: Let ∆ =

∑t
t′=tB+1 φ̃

t′
B.

6: if ∆ ≥ 1/4k2 then
7: ϕtB ← ∆.
8: tB ← t.
9: Output ϕ̃ = min(2 · ϕ, 1).

The structural guarantee that every nonzero coordinate has ϕtB ≥ 1/4k2 holds by construction. The
cost is also less than 2 · c(φ) by construction.

It remains to show ϕ is feasible. Consider any constraint of the form:∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t) | S) · φtB ≥ n− k − fτ (S)

For a block B, let τB be the last time before τ that tB was set to in Line 8. By construction

τ∑
t=τB+1

φtB ≤
1

4k2
.

Since f((B, t)|S) ≤ k, and by the property that every p has xtp ∈ [0, 1/2] ∪ {1}, there are at most
2k blocks with nonzero pages in cache. This also means

∑
B

τ∑
t=τB+1

f((B, t) | S) · φtB ≤
1

2

and hence ∑
B,t

fτ ((B, t) | S) · ϕtB ≥ n− k − fτ (S)− 1

2
.

If n− k − fτ (S) = 0, then the constraint is also trivially satisfied by ϕ. Else n− k − fτ (S) ≥ 1.
To conclude, note that since S is maximal-integral, and φ has no coordinates φtB ∈ (1/2, 1):∑

t≤τ0

∑
B

f((B, t) | S) · ϕtB = 2
∑
t≤τ0

∑
B

f((B, t) | S) · φtB

≥ 2

(
n− k − fτ (S)− 1

2

)
≥ n− k − fτ (S)

If ϕ satisfies all integral-maximal constraints, Claim 5.3.10 implies it also satisfies all other
constraints, and the lemma statement follows.
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Claim 5.3.16. Let cFETCH(z) be the fetching cost of a fractional solution z. Then

cFETCH(z) ≤ β

(
c(z) +

∑
B∈B

cB

)
.

Proof. Let c(z) and cFETCH(z) be the classic paging eviction/fetching cost of z, i.e. the cost if page
fetches/evictions cannot be batched in blocks. The difference between the total fetching cost and
eviction cost paid for a single page is at most c(B(p)), and hence c(z) = cFETCH(z)±

∑
B∈B cB ·β.

On the other hand, c(z) ≤ β · c(z). Combining these observations:

cFETCH(z) ≤ cFETCH(z) ≤ c(z) + β ·
∑
B∈B

cB ≤ β ·

(
c(z) +

∑
B∈B

cB

)
.

5.7 The Natural LP has Ω(β) Integrality Gap

Consider the following simple LP formulation, where σ ∈ {−1, 1} is a fixed constant. We use xtp
for the fraction of page p missing from the cache at time t.

min
φ,x

∑
B,t

cB · φtB

subject to

∀t ∈ [T ] : xtp(t) = 0

∀t ∈ [T ],∀B ∈ B,∀p ∈ B : φtB ≥ σ
(
xtp − xt−1

p

)
∀t ∈ [T ] :

∑
p x

t
p ≥ n− k

∀t ∈ [T ], ∀B ∈ B : φtB ∈ [0, 1]
∀t ∈ [T ], ∀p ∈ [n] : xtp ∈ [0, 1]

(5.7.1)

If σ = 1, this is the eviction cost model and φtB denote the fractional extent to which B is evicted
at time t; if σ = −1, this is the fetching cost model and φtB denote the fractional extent to which
B is fetched at time t.

Unfortunately, for both fetching and eviction cost models, this LP has an integrality gap of Ω(β).
Consider the following instance in which n = 2β pages are divided into two blocks B1 and B2.
The cache is of size k = 2β − 1, and is initially empty. The request sequence repeats for several
rounds. In each round, it requests first all pages from B1 and then all pages from B2.

The integral algorithm must pay at least 1 per round, since 2β pages are requested and the cache
is of size 2β − 1. On the other hand, the fractional solution begins by loading both blocks to
extent (β − 1)/β. Subsequently, when Bi is requested for i ∈ {1, 2}, it loads Bi to extent 1 and
Bj (where j 6= i) to extent (β − 1)/β. Hence both the fractional fetching and eviction costs per
round are 2/β. We summarize this observation in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.7.1. The simple LP relaxation for BLOCKAWARECACHING in both fetching/eviction
cost models has an integrality gap of Ω(β).
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Part II

Dynamic Algorithms
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Chapter 6

Fully-Dynamic Submodular Cover

6.1 Introduction

We consider the SUBMODULARCOVER problem in a fully-dynamic setting, where the notion of
coverage changes over time. At each time, the underlying submodular function changes from
f (t) to f (t+1), and the algorithm may have to change its solution from St to St+1 to cover this
new function. We do not want our solutions to change wildly if the function changes by small
amounts. The goal of this work is to develop algorithms where this “churn” |St4St+1| is small
(perhaps in an amortized sense), while maintaining the requirement that each solution St is a good
approximate solution to the function f (t). The change |St4St+1| is often called recourse in the
literature. We call this problem DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER.

This problem has been posed and answered in the special case of SETCOVER—for clarity,
from now on this chapter we consider the equivalent HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER (a.k.a. the
HITTINGSET) problem. In this problem, hyperedges arrive to and depart from an active set
over time, and we must maintain a small set of vertices that hit all active hyperedges. We
know an algorithm that maintains an O(log nt)-approximation which has constant amortized
recourse [GKKP17]; here nt refers to the number of active hyperedges at time t. In other words,
the total recourse—the total number of changes over T edge arrivals and departures—is only
O(T ). The algorithm and analysis are based on a delicate token-based argument, which gives
each hyperedge a constant number of tokens upon its arrival, and moves these tokens in a careful
way between edges to account for the changes in the solution. What do we do in the more general
SUBMODULARCOVER case, where there is no notion of sets any more?

We focus on the bag-of-functions model (see Section 2.6): at time t a submodular function
gt is added or removed from the active set G(t) at each timestep, and this defines the current
submodular function f (t) :=

∑
g∈Gt g. The algorithm must maintain a subset St ⊆ N such that

f (t)(St) = f (t)(N ) with cost c(St) being within a small approximation factor of the optimal
SUBMODULARCOVER for f (t), such that the total recourse

∑
t |St4St+1| remains small1. Recall

that to model dynamic HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER, each arriving/departing edge At should
correspond to a submodular function gt taking on value 1 for any set S that hits At, and value zero

1We emphasize the difference between this problem and the one defined in Chapter 3: in that setting, functions
may only be inserted into the active set, and no recourse is allowed.
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otherwise (i.e., gt(S) = 1[S ∩ At 6= ∅]).

6.1.1 Our Results

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 6.1.1 (Informal). There is an e2 · (1 + log fmax)-competitive deterministic algorithm
for DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER with total recourse:

O

(∑
t

gt(N ) log
(cmax

cmin

))
,

where gt(N ) is the largest value of the function considered at time t, and cmax, cmin are the
maximum and minimum element costs.

Let us parse this result. Firstly, the approximation factor almost matches Wolsey’s result up to
the multiplicative factor of e2; this is best possible in polynomial time unless P = NP even in the
offline setting. Secondly, the amortized recourse bound should be thought of as being logarithmic—
indeed, specializing it to HITTINGSET where each gt(N ) = 1, we get a total recourse of
O(T · log(cmax/cmin)) over T timesteps, or an amortized recourse of O(log(cmax/cmin)) per
timestep. Hence this recourse bound is weaker by a log-of-cost-spread factor, while generalizing
to all monotone submodular functions. Finally, since we are allowed to give richer functions gt at
each step, it is natural that the recourse scales with

∑
t gt(N ), which is the total “volume” of these

functions. In particular, this problem captures fully-dynamic HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER

where at each round a batch of k edges appears all at once (this is in contrast to the standard
fully-dynamic model where hyperedges appear one at a time). In this case the algorithm may have
to buy up to k = gt(N )/fmin new vertices in general to maintain coverage.

Our results can be seen as an extension/improvement of the main result in Chapter 3 when recourse
is allowed: not only can our algorithm handle the fully-dynamic case with insertions and deletions,
but we improve the competitive ratio from O(log n · log fmax/fmin) to O(log fmax/fmin), which
is best possible even in the offline case.

We next show that for coverage functions (and hence for the HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER

problem), a variation on the algorithm from Theorem 6.1.1 can remove the log-of-cost-spread
factor in terms of recourse, at the cost of a slightly coarser competitive ratio. E.g., for HYPER-
GRAPHVERTEXCOVER the new competitive ratio corresponds to an O(log n) guarantee versus an
O(logDmax) guarantee, where Dmax being the largest degree of any vertex.

Theorem 6.1.2 (Informal). There is an O(log f(N ))-competitive deterministic algorithm for
DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER, in the setting where the gt function are 3-increasing in addition
to monotone and submodular, with total recourse:

O

(∑
t

gt(N )

)
.

Indeed, this result holds not just for coverage functions, but for the broader class of 3-increasing,
monotone, submodular functions [FH05], which are the functions we have been considering, with
the additional property that have positive discrete mixed third-derivatives. At a high level, these
are functions where the mutual coverage does not increase upon conditioning.
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6.1.2 Techniques and Overview

The most widely known algorithm for SUBMODULARCOVER is the greedy algorithm; this
repeatedly adds to the solution an element maximizing the ratio of its marginal coverage to its
cost. It is natural to try to use the greedy algorithm in our dynamic setting; the main issue is that
out-of-the-box, greedy may completely change its solution between time steps. In their result on
recourse-bounded HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER, [GKKP17] showed how to effectively imitate
the greedy algorithm without sacrificing more than a small amount of recourse. A barrier to
making greedy algorithms dynamic is their sequential nature, and hyperedge inserts/deletes can
play havoc with this. So they give a local-search algorithm that skirts this sequential nature, while
simultaneously retaining the key properties of the greedy algorithm. Unfortunately, their analysis
hinges on delicately assigning edges to vertices. In the more general SUBMODULARCOVER

setting, there are no edges to track, and this approach breaks down.

Our first insight is to return to the sequential nature of the greedy algorithm. Our algorithm main-
tains an ordering π on the elements of N , which induces a solution to the SUBMODULARCOVER

problem: we define the output of the algorithm as the prefix of elements that have non-zero
marginal value. We maintain this permutation dynamically via local updates, and argue that
only a small amount of recourse is necessary to ensure the solution is competitive. To bound the
competitive ratio, we imagine that the permutation corresponds to the order in which an auxiliary
offline algorithm selects elements, i.e. a stack trace. We show that our local updates maintain the
invariant that this is the stack trace of an approximate greedy algorithm for the currently active set
of functions. We hope that this general framework of doing local search on the stack trace of an
auxiliary algorithm finds uses in other online/dynamic algorithms.

Our main technical contribution is to give a potential function to argue that our algorithm needs
bounded recourse. The potential measures the (generalized) entropy of the coverage vector of
the permutation π. This coverage vector is indexed by elements of the universe N , and the value
of each coordinate is the marginal coverage (according to permutation π) of the corresponding
element. Entropy is often used as a potential function (notably, in recent developments in online
algorithms) but in a qualitatively different way. In many if not all cases, these algorithms follow
the maximum-entropy principle and seek high entropy solutions subject to feasibility constraints;
the potential function then tracks the convergence to this goal. On the other hand, in our setting the
cost function is the support size of the coverage vector, and minimizing this roughly corresponds
to low entropy. We show entropy decreases sufficiently quickly with every change performed
during the local search, and increases by a controlled amount with insertion/deletion of each
function g, thus proving our recourse bounds.

We find our choice of entropy to be interesting for several reasons. For one, we use a suitably
chosen Tsallis entropy [Tsa88], which is a general parametrized family of entropies, instead
of the classical Shannon entropy. The latter also yields recourse bounds for our problem, but
they are substantially weaker (see Section 6.9). Tsallis entropy has appeared in several recent
algorithmic areas, for example as a regularizer in bandit settings [SS14], and as an approximation
to Shannon entropy in streaming contexts [HNO08]. Secondly, it is well known that for certain
problems, minimizing an `1-objective is an effective proxy for minimizing sparsity [CRT06]. In
our dynamics, the `1 mass stays constant since total coverage does not change when elements
are reordered. However, entropy is a good proxy for sparsity, in the sense that it decreases
monotonically (and quickly!) as our algorithm moves within the `1 level set towards sparse
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vectors.

In Section 6.2, we study the unit cost case to lay out our framework and highlight the main ideas.
We show a log fmax/fmin competitive algorithm for fully-dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER with
O(
∑

t gt(N )/fmin) total recourse. Then in Section 6.3, we turn to general cost functions. We
again show a log(fmax/fmin) competitive algorithm, this time with log(cmax/cmin)·

∑
t gt(N )/fmin

recourse. The algorithm template is the same as before, but with a suitably generalized potential
function and analysis. Here we also require a careful choice of the Tsallis entropy parameter, near
(but not quite at) the limit point at which Tsallis entropy becomes Shannon entropy.

In Section 6.4, we show how to remove the log(cmax/cmin) dependence and achieve optimal
recourse for a structured family of monotone, submodular functions: the class of 3-increasing
(monotone, submodular) set functions [FH05]. These are set functions, all of whose discrete
mixed third derivatives are nonnegative everywhere. Submodular functions in this class include
measure coverage functions, which generalize set coverage functions, as well as entropies for
distributions with positive interaction information (see, e.g., [Jak05] for a discussion). Since this
class includes SETCOVER, this recovers the optimal O(1) recourse bound of [GKKP17]. For this
result we use a more interesting generalization of the potential function from Section 6.2 that
reweights the coverage of elements in the permutation non-uniformly as a function of their mutual
coverage with other elements of the permutation.

In Section 6.5, we show how to get improved randomized algorithms when the functions gt are
assumed to be r-juntas. This is in analogy to approximation algorithms for SETCOVER under
the frequency parametrization. In Section 6.6, we also show how to run an online “combiner”
algorithm that gets the best of all worlds, with a competitive ratio of O(min(r, log fmax/fmin)). In
Section 6.7, we demonstrate the generality of our framework by using it to recover known recourse
bounded algorithms for fully-dynamic MINIMUMSPANNINGTREE and MINIMUMSTEINERTREE.
These achieve O(1) competitive ratios, and recourse bounds of O(logD) where D is the aspect
ratio of the metric. Our proofs here are particularly simple and concise.

6.1.3 Related Work

The definition ofm-increasing functions is due to Foldes and Hammer [FH05]. Bach [Bac13] gave
a characterization of the class of measure coverage functions (which we define later) in terms of its
iterated discrete derivatives. This class generalizes coverage functions, and is contained in the class
of 3-increasing functions. [IKBA21] give several additional examples of 3-increasing functions.
Several papers [IKBA21, CM18, WMWP15, WWLP13] have given algorithms specifically for
3-increasing submodular function optimization.

Online and Dynamic Algorithms. There is a still budding series of work on recourse-bounded
algorithms. Besides [GKKP17] which is most directly related to our work, researchers have stud-
ied the Steiner Tree problem [IW91, GK14, GGK16, LOP+15], clustering [GKLX20, CHP+19],
matching [GKKV95, CDKL09, BLSZ14], and scheduling [PW93, Wes00, AGZ99, SSS09, SV10,
EL14, GKS14].

A rich parallel line of work has studied how to minimize update time for problems in the
dynamic or fully-dynamic setting. In [GKKP17], the authors give an O(log n) competitive
and O(F log n) update time algorithm for fully-dynamic HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER. An
ongoing program of research for the frequency parametrization of HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER
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[BHI18, BCH17, BK19, AAG+19, BHN19, BHNW21] has so far culminated in an F (1 + ε)
competitive algorithm with poly(F, log cmax/cmin, 1/ε) update time (where F is the frequency).

Our work is related to work on convex body chasing (e.g., [AGTG21, Sel20]) in spirit but not
in techniques. For an online/dynamic covering problems, the set of feasible fractional solutions
within distance α of the optimal solution at a given time step form a convex set: our goal is
similarly to “chase” these convex bodies, while limiting the total movement traversed. The main
difference is that we seek absolute bounds on the recourse, instead of recourse that is competitive
with the optimal chasing solution. (We can give such bounds because our feasible regions are
structured and not arbitrary convex bodies).

6.2 Unit Cost SUBMODULARCOVER

6.2.1 The Algorithm

We now present our first algorithm for unit-cost fully-dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER. We will
show the following:

Theorem 6.2.1. For any γ > e, there a is a γ · (log f
(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1)-competitive deterministic

algorithm for unit-cost DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER with total recourse:

2 · e log γ

γ − e log γ
·
∑

t gt(N )

fmin

= O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

)
.

The algorithm and its analysis are particularly clean; we will build on these in the following
sections. We begin by describing the algorithm. We maintain a permutation π of the elements in
N , and assign to each element its marginal coverage given what precedes it in the permutation.
We write this marginal value assigned to element πi as

Fπ(πi) := f(πi | π1:i−1). (6.2.1)

We consider two kinds of local search moves:

1. Swaps: transform π to π′ by moving an element at position i to position i − 1 on the
condition that F(πi) ≥ F(πi−1). In words, this is a bubble operation (as in bubble-sort).

2. γ-moves: transform the permutation π to π′ by moving an element u from a position q to
some other position p < q on the condition that for all i ∈ {p, . . . , q − 1},

Fπ′(π
′
p) ≥ γ · Fπ(πi).

In words, when u moves ahead in line, it “steals” coverage from other elements along the
way; we require that the amount covered by u after the move (which is given by Fπ′(π

′
p)

since u now sits at position p) to be at least a γ factor larger than the coverage before the
move of any element that u jumps over. (See Figure 6.1.)

The dynamic algorithm is the following. When a new function g(t) arrives or departs, update the
coverages Fπ of all the elements in the permutation. Subsequently, while there is a local search
move available, perform the move. Output the prefix of π of all elements with non-zero coverage.
This is summarized in Algorithm 11, with a setting of γ > e.
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a b c d e

(a) Before Move

e a b c d

(b) After Move

Figure 6.1: Illustration of a legal γ-move. Each rectangle represents the marginal coverage of an element of the
permutation. The height of the item that moves must be at least γ times the height of anyone it cuts in line.

Algorithm 11 FULLYDYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER

1: π ← arbitrary initial permutation of elements N .
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: tth function gt arrives/departs.
4: while there exists a legal γ-move or a swap for π do
5: Perform the move, and update π.
6: Output the collection of πi such that Fπ(πi) > 0.

6.2.2 Bounding the Cost

Let us start by arguing that if the algorithm terminates, it must produce a competitive solution.

Lemma 6.2.2. Suppose no γ-moves are possible, then for every index i such that Fπ(πi) > 0,
and for every index i′ > i, the following holds. Let π′ be the permutation where πi′ is moved to
position i. Then

Fπ(πi) >
Fπ′(πi′)

γ
(6.2.2)

Proof. Suppose there are elements πi and πi′ such that condition (6.2.2) does not hold, i.e.
Fπ′(πj) ≥ γ · Fπ(πi). Since by assumption there are no swaps available, the permutation π is
in non-increasing order of Fπ(πi) values, so for all indices j > i it also holds that Fπ(πi′) ≥
γ · Fπ(πj). Hence moving i′ from its current position to position i is a legal γ-move, which is a
contradiction.

Corollary 6.2.3. The output at every time step is γ · (log f
(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1)-competitive.

Proof. Lemma 6.2.2 implies that the solution is equivalent to greedily selecting an element whose
marginal coverage is within a factor of 1/γ of the largest marginal coverage currently available.
Given this, the standard analyses of the greedy algorithm for SUBMODULARCOVER [Wol82]
imply that the solution is γ · (log f

(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1) competitive.
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6.2.3 Bounding the Recourse

We move on to showing that the algorithm must terminate with O(g(N )/fmin) amortized recourse.
For this analysis, we define a potential function parameterized by a number α ∈ (0, 1) to be fixed
later:

Φα(f, π) :=
∑
i∈N

(Fπ(πi))
α .

As noted in the introduction, up to scaling and shifting, this is the Tsallis entropy with parameter
α. We show several properties of this potential:

Properties of Φα:
(I) Φα increases by at most gt(N ) · (fmin)α−1 with the addition of function gt to the active

set.

(II) Φα does not increase with deletion of functions from the system.

(III) Φα does not increase during swaps.

(IV) For an appropriate range of γ, the potential Φα decreases by at least (γ/(e log γ)− 1) ·
(fmin)α = Ω((fmin)α) with every γ-move.

Lemma 6.2.4. If α = (log γ)−1, then Φα respects properties (I)–(IV).

Proof. For brevity, define h(z) := zα. Since α ∈ (0, 1), this function is concave and non-
decreasing.

We start with property (I). When a function g is added to the system, for some set of i ∈ [n], it
increases ki := Fπ(π(i)) by some amount ∆i. Observe that

∑
i ∆i = g(N ). By the concavity of

h: ∑
i

h(ki + ∆i)−
∑
i

h(ki) ≤
∑
i

h(∆i) ≤
∑

i ∆i

fmin

· h(fmin) = g(N ) · (fmin)α−1.

Property (II) follows since h is non-decreasing.

For property (III), we wish to show that if u immediately precedes v in π and Fπ(u) ≤ Fπ(v),
then swapping u and v does not increase the potential. Let π̂ denote the permutation after the
swap. Note that Fπ̂(u) ≤ Fπ(v) and Fπ̂(v) ≥ Fπ(v), since u may only have lost some amount of
coverage to v. Suppose this amount is k, i.e. k = Fπ(u)− Fπ̂(u) = Fπ̂(v)− Fπ(v). Then:

Φα(f, π̂)− Φα(f, π) = h(Fπ̂(u)) + h(Fπ̂(v))− h(Fπ(u))− h(Fπ(v))

= h(Fπ(u)− k) + h(Fπ(v) + k)− h(Fπ(u))− h(Fπ(v))

which is non-positive due to the concavity of h.

It remains to prove property (IV). Suppose we perform a γ-move on a permutation π. Let u be the
element moving to some position p from some position q > p, and let π′ denote the permutation
after the move. For convenience, also define:

vi := Fπ(πi), (the original coverage of the ith set)
ai := If (πi;u | π1:i−1) = Fπ(πi)− Fπ′(πi). (the loss in coverage of the ith set)
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Note that for all i 6∈ {p, . . . , q}, we necessarily have ai = 0. Also note that Fπ′(S) =
∑

i ai, and
by the definition of a γ-move, for any j we have

∑
i ai ≥ γ · vj . Then the change in potential is:

Φα(f, π′)− Φα(f, π) =
(∑

i

ai

)α
+
∑
i

(vi − ai)α −
∑
i

vαi

≤
(∑

i

ai

)α
−
∑
i

ai · α · vα−1
i (6.2.3)

≤
(∑

i

ai

)α
−
(∑

i

ai

)α
· α · γ1−α (6.2.4)

≤ −
( γ

e log γ
− 1
)

(fmin)α. (6.2.5)

Above, (6.2.3) holds since h is concave and thus h(vi−ai)−h(vi) ≤ ∇h(vi) · (−ai). Line (6.2.4)
holds by the definition of a γ-move, since

∑
i ai ≥ γvj for every j ∈ {p, . . . , q}. Finally, (6.2.5)

comes from our choice of α = (log γ)−1 and the fact that
∑

i ai ≥ fmin.

Finally, we return to proving the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.2.1. By Lemma 6.2.2, if Algorithm 11 (using Definition 6.2.1 for Fπ) termi-
nates then it is γ · (log f

(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1)-competitive.

By (I)–(IV), the potential Φα increases by at most gt(N )(fmin)α−1 for every function gt inserted
to the active set, decreases by (fmin)α · (γ/(e log γ)− 1) per γ-move, and otherwise does not
increase. By inspection, Φα ≥ 0. The number of elements e with Fπ(e) > 0 grows by 1 only
during γ-moves in which Fπ(e) was initially 0. Otherwise, this number never grows. We account
for elements leaving the solution by paying recourse 2 upfront when they join the solution.

Hence, the number of changes to the solution is at most:

2 ·
∑

t gt(N )

(fmin)1−α ·
e log γ

(fmin)α(γ − e log γ)
= O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

)
.

Our algorithm gives a tunable tradeoff between approximation ratio and recourse depending on
the choice of γ. Note that if we wish to optimize the competitive ratio, setting γ = e(1 + δ) gives
a recourse bound of[(

1 +
log(1 + δ)

δ − log(1 + δ)

)] ∑
t gt(N )

fmin

= O

(
1

δ2

)∑
t gt(N )

fmin

as δ approaches 0. For simplicity one can set γ = e2 to get the bound in Theorem 6.2.1.

6.3 General Cost SUBMODULARCOVER

6.3.1 The Algorithm

We now turn to the general costs case and show the main result of our chapter:
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Theorem 6.3.1. There is an e2 · (log f
(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1)- competitive deterministic algorithm for

DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER with total recourse:

O

(∑
t

gt(N )

fmin

log

(
cmax

cmin

))
.

Given the last section, our description of the new algorithm is very simple. We reuse Algorithm 11,
except we redefine:

Fπ(πi) :=
f(πi | π1:i−1)

c(πi)
.

We will specify the last free parameter γ shortly.

6.3.2 Bounding the Cost

To bound the competitive ratio, note that (6.2.2) did not use any particular properties of Fπ, except
that in the solution output by the algorithm, there are no γ-moves or swaps with respect to Fπ in
permutation π. The analog of Corollary 6.2.3 is nearly identical:

Corollary 6.3.2. The output at every time step is γ · (log f
(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1)-competitive.

Proof. Lemma 6.2.2 implies that the solution is equivalent to greedily selecting an element whose
marginal coverage/cost ratio is within a factor of 1/γ of the largest marginal coverage/cost ratio
currently available. The standard analyses of the greedy algorithm for SUBMODULARCOVER

[Wol82] imply that the solution is γ · (log f
(t)
max/f

(t)
min + 1) competitive.

6.3.3 Bounding the Recourse

To make our analysis as modular as possible, we will write a general potential function, parame-
terized by a function h : R→ R:

Φh(f, π) :=
∑
i∈N

c(πi) · h (Fπ(πi)) .

With foresight, we require several properties of h:

Properties of h:
(i) h is monotone and concave.

(ii) h(0) = 0.

(iii) h satisfies x · h′(x/γ) ≥ (1 + εγ)h(x).

(iv) h satisfies y · h(x/y) is monotone in y.

To bound the recourse, our goal will again be to show the following properties of our potential
function Φh:
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Properties of Φh:
(I) Φh increases by at most

gt(N )

fmin

· cmax · h
(
fmin

cmax

)
with the addition of function gt to the active set.

(II) Φh does not increase with deletion of functions from the system.

(III) Φh does not increase during sorting.

(IV) For an appropriate range of γ, the potential Φh decreases by at least

εγ · cmin · h
(
fmin

cmin

)
with every γ-move.

Together, the statements imply a total recourse bound of:∑
t gt(N )

εγ · fmin

· cmax

cmin

· h(fmin/cmax)

h(fmin/cmin)
.

Lemma 6.3.3. If h respects properties (i)–(iv) then Φh respects properties (I)–(IV).

Proof. We start with property (I). When a function gt is added to the system, for some set of
i ∈ [n], it increases ki := Fπ(π(i)) by some amount ∆i. Then the potential increase is:

Φh(f
(t), π)− Φh(f

(t−1), π) =
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi) · h
(
ki + ∆i

c(πi)

)
−
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi) · h
(

ki
c(πi)

)

≤
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi) · h
(

∆i

c(πi)

)
(6.3.1)

≤
∑
i∈[n]

cmax · h
(

∆i

cmax

)
(6.3.2)

≤
∑

i ∆i

fmin

· cmax · h
(
fmin

cmax

)
(6.3.3)

=
gt(N )

fmin

· cmax · h
(
fmin

cmax

)
.

Above step (6.3.1) is by properties (i) and (ii), step (6.3.2) is by property (iv) and step (6.3.3) is
by property (i).
Property (II) follows since h is non-decreasing.

The proof of property (III) is similar to the one in Lemma 6.2.4. Suppose u immediately precedes
v in π but Fπ(u) ≤ Fπ(v), and let π̂ denote the permutation after the swap. We have that
Fπ̂(u) ≤ Fπ(v) and Fπ̂(v) ≥ Fπ(v), since u may only have lost some amount of coverage to v.
Suppose this amount is k, i.e. k = Fπ(u)− Fπ̂(u) = Fπ̂(v)− Fπ(v). Then:

Φh(f, π̂)− Φh(f, π) = c(u) · h (Fπ̂(u)) + c(v) · h(Fπ̂(v))− c(u) · h(Fπ(u))− c(v) · h(Fπ(v))
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= c(u)

(
h

(
Fπ(u)− k

c(u)

)
− h(Fπ(u))

)
+ c(v)

(
h

(
Fπ(v) +

k

c(v)

)
− h(Fπ(v))

)
≤ k · (h′(Fπ(v))− h′(Fπ(u)))

which is non-positive due to the concavity of h and the fact that Fπ(v) ≥ Fπ(u).

Finally the proof of property (IV) is also similar to the version in the last section. Suppose we
perform a γ-move on a permutation π. Let u be the element moving to some position p from
some position q > p, and let π′ denote the permutation after the move. Then:

Φh(f, π
′)− Φh(f, π) = c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)
+
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi) ·
(
h

(
vi − ai
c(πi)

)
− h

(
vi
c(πi)

))

≤ c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)
−
∑
i∈[n]

ai · h′
(

vi
c(πi)

)
(6.3.4)

≤ c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)
− c(u)

∑
i∈[n]

ai
c(u)

· h′
(∑

i∈[n] ai

γ · c(u)

)
(6.3.5)

≤ c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)
− (1 + εγ) · c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)
(6.3.6)

≤ −εγ · c(u) · h

(∑
i∈[n] ai

c(u)

)

≤ −εγ · cmin · h
(
fmin

cmin

)
. (6.3.7)

Above step (6.3.4) uses the concavity of h. Step (6.3.5) uses the fact that moving u was a legal
γ-move and thus

∑
i∈[n] ai/c(u) ≥ γvi/c(πi). Step (6.3.6) follows from property (iii). Finally,

(6.3.7) uses property (iv) again.

With this setup, the proof of the main theorem boils down to identifying an appropriate function
h, and a suitable choice of γ.

Proof of Theorem 6.3.1. Recall the general recourse bound is∑
t gt(N )

εγ · fmin

· cmax

cmin

· h(fmin/cmax)

h(fmin/cmin)
.

A good choice for h is h(x) = x1−δ/(1 − δ) for δ = (log(cmax/cmin) + 1)−1, and with γ = e2.
Properties (i)–(iv) are easy to verify. To see that this implies the bound

O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

log

(
cmax

cmin

))
,

note that γ = e2 ≥ ((1 + δ)/(1 − δ))1/δ, in which case εγ = γδ(1 − δ) − 1 ≥ δ. Furthermore,
(cmax/cmin)δ = O(1).
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6.4 Improved bounds for 3-increasing functions

In this section we show to remove the log(cmax/cmin) dependence from the recourse bound when
f is assumed to be from a structured class of set functions: the class of 3-increasing functions.
We start with some definitions.

6.4.1 Higher Order Monotonicity of Boolean Functions

Recall the definition of m-increasing functions Definition 2.2.3.

We will soon show improved algorithms for the class D+
3 , that is the class of 3-increasing set

functions. The following derivation gives some intuition for these functions:

df

d{x, y, z}
(S) =

∑
B⊆{x,y,z}

(−1)|B|f((S ∪ {x, y, z})\B)

= f(x | S)− f(x | S ∪ {y})− (f(x | S ∪ {z})− f(x | S ∪ {y, z}))
= If (x, y | S)− If (x, y | S ∪ {z}). (6.4.1)

Thus a function f in contained in D+
3 if and only if mutual coverage decreases after conditioning.

Bach [Bac13, Section 6.3] shows that a nonnegative function is in D+
2m−1 ∩ D−2m simultaneously

for all m ≥ 1 if and only if it is a measure coverage function2: each element i ∈ N is associated
with some measurable set Si under a measure µ, and f(S1, . . . , St) = µ

(⋃t
i=1 Si

)
.

6.4.2 The Algorithm

We now show our second main result:

Theorem 6.4.1. There is an O(log f(N)/fmin)-competitive deterministic algorithm for DYNAM-
ICSUBMODULARCOVER, in the setting where the gt function are 3-increasing in addition to
monotone and submodular, with total recourse:

O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

)
.

We reuse Algorithm 11 from previous sections, only this time we redefine Fπ more substantially.
Given two permutations α and β on N , we define the (i, j) mutual affinity of (α, β) (and its
conditional variant) as

Iα,β(αi, βj) := If (αi, βj | α1:i−1 ∪ β1:j−1),

Iα,β(αi, βj | S) := If (αi, βj | α1:i−1 ∪ β1:j−1 ∪ S).

Recall that If denotes the Mutual Coverage. To give some insight into these definitions, observe
that mutual affinity telescopes cleanly:

2We avoid the term set coverage function used by [Bac13], since we already use this terminology to mean the
special case of a counting measure defined by a finite set system, as in SETCOVER.
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Observation 6.4.2. The chain rule implies that∑
j∈[n]

Iα,β(αi, βj) = f(αi | α1:i−1),

∑
i∈[n]

Iα,β(αi, βj) = f(βj | β1:j−1),

∑
i,j∈[n]

Iα,β(αi, βj) = f(N ).

Let ψ denote the ordering of N in increasing order of cost. Then:

Fπ(πi) :=
∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(πi) · c(ψj)
. (6.4.2)

The following observation gives some intuition for this definition.

Observation 6.4.3. The expression Iα,β(αi, βj) is nonzero only if (a) element αi precedes element
βj in permutation α, and also (b) element βj precedes element αi in permutation β.

In light of these remarks, Fπ(πi) decomposes the marginal coverage of πi into its mutual affinity
with all the elements ψj ∈ N that are simultaneously cheaper than πi and that follow πi in the
permutation π, and weights each of these affinities by (c(πi)c(ψj))

−1.

With this re-definition of Fπ, Algorithm 11 is fully specified (though it is still parametrized by γ).
We move to proving formal guarantees.

6.4.3 Bounding the Cost

Since our definition of Fπ (and thus the behavior of the algorithm) has significantly changed, we
need to reprove the competitive ratio guarantee. Our goal will be the following Lemma:

Lemma 6.4.4. If no swaps or γ-moves are possible, the solution is γ2 · log(f (t)(N )/f
(t)
min)-

competitive.

For the remainder of Section 6.4.3, we drop the superscript and refer to f (t) as simply f .

Define a level L` be the collection of elements u such that Fπ(u) ∈ [γ`, γ`+1). Note that since
no swaps were possible, permutation π is sorted in decreasing order of Fπ, and thus L` forms a
contiguous interval of indices in π. Our proof strategy will be to show that for any level `, the
total cost of all elements in L` is at most γ2 · c(OPT). Subsequently, we will argue that there are
at most O(log f(N )/fmin) non-trivial levels.

Lemma 6.4.5 (Each Level is Inexpensive). If there are no swaps or γ-moves for π, then for any
` > 0, the total cost of all elements in L` is at most γ2 · c(OPT).

Proof. Suppose some level L` has cost c(L`) > γ2 · c(OPT). We will argue that in this case there
must be a legal γ-move available. To start, using Fact 2.1.1 we observe that:

γ` ≤ min
u∈L`

Fπ(u)
(def)
= min

u∈L`

∑
j∈[n] Iπ,ψ(u, ψj)/c(ψj)

c(u)
≤
∑

u∈L`

∑
j∈[n] Iπ,ψ(u, ψj)/c(ψj)∑

u∈L` c(u)
,
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L`

o1 o2 o3 o4 o5 o6

(a) Permutation π.

L`

o1 o2

o3 o4 o5 o6

(b) Permutation π′, with OPT≥ moved ahead of L`.

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the proof of Lemma 6.4.5.

which by rearranging means:∑
u∈L`

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(u, ψj)

c(ψj)
≥ γ` · c(L`) > γ`+2 · c(OPT). (6.4.3)

Let π< be the set of items preceding L` in π, and π≥ be the set of items in or succeeding L`. We
also define OPT≥ := OPT ∩ π≥.

First, we imagine moving all the elements of OPT≥, simultaneously and in order according to π,
to positions just before L`. Let π′ be this new permutation. We first show that some o ∈ OPT has
a high value Fπ′(o) after this move. Then we show that this element o also constitutes a potential
γ-move in π, a contradiction.

For the first claim, we start by using Fact 2.1.1 again:

max
o∈OPT≥

Fπ′(o) ≥
∑

o∈OPT≥

∑
j∈[n] Iπ′,ψ(o, ψj | π<)/c(ψj)∑

o∈OPT≥
c(o)

=
1

c(OPT≥)
·
∑

o∈OPT≥

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(o, ψj | π<)

c(ψj)

=
1

c(OPT≥)
·
∑
j∈[n]

fψ(ψj | π<)

c(ψj)
(6.4.4)

≥ 1

c(OPT≥)
·
∑
u∈L`

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(u, ψj | π<)

c(ψj)
(6.4.5)

The lines (6.4.4) and (6.4.5) above follow by Observation 6.4.2 (note that (6.4.5)) is an inequality
because L` may be a strict subset of π≥). Since u ∈ L` ⊆ π≥, this is:

=
1

c(OPT≥)
·
∑
u∈L`

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(u, ψj)

c(ψj)
(6.4.6)

> γ`+2, (6.4.7)

where line (6.4.7) used the inequality (6.4.3). In summary, Fπ′(o) is a factor γ bigger than any of
the Fπ(u) values for u ∈ L`.
However, since permutation π′ is obtained by moving many elements of π and not a single γ-move,
we need to show that moving this element o alone gives a legal γ-move in π. In fact, observe that
we have not yet used that f ∈ D+

3 : we will use it now.
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Claim 6.4.6. Let πo be the permutation derived from π where a single element o ∈ OPT≥ is
moved before L`. Then Fπo(o) ≥ Fπ′(o).

Proof. Start from π′ and move an element o′ ∈ OPT≥ with o′ 6= o back to its original position in
π. Call this permutation π′′. Then:

Fπ′′(o) =
∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′′,ψ(o, ψj)

c(o)c(ψj)

=
∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(o, ψj) + (Iπ′′,ψ(o, ψj)− Iπ′′,ψ(o, ψj | {o′}))
c(o)c(ψj)

≥
∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(o, ψj)

c(o)c(ψj)
,

where the second equality used Iπ′,ψ(o, ψj) = Iπ′′,ψ(o, ψj | {o′}), and where the inequality used
equation (6.4.1), that If (a, b)−If (a, b | c) ≥ 0 for 3-increasing functions. Repeating this process
inductively until all elements but o have been returned to their original positions in π yields the
permutation πo, which proves the claim.

Now we can complete the proof of Lemma 6.4.5. This means that if Fπ′(o) ≥ γ`+2, then there is a
legal γ-move (namely the one which moves o ahead of L`), because by assumption every u ∈ π≥
has Fπ(u) ≤ γ`+1. This contradicts the assumption that none existed.

Next, we argue that the cost of all elements with very high or very low values of Fπ is small.

Lemma 6.4.7 (Extreme Values Lemma). If there are no swaps or γ-moves for π, the following
hold:

(i) There are no elements u such that 0 < Fπ(u) ≤ fmin/(γ · (c(OPT))2) .

(ii) The total cost of all elements u such that Fπ(u) ≥ (f(N ))2/(fmin · (c(OPT))2) is at most√
γ · OPT .

Proof of Lemma 6.4.7. To prove item (i), we observe that if permutation π has no local moves,
then every element u must have high enough Fπ(u) to prevent any elements that follow it from
cutting it in line.

Claim 6.4.8. If there are no swaps or γ-moves for π, then for every πi ∈ N , and every j ∈ [n]
such that Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj) > 0 we have:

Fπ(πi) >
f(ψj | π1:i−1)

γ · (c(ψj))2
.

Proof. If there are no swaps or γ moves, then Fπ′(ψj) < γ · Fπi (where π′ is the permutation
obtained from π by moving the element ψj to the position ahead of u). Expanding definitions:

Fπ′(ψj)
(def)
=
∑
j′∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(ψj, ψj′)

c(ψj)c(ψj′)
≥
∑
j′∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(ψj, ψj′)

(c(ψj))2
=
f(ψj | π1:i−1)

(c(ψj))2
.

In the first inequality we used that c(ψj′) ≤ c(ψj) by Observation 6.4.3, in the second equality we
used Observation 6.4.2. Rearranging terms yields the claim.
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Now item (i) follows by setting ψj to be the cheapest element that succeeds u in the permutation.
Note that c(ψj) ≤ c(OPT).

For item (ii), let S be the set of indices i with Fπ(πi) ≥ (f(N ))2/(fmin · (c(OPT))2). Then by
Fact 2.1.1:

f(N )

c(OPT)
√
fmin

≤ min
i∈S

√
Fπ(πi) = min

i∈S

Fπ(πi)√
Fπ(πi)

(6.4.8)

(def)
=

1

c(πi)

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)
(6.4.9)

≤ 1

c(S)
·
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)
.

Rearranging to bound the cost:

c(S) ≤ c(OPT)
√
fmin

f(N )
·
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)

≤
√
γ · c(OPT)

√
fmin

f(N )
·
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)√
f(ψj | π1:i−1)

(6.4.10)

≤
√
γ · c(OPT)

√
fmin

f(N )
·
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)√
fmin

≤
√
γ · c(OPT)

f(N )
·
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

=
√
γ · c(OPT). (6.4.11)

Above, step (6.4.10) is due to Claim 6.4.8 again and noting that if the denominator is 0 then the
numerator is also 0, and step (6.4.11) is due to Observation 6.4.2.

Using these ingredients, we can now wrap up the proof of the competitive ratio.

Proof of Lemma 6.4.4. The number of levels ` such that γ` lies between fmin/(γ(c(OPT))2) and
(f(N ))2/(fmin · (c(OPT))2) is O(logγ(f(N )/fmin)2) = O(log(f(N )/fmin)). By Lemma 6.4.5,
each level in this range has cost at most O(c(OPT)). By Lemma 6.4.7, there are no elements with
non-zero coverage in levels below this range, and the total cost of all elements above this range is
O(c(OPT)). Thus the total cost of the solution is O(log(f(N )/fmin)) · c(OPT).

6.4.4 Bounding the Recourse

We follow our recipe of using the modified Tsallis entropy as a potential (with a reminder that the
underlying definitions of Fπ have changed) with α fixed to 1/2:

Φ1/2(π) :=
n∑
i=1

c(πi)
√
Fπ(πi).
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Φ1/2 =
∑
i

√
c(πi)

c(ψ1)
· Iπ(πi;ψ1) +

c(πi)

c(ψ2)
· Iπ(πi;ψ2) +

c(πi)

c(ψ3)
· Iπ(πi;ψ3) +

c(πi)

c(ψ4)
· Iπ(πi;ψ4) + . . .

Figure 6.3: Illustration of Φ1/2. Elements are arranged in order of π.

It is worthwhile to interpret these quantities in the context of HYPERGRAPHVERTEXCOVER. In
this case, ψi and ψj correspond to vertices. Let Γ(v) (and Γ(V )) denote the edge-neighborhood
of v (and the union of the edge neighborhoods of vertices in the set V ), then

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj) = |(Γ(πi) ∩ Γ(ψj))\(Γ(π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1))|,

and if we use c(e) to denote the cost of the cheapest vertex hitting edge e, we can simplify

c(πi) ·
√
Fπ(πi) :=

√√√√ ∑
e∈Γ(πi)\Γ(π1:i−1)

c(πi)

c(e)
.

In words, we are reweighting each hyperedge by the ratio of costs between the current vertex
covering it, and its cheapest possible vertex that could cover it. Intuitively, this means the potential
will be high when many elements are in sets that are significantly more expensive than the cheapest
sets they could lie in.

This time the properties of Φ1/2 we show are:

Properties of Φ1/2:
(I) Φ1/2 increases by at most g(N )/

√
fmin with every addition of a function to the system.

(II) Φ1/2 does not increase with deletion of functions from the system.

(III) Φ1/2 does not increase during swaps.

(IV) If γ > 4, then Φ1/2 decreases by at least Ω(
√
fmin) with every γ-move.

Together, these will yield a recourse bound of
∑

t gt(N )/fmin.

Lemma 6.4.9. Φ1/2 satisfies property (I).

Proof. Consider a step in which f changes to f ′ because the function g was added to the system.
For convenience, let F̂π and Îπ,ψ denote the quantities Fπ and Iπ,ψ after g has been added. Then
the potential increase is:

Φ1/2(f (t), π)− Φ1/2(f (t−1), π) =
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi)
F̂π(πi)√
F̂π(πi)

−
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi)
Fπ(πi)√
Fπ(πi)
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=
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[n]

Îπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)

√
F̂π(πi)

−
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)
.

Since Fπ(πi) can only increase when a function g is added to the active set, this is

≤
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[n]

Îπ,ψ(πi, ψj)− Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)

(def)
=
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[n]

Ig(πi, ψj | π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(πi)

≤
∑
j∈[n]

∑
i∈[n] Ig(πi, ψj | π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1)

c(ψj)
√

Fπ(ψj)
(6.4.12)

=
∑
j∈[n]

g(ψj | ψ1:j−1)

∑
j′∈[n]

c(ψj)Iπ,ψ(ψj, ψj′)

c(ψj′)

−1

≤
∑
j∈[n]

g(ψj | ψ1:j−1)

∑
j′∈[n]

Iπ,ψ(ψj, ψj′)

−1

(6.4.13)

≤
∑

j∈[n] g(ψj | ψ1:j−1)
√
fmin

(6.4.14)

=
g(N)√
fmin

.

Step (6.4.12) uses the relationship Fπ(πi) ≥ Fπ(ψj), which holds because summands are nonzero
only if ψj succeeds πi in permutation π (by Observation 6.4.3), or the numerator is 0, and the
fact that elements are sorted in decreasing order of Fπ. Step (6.4.13) uses c(ψj′) ≤ c(ψj), also by
Observation 6.4.3. Finally step (6.4.14) uses Observation 6.4.2.

Lemma 6.4.10. Φ1/2 satisfies property (III).

Proof. Consider an index i such that swapping πi and πi+1 increases the potential. Then for some
quantity δ :=

∑
j∈[n](Iπ,ψ(πi, ψj)− Iπ′,ψ(πi, ψj))/c(j) > 0 (since f ∈ D+

3 ) we have:

0 < ∆Φ1/2

0 < c(πi+1)

(√
Fπ(πi+1) +

δ

c(πi+1)
−
√
Fπ(πi+1)

)
+ c(πi)

(√
Fπ(πi)−

δ

c(πi)
−
√

Fπ(πi)

)
0 <

δ

2
√

Fπ(πi+1)
− δ

2
√

Fπ(πi)
(6.4.15)

⇒ Fπ(πi+1) ≤ Fπ(πi).

Above, (6.4.15) holds since square root is a concave function and thus
√
a+ b−

√
a ≤ b/(2

√
a).

This implies that the local move was not a legal swap.

Lemma 6.4.11. If γ > 4, then Φ1/2 satisfies property (IV).
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Proof. Suppose the local move changes the permutation π to π′ by moving element u from
position q to p. For notational convenience, define the following quantities:

vi := Fπ(πi),

aij := Iπ(πi, ψj)− Iπ′(πi, ψj)
(def)
= 1[p ≤ i ≤ q] · (Iπ(πi, ψj)− Iπ(πi, ψj | {u})) .

Recall that by (6.4.1), the quantity aij is (crucially) nonnegative when f is 3-increasing. Also, by
expanding the definition of Mutual Coverage, for all indices i ∈ {p, . . . , q} we can rewrite aij as:

aij = f(ψj | π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1)− f(ψj | π1:i ∪ ψ1:j−1)

− [f(ψj | π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1 ∪ {u})− f(ψj | π1:i ∪ ψ1:j−1 ∪ {u})]
= If (u, ψj | π1:i−1 ∪ ψ1:j−1)− If (u, ψj | π1:i ∪ ψ1:j−1).

Thus, by the Chain Rule these terms telescopes such that:∑
i∈{p,...,q}

aij = If (u, ψj | π1:p−1, ψ1:j−1)
(def)
= Iπ′,ψ(u, ψj).

With this, we can bound the potential change after a local move as

Φ1/2(f, π′)− Φ1/2(f, π)

= c(u)
√
Fπ′(u) +

∑
i∈[n]

c(πi)

√
vi −

∑
j∈[n]

aij
c(πi)c(ψj)

−
∑
i∈[n]

c(πi)
√
vi

≤ c(u)
√

Fπ′(u)− c(πi)
∑
i∈[n]

1

2
√
vi
·
∑
j∈[n]

aij
c(πi)c(ψj)

(6.4.16)

≤ c(u)
√

Fπ′(u)−
√
γ

2
· c(πi)√

Fπ′(u)
·
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[n]

aij
c(πi)c(ψj)

(6.4.17)

= c(u)
√

Fπ′(u)−
√
γ

2
· c(u)√

Fπ′(u)
·
∑
j∈[n]

∑
i∈[n] aij

c(u)c(ψj)
.

Above, step (6.4.16) holds since square root is a concave function and thus
√
a+ b −

√
a ≤

b/(2
√
a). The next step (6.4.17) is due to the definition of γ-moves which ensure that vi ≤

Fπ′(u)/γ (note that this step also makes use of the nonnegativity of aij). Using the telescoping
property of the aij , we can continue:

= c(u)
√

Fπ′(u)−
√
γ

2
· c(u)√

Fπ′(u)
·
∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(u, ψj)

c(u)c(ψj)

(def)
= −

(√
γ

2
− 1

)√√√√∑
j∈[n]

c(u) · Iπ′,ψ(u, ψj)

c(ψj)

≤ −
(√

γ

2
− 1

)√∑
j∈[n]

Iπ′,ψ(u, ψj) (6.4.18)
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≤ −
(√

γ

2
− 1

)√
fmin. (6.4.19)

Step (6.4.18) comes from Observation 6.4.3, and finally step (6.4.19) follows by Observation 6.4.2
and the fact that fmin is a lower bound on marginal coverage for any element with nonzero marginal
coverage.

We wrap up with the proof of the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.4.1. Set γ = 5 > 4. By Lemma 6.4.4, if Algorithm 11 (using Definition
6.4.2 for Fπ) terminates then it is O(log f(N)/fmin)-competitive.

By (I)–(IV), the potential Φ1/2 increases by at most gt(N /
√
fmin for every function gt inserted to

the active set, decreases by
√
fmin ·

(√
γ/2− 1

)
per γ-move, and otherwise does not increase. By

inspection, Φα ≥ 0. The number of elements e with Fπ(e) > 0 grows by 1 only during γ-moves
in which Fπ(e) was initially 0. Otherwise, this number never grows. We account for elements
leaving the solution by paying recourse 2 upfront when they join the solution.

Hence, the number of changes to the solution is at most:

2 ·
∑

t gt(N )√
fmin

· 2√
fmin(

√
γ − 2)

= O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

)
.

6.5 Algorithm for r-bounded instances

We can achieve a better approximation ratio if each function g is an r-junta for small r. Recall that
an r-junta is a function that depends on at most r variables. In this section we prove the theorem:

Theorem 6.5.1. There is a randomized algorithm that maintains an r-competitive solution to
DYNAMICSUBMODULARCOVER, in the setting where these functions are each r-juntas, with
total recourse: ∑

t gt(N )

fmin

.

Our proof follows the framework of [GKKP17], which is itself a dynamic implementation of the
algorithm of [Pit85].

We start with some notation. Let Vg = {u ∈ N | g(u) 6= 0} be the elements influencing g. Our
assumption says that |Vg| ≤ r. Let S be the solution maintained by the algorithm. Each function
g ∈ G(t) maintains a set Ug ⊆ Vg of elements assigned to it. We say that g is responsible for Ug.
We also define the following operation:

Probing a function. Sample one element u ∈ Vg\S with probability:

1

c(u)∑
v∈Vg\S

1

c(v)

.

Add the sampled element u to the current solution S, and to Ug.

Given these definitions, we are ready to explain the dynamic algorithm.
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Function arrival. When a function g arrives, initialize its element set Ug to ∅. Then, while
g(S) 6= g(N ), probe gt.

Function departure. When a function g departs, remove all its assigned elements Ug from S.
This may leave some set of functions g1, . . . , gs uncovered. For each of these functions gt in order
of arrival, while gt(S) 6= g(N ), probe gt.

The
∑

t gt(N )/fmin recourse bound is immediate, since the total number of probes can be at most∑
t gt(N )/fmin in total. It remains to bound the competitive ratio.

We prove the following:

Lemma 6.5.2. For any element u ∈ N :

E

 ∑
g∈G(t):
u∈Vg

∑
v∈Ug

c(v)

 ≤ r · c(u).

This will imply as a consequence:

E[c(S)] ≤
∑
o∈OPTt

E

 ∑
g∈G(t):
o∈Vg

∑
v∈Ug

c(v)

 ≤ r ·
∑
o∈OPT

c(o) = r · c(OPTt).

Proof of Lemma 6.5.2. The proof is by induction. Fix u ∈ N , and consider the functions g ∈ G(t)

for which u ∈ Vg. Let Xi be the random variable that is the ith function probed. Let Yi be the
random variable that is the element of N sampled during the ith probe. With this notation, the
inductive hypothesis is:

E

[∑
i≥j

c(Yi) | X1, Y1, . . . Xj−1, Yj−1

]
≤ r · c(u).

For the base case i = m, note that given X1, Y1, . . . , Xm−1, Ym−1, the variable Xm is determined.
Suppose Xm = g. Then:

E[c(Ym) | X1, Y1, . . . Xm−1, Ym−1] = E[c(Ym) | X1, Y1, . . . Xm−1, Ym−1, Xm = g]

=
∑
v∈Vg

1

c(v)
(∑

v′∈Vg\St
1

c(v′)

) · c(v)

≤ |Vg|∑
v′∈Vg\St

1
c(v′)

≤ r · c(u).

For the inductive step, suppose the claim holds for j + 1, and consider the case for j:

E

[∑
i≥j

c(Yi) | X1, Y1, . . . Xj−1, Yj−1

]
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= E[c(Yj) | X1, Y1, . . . Xj−1, Yj−1] + E

[∑
i≥j+1

c(Yi) | X1, Y1, . . . Xj−1, Yj−1

]

≤ r∑
v′∈Vg\St

1
c(v′)

+
∑
u′ 6=u

E

[∑
i≥j+1

c(Yi) | X1, . . . Yj−1, Yj = u′

]
· P (Yj = u′ | X1, . . . , Yj−1)

≤ r∑
v′∈Vg\St

1
c(v′)

+ r · c(u) ·

(
1− 1

c(u)
∑

v′∈Vg\St
1

c(v′)

)
= r · c(u).

6.6 Combiner Algorithm

We show that we can adapt the combiner algorithm of [GKKP17] to our general problem.

Theorem 6.6.1. Let AG be an O(log f(N)/fmin)-competitive algorithm for fully-dynamic SUB-
MODULARCOVER with amortized recourse RG. Let APD be an O(r)-competitive algorithm for
fully-dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER when all functions are r-juntas with amortized recourse
RPD. Then there is an algorithm achieving an approximation ratio of O(min(log(f(N)/fmin), r)
for fully-dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER when all functions are r-juntas, and it has total recourse
O(RG +RPD).

Proof. The idea is to partition the functions into different buckets based on their junta-arity, in
powers of 2 up to log f(N)/fmin. We run a copy of APD which we call A(`)

PD on each bucket B`

separately, and run AG one single time on the set of remaining functions.

Formally, for every index 0 < ` < dlog log(f(N)/fmin)e, maintain a bucket B` representing the
set of functions g such that g is a k-junta, for k ∈ [2`, 2`+1). Also maintain the bucket BG for any
remaining functions. When a functions arrives, we insert it into exactly one appropriate bucket
and update the appropriate algorithm.

Lemma 6.6.2. The total cost of the solution maintained by the algorithm is O(min(log f(N), r).

Proof. If r ≤ log(f(N)/fmin), the algorithm never runs AG. Each algorithm A
(`)
PD is O(2`+1)-

competitive, and thus maintains a solution of cost no more than O(2`+1)c(OPT). The largest
bucket index is `max = dlog re. Hence the total cost of the solution is:

`max∑
`=1

O(2`+1) · c(OPT) = O(r) · c(OPT).

Otherwise if r > log(f(N)/fmin), then the largest bucket index is `max = dlog log(f(N)/fmin)e.
The total cost of the APD algorithms is then

`max∑
`=1

O(2`+1) · c(OPT) = O(log f(N)/fmin) · c(OPT).

Meanwhile, the total cost of the solution maintained by AG on the remaining functions has cost
O(log f(N)/fmin) · c(OPT). Thus the global solution maintained by the combiner algorithm is
also O(log f(N)/fmin)-competitive.
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The recourse bound is immediate since each function g arrives to/departs from exactly one bucket,
so at most one algorithm among {A(`)

PD}` ∪{AG} has to update its solution at every time step.

6.7 Further Applications

In this section, we show how to recover several known results on recourse bounded algorithms
using our framework. We hope this is a step towards unifying the theory of low recourse dynamic
algorithms.

6.7.1 Online Metric Minimum Spanning Tree

In this problem, vertices in a metric space are added online to an active set. Let At denote the
active set at time t. After every arrival, the algorithm must add/remove edges to maintain a
spanning tree St for At that is competitive with the MINIMUMSPANNINGTREE. We show:

Theorem 6.7.1. There is a deterministic algorithm for Online Metric MINIMUMSPANNINGTREE

that achieves a competitive ratio of O(1) and an amortized recourse bound of O(logD), where D
is the ratio of the maximum to minimum distance in the metric.

[GGK16] show how to get an O(1) worst case recourse bound.

MINIMUMSPANNINGTREE is a special case of SUBMODULARCOVER in which N is the set of
edges of the graph, and f is the rank function of a graphic matroid. The main difference between
the dynamic version of this problem and our setting is that here vertices arrive online along with
all their incident edges. Hence not only is the submodular function changing, but N is also
growing. We show that this detail can be handled easily.

We define the submodular function f (t) to be the rank function for the current graphic matroid,
i.e. f(S) = |At| − ct, where ct is the number of connected components induced by S on the
set of vertices seen thus far. Note that fmax = fmin = 1, so an edge having nonzero coverage is
equivalent to the edge being in our current solution, St.

Now the algorithm is:

Algorithm 12 FULLYDYNAMICMST
1: π ← arbitrary initial permutation of edges.
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: When vertex vt arrives, add edges incident to vt to tail of permutation in arbitrary order,

and update f (t).
4: while there exists a legal γ-move or a swap for π do
5: Perform the move, and update π.
6: Output the collection of πi such that Fπ(πi) > 0.

As in Corollary 6.2.3, if the algorithm terminates then it represents the stack trace of an approxi-
mate greedy algorithm for MINIMUMSPANNINGTREE. Hence the solution is O(1) competitive.
To bound the recourse, we use the general potential Φh from Section 6.3. As before, local moves
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decrease the potential Φh by εγ · cmin · h
(

1
cmin

)
, so it suffices to show that the potential does not

increase by too much when f (t) is updated. Exactly one new edge will have increased marginal
coverage, and its coverage will increase from 0 to 1. Thus the increase in potential is at most
cmax · h(1/cmax). Together, these imply an amortized recourse bound of:

1

εγ
· cmax

cmin

· h(1/cmax)

h(1/cmin)
.

Setting h(x) = x1−δ/(1−δ) along with δ = (ln(cmax/cmin+1))−1 and γ = ε2 as in Theorem 6.3.1,
we have εγ ≥ δ, and hence we get a recourse bound of O(ln(cmax/cmin)) = O(lnD).

6.7.2 Fully-Dynamic Metric Minimum Steiner Tree

We show that we can also fit into our framework the harder problem of maintaining a tree that
spans a set of vertices in the fully-dynamic setting where vertices can both arrive and depart. We
must produce a tree St that spans the current set of active vertices At, but we allow ourselves to
use Steiner vertices that are not in the active set. We show:

Theorem 6.7.2. There is a deterministic algorithm for Fully-Dynamic Metric MINIMUMSTEIN-
ERTREE that achieves a competitive ratio of O(1) and an amortized recourse bound of O(logD),
where D is the ratio of the maximum to minimum distance in the metric.

This guarantee matches that of [LOP+15]. Separately [GK14] showed how to improve the bound
to O(1) amortized recourse.

Our algorithm is the same local search procedure as before, with one twist. We maintain a set of
vertices L we call the live set. This set is the union of the active terminals we need to span, and
any Steiner vertices currently being used. We define f (t) similarly to before as f (t)(S) = |L| − ct,
where ct is the number of connected components induced by the edge set S on the set of vertices
in L. Note that this function is submodular, because it is the rank function of the graphic matroid
on the live vertex set L.

Now when a vertex v departs, we mark it as a Steiner vertex but leave it in the live set. If at any
point during the local search deg(v) = 2, we replace v with the edge that shortcuts between v’s
two neighbors. If at any point point deg(v) = 1, we delete v and its neighboring edge.

Algorithm 13 FULLYDYNAMICSTEINERTREE

1: π ← arbitrary initial permutation of edges.
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: if vertex vt arrives then
4: Add edges incident to vt to tail of permutation in arbitrary order, and update f (t).
5: else if vertex vt departs then
6: Mark vt as a Steiner vertex. Run CLEANSTEINERVERTICES.
7: while there exists a legal γ-move or a swap for π do
8: Perform the move, and update π.
9: Run CLEANSTEINERVERTICES.

10: Output the collection of πi such that Fπ(πi) > 0.
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1: procedure CLEANSTEINERVERTICES

2: while there is a Steiner vertex v with deg(v) = 2 do
3: Let u1 and u2 be the neighbors of v.
4: Add the edge (u1, u2) to the position of (v, u1) in π. . this shortcuts v
5: Delete all edges incident to v from N , remove v from the live set, and update f (t).
6: while there is a Steiner vertex v with deg(v) = 1 do
7: Delete all edges incident to v from N , remove v from the live set, and update f (t).

To show the competitive ratio we can rely on known results [IW91, GK14]. If Algorithm 13
terminates, the output tree is known as a γ-stable extension tree for the terminal set S.

Lemma 6.7.3 (Lemma 5 of [IW91]). If T is a γ-stable extension tree for At, then:

c(T ) ≤ 4γ · c(OPT(At))

where OPT(At) is the optimal Steiner tree for terminal set At.

Since we set γ = e2, this gives us a competitive ratio of 4e2 = O(1).

It remains to show the recourse bound. Deleting degree 1 and 2 vertices requires a constant
number of edge changes, so this can be charged to each vertex’s departure. We show that the
potential argument from before is not hampered by the changes to the algorithm.

Claim 6.7.4. The procedure CLEANSTEINERVERTICES does not increase the potential.

Proof. When a degree 1 Steiner vertex is deleted, the incident edge is removed from the permuta-
tion and no other edge’s marginal coverage changes.

When a degree 2 Steiner vertex is deleted, the edges (v, u1) and (v, u2) are replaced by the edge
(u1, u2). Recall that our choice of potential is:

Φh(π) =
∑
e∈St

c(e)δ

for 0 < δ < 1. By triangle inequality, and concavity of h:

d(u1, u2)δ ≤ (d(v, u1) + d(v, u2))δ ≤ d(v, u1)δ + d(v, u2)δ.

Thus this replacement only decreases the potential.

Otherwise, the potential increases during vertex arrivals and decreases during γ-moves exactly as
in Section 6.7.1. We are left with the same recourse bound of O(lnD).

6.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we gave an algorithm for fully-dynamic SUBMODULARCOVER which generalizes
the work of [GKKP17] to arbitrary submodular covering problems. In analogy to Chapter 3, this
ports any black box use of SUBMODULARCOVER to the dynamic setting. Though the problems
studied in this chapter and in Chapter 3 are very similar, it is interesting that the techniques we
use to achieve optimal results in both are completely unrelated.
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The results in this chapter suggest several clear avenues for future work. One clear question
is whether it is possible to remove the log(cmax/cmin) in the recourse bound of Theorem 6.3.1.
Another interesting orthogonal question is whether there is a fully-dynamic algorithms for SUB-
MODULARCOVER with fast update time (as opposed to just recourse). The naive implementation
of our local search requires polynomial time, since it must greedily search for local moves, as
well as preform bubble sort between any two such moves. Since known algorithms for dynamic
SETCOVER with update time bounds ([GKKP17]) explicitly maintain an assignment of elements
to sets, it is conceivable that one may need more than black box access to a value oracle. This
question is interesting even for special cases of SUBMODULARCOVER such as partial cover, or
the SIMULTANEOUSSOURCELOCATION problem we discuss in Chapter 1.

6.9 Bounds using the Shannon entropy potential

We show that Shannon entropy also works as a potential, albeit with the weaker recourse bound
of:

O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

log

(
cmax

cmin

· fmax

fmin

))
.

Define the Shannon Entropy potential to be the expression:

Φ1(f, π) :=
∑
i∈N

Fπ(πi) log
c(πi)

Fπ(πi)
.

In order to ensure that Φ1 remains nonnegative and monotone in each Fπ(πi), scale c by 1/cmin

and f by 1/(e · fmax) such that all costs are greater than 1 and all coverages are less than 1/e. We
will account for this scaling at the end.

Note that Φ1 is Φh from Section 6.3 with h(x) = x log(1/x). This h satisfies properties (i), (ii)
and (iv) but not (iii).

Properties of Φ1:
(I) Φ1 increases by at most gt(N ) · log (cmax/fmin) with the addition of function gt to the

active set.

(II) Φ1 does not increase with deletion of functions from the system.

(III) Φ1 does not increase during swaps.

(IV) If γ > e, then Φ1 decreases by at least fmin log(γ/e) with every γ-move.

The proofs that Φ1 satisfies properties (I)–(III) follows directly from Lemma 6.3.3, since these do
not use property (iii). It remains to show the last property.

Lemma 6.9.1. If γ > e, every γ-move decreases Φ1 by at least fmin · log(γ/ε).

Proof. Suppose we perform a γ-move on a permutation π. Let u be the element moving to some
position p from some position q > p, and let π′ denote the permutation after the move. For
convenience, also define:

vi := Fπ(πi), (the original coverage of the ith set)
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ai := If (πi;u | π1:i−1) = Fπ(πi)− Fπ′(πi). (the loss in coverage of the ith set)

Then:

Φ1(f, π′)− Φ1(f, π)

=
n∑
i=1

(vi − ai) log
c(πi)

vi − ai
+

n∑
i=1

ai log
c(u)∑n
i=1 ai

−
n∑
i=1

vi log
c(πi)

vi

≤ −
n∑
i=1

ai log

(
c(πi)

e · vi

)
+

n∑
i=1

ai log
c(u)∑n
i=1 ai

(6.9.1)

≤ −
n∑
i=1

ai log

(
γ

e
· c(u)∑

i ai

)
+

n∑
i=1

ai log
c(u)∑n
i=1 ai

(6.9.2)

= −
n∑
i=1

ai log
(γ
e

)
= −fmin · log

(γ
e

)
.

Step (6.9.1) follows because, by concavity of the function h(x) = x log x, we have h(a + b)−
h(a) ≤ b · h′(a). Step (6.9.2) follows because u moving to position p is a γ-move, hence∑

j aj/c(u) ≥ γ · vi/c(πi).

We now show the weaker recourse bound. By (I), the potential Φh increases by at most

gt(N ) · log

(
cmax

fmin

)
with the addition of function gt to the active set. By (IV), it decreases by Ω(fmin) with every
move that costs recourse 1, and otherwise does not increase. Since we scaled costs by 1/cmin and
coverages by 1/(e · fmax), this implies a recourse bound of:

O

(∑
t gt(N )

fmin

log

(
cmax

cmin

· fmax

fmin

))
.
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Part III

Streaming Algorithms
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Chapter 7

Streaming Submodular Matching

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we turn to the study of submodular maximization subject to combinatorial con-
straints, in particular streaming maximum submodular matching (MSM) and related problems.
That is, we study the problem of computing high-value matchings where the value is determined
by a submodular function, i.e. a function which captures diminishing returns.

Submodular function maximization has a long history. For example, it has been known since
the 70s that the greedy algorithm yields an e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.582 approximation for monotone
submodular maximization subject to a cardinality constraint [NWF78]. This is optimal among
polytime algorithms with value oracle access [NW78], or assuming standard complexity-theoretic
conjectures [Fei98, DS14, Man20]. The same problem for non-monotone submodular functions is
harder; it is hard to approximate to within a 2.037 factor [GV11]. Much work has been dedicated
to improving the achievable approximation [LMNS10, Von13, GV11, FNS11, BFNS14, EN16,
BF19, GRST10]; the best currently stands at 2.597 [BF19].

Closer to our work is the study of submodular maximization subject to matching constraints.
For this problem, the greedy algorithm has long been known to be 3-approximate for monotone
functions [FNW78]. Improved approximations have since been obtained [LSV10, LMNS09,
GRST10, FNSW11], with the current best being (2 + ε) and (4 + ε) for monotone and non-
monotone MSM respectively [FNSW11]. The papers above studied rich families of constraints
(e.g. matroid intersection, matchoids, exchange systems), some of which were motivated explicitly
by matching constraints (see [FNSW11]). Beyond theoretical interest, the MSM problem also
has great practical appeal, since many natural objectives exhibit diminishing returns behavior.
Applications across different fields include: machine translation [LB11], Internet advertising
[DSSX19, KMZ18], combinatorial auctions more broadly [Von08, LLN06, CCPV11], and any
matching problem where the goal is a submodular notion of utility such as diversity [AGHI09,
ADF17].

The proliferation of big-data applications such as those mentioned above has spurred a surge of
interest in algorithms for the regime where the input is too large to even store in local memory.
To this end, it is common to formulate problems in the streaming model. Here the input is
presented element-by-element to an algorithm that is restricted to use Õ(S) memory, where S is
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the maximum size of any feasible solution. We study MSM in this model.

For our problem when the objective is linear, a line of work [FKM+05, McG05, ELSW18,
CS14, PS19, GW19] has shown that a (2 + ε)-approximation is possible in the streaming model
[PS19, GW19]. Meanwhile, for submodular objectives under cardinality constraints (which are a
special case of MSM in complete bipartite graphs), a separate line of work [BMKK14, KMZ+19,
AEF+20, CGQ15, FKK18, MJK18] has culminated in the same (2 + ε) approximation ratio,
for both monotone and non-monotone functions (the latter taking exponential time, as is to be
expected from the lower bound of [GV11]); moreover, this (2+ε) bound was recently proven to be
tight [FNSZ20, NTM+18, AEF+20]. On the other hand, for fully general MSM, the gap between
known upper and lower bounds remain frustratingly large. [CK15] gave a 7.75-approximate
algorithm for MSM with monotone functions. For non-monotone functions, [CGQ15] gave a
(12 + ε)-approximate algorithm, later improved by [FKK18] to 5 + 2

√
6 ≈ 9.899. The only

known lower bound for monotone MSM is e
e−1
≈ 1.582 for streaming or polytime algorithms,

implied respectively by [Kap13] and [Fei98, NW78]. For non-monotone functions, [GV11]
implies a hardness of 2.037. Closing these gaps, especially from the algorithmic side, seems to
require new ideas.

7.1.1 Results

We present a number of improved results for streaming maximum submodular matching (MSM)
and related problems.

Our first result is an improvement on the 7.75 approximation of [CK15] for monotone MSM.

Theorem 7.1.1. There exists a deterministic quasilinear-time streaming MSM algorithm for
monotone functions which is 3 + 2

√
2 ≈ 5.828 approximate.

Our algorithm extends in various ways: First, it yields the same approximation ratio for submodular
b-matchings, where each node v can be matched bv times, improving on the previous best
8-approximations [CGQ15, FKK18]. For the special case of linear functions (MWM), our
algorithm—with appropriate parameters—recovers the (2 + ε)-approximate algorithm of [PS19].
For weighted b-matching (MWBM), a slight modification of our algorithm yields a (3 + ε)-
approximate algorithm, improving on the previous best (4 + ε)-approximation [CS14].1

Next, we improve on the 5 + 2
√

6 ≈ 9.899 approximation of [FKK18] for non-monotone MSM.

Theorem 7.1.2. There exists a randomized linear-time streaming MSM algorithm for non-
monotone functions which is 4 + 2

√
3 ≈ 7.464 approximate.

Our non-monotone MSM algorithm’s approximation ratio is better than the previous state-of-the-
art 7.75-approximate monotone MSM algorithm [CK15]. Moreover, when applied to monotone
functions, the algorithm of Theorem 7.1.2 yields the same approximation ratio as the deterministic
algorithm of Theorem 7.1.1.

We turn to proving hardness for monotone MSM. As stated before, the previous best lower
bounds for this problem were e

e−1
≈ 1.582. These lower bounds applied to either space-bounded

[Kap13] or time-bounded algorithms [NW78, Fei98]. We show that the problem becomes harder
for algorithms which are both space bounded and time bounded. This answers an open problem

1Independently, Mohsen Ghaffari (private communication) obtained the same (3 + ε)-approximate for MWBM.
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posed in the Bertinoro Workshop on Sublinear Algorithms 2014 [MSM], at least for time bounded
algorithms.2

Theorem 7.1.3. No polytime streaming MSM algorithm for monotone functions is better than
1.914 approximate.

Finally, to demonstrate that our techniques have the potential for wider applicability, we also use
them to provide an alternative and unified proof of the results of [CK15] and [FKK18] for MSM,
in Section 7.9.

7.1.2 Techniques and Overview

Our starting point is the breakthrough result of [PS19] for a special case of our problem—
maximum weight matching (MWM). They gave a (2 + ε)-approximate streaming algorithm by
extending the local-ratio technique [BBF+01]. Subsequently, [GW19] simplified and slightly
improved the analysis of [PS19], by re-interpreting their algorithm in terms of the primal-dual
method.3 The primal-dual method is ubiquitous in the context of approximating linear objectives.
We show that this method is also useful in the context of streaming submodular optimization,
where to the best of our knowledge, it has not yet been used. For our primal-dual analysis, we rely
on the concave-closure extension for submodular functions which has a “configuration LP”-like
formulation. In particular, using this extension, we find that a natural generalization of the MWM
algorithm of [PS19] (described in Section 7.3) yields improved bounds for monotone MSM and
its generalization to b-matchings. Our primal-dual analysis is robust in the sense that it allows for
extensions and generalizations, as we now outline.

Our approach in a nutshell (Sections 7.3 and 7.4). Our approach is to keep monotone dual
solutions (initially zero), and whenever an edge arrives, discard it if its dual constraint is already
satisfied. Edges whose dual constraint is not satisfied are added to a stack S, and relevant dual
variables are increased, so as to satisfy their dual constraint. Finally, we unwind the stack S,
constructing a matching M greedily. The intuition here is that the latter edge in the stack incident
on a common edge have higher marginal gain than earlier such edges in the stack. More formally,
we show that this matching M has value at least some constant times the dual objective cost.
Weak LP duality and the choice of LP imply that f(M) ≥ 1

α
· f(S ∪ OPT ) for some α > 1,

which implies our algorithm is α-approximate for monotone MSM.

Extension 1 (Section 7.5). Extending our approach, which gives f(M) ≥ 1
α
·f(S∪OPT ), to non-

monotone functions f seems challenging, since for such functions f(S ∪OPT ) can be arbitrarily
smaller than f(OPT ). To overcome this challenge, we note that our dual updates over-satisfy
dual constraints of edges in S. We can therefore afford to randomly discard edges whose dual is
not satisfied on arrival (and not add them to S), resulting in these edges’ dual constraints holding
in expectation. This allows us to argue, via a generalization of the randomized primal-dual method
of [DJK13] (on which we elaborate in Section 7.2), that E[f(M)] ≥ 1

α
· E[f(S ∪ OPT )]. As S

contains each element with probability at most some q, a classic lemma of [BFNS14] allows us to

2We note briefly that such a bound does not follow from space lower bounds for cardinality constrained submodular
maximization [FNSZ20, NTM+18] (a special case of our setting, with a complete bipartite graph on n and k nodes),
since a bound for that problem cannot be superlinear in n.

3An equivalence between the local-ratio and primal-dual methods was established in [BR05], though it does not
capture the extension of the local ratio method in [PS19].
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show that E[f(S ∪OPT )] ≥ (1− q) · f(OPT ), from which we get our results for non-monotone
MSM.4 Given the wide success of the randomized-primal dual method of [DJK13] in recent
years [HKT+18, HTWZ19, HPT+19, FHTZ20, HZ20, HTWZ20, GKKP17, TWZ20, HZZ20],
we believe that our extension of this method in the context of submodular optimization will likely
find other applications.

Extension 2 (Section 7.6). For maximum weight b-matching (MWBM), the dual updates when
adding an edge to the stack are not high enough to satisfy this edge’s dual constraint. However,
since we do cover each edge outside the stack S, weak duality implies that a maximum-weight
b-matching M in the stack S has value at least as high as f(M) ≥ 1

2+ε
· f(OPT \S), and trivially

at least as high as f(M) ≥ f(OPT ∩ S). Combining these lower bounds on f(M) imply our
improved (3 + ε) approximation ratio for MWBM. This general approach seems fairly general,
and could find uses for other sub-additive objectives subject to downward-closed constraints.

Unifying Prior Work (Section 7.9). To demonstrate the usefulness of our primal-dual analysis,
we also show that this (randomized) primal-dual approach gives an alternative, unified way to
analyze the MSM algorithms of [CK15, FKK18].

Lower bound (Section 7.7). Our lower bound instance makes use of two sources of hardness:
computational hardness under ETH ([Fei98, DS14]) and information-theoretic hardness resulting
form the algorithm not knowing the contents or order of the stream in advance ([GKK12]). In
particular, our proof embeds a submodular optimization problem (specifically, SETCOVER) in
parts of the linear instance of [GKK12], and hence exploits the submodularity in the MSM
objective. Interestingly, our lower bound of 1.914 is higher than any convex combination of the
previous hardness results we make use of, both of which imply a lower bound no higher than
e/(e− 1).

7.2 Preliminaries

The maximum submodular matching (MSM) problem is defined by a non-negative submodular
function f : 2E → R≥0, where E is the edge-set of some n-node graph G = (V,E), and feasible
sets are matchings in G. The more general maximum submodular b-matching (MSBM) problem
has as feasible sets subgraphs in which the degree of each vertex v does not exceed bv, for some
input vector~b. Our objective is to design algorithms with low approximation ratio α ≥ 1, that is
algorithms producing solutions M such that E[f(M)] ≥ 1

α
· f(OPT ) for the smallest possible

value of α, where OPT is an optimal solution.

For streaming MSM, edges of E are presented one at a time, and we are tasked with computing
a matching in G at the end of the stream, using little memory. In particular, we give algorithms
using space within the output-sensitive bound of Õ(Mmax), where Mmax is the maximum size of a
b-matching (compared to the entire graph size, which can be Ω(n2)). We note that for matchings,
this is a finer requirement than the usual Õ(n) space bound, since Mmax = O(n). We note
also that for monotone objectives, an optimal b-matching is maximal, and so Mmax ≤ 2|OPT |.

4Incidentally, for monotone functions, for which E[f(M)] ≥ 1
α ·E[f(S ∪OPT )] ≥ 1

α · f(OPT ), this algorithm
is α approximate. This is somewhat surprising, as this algorithm runs an α-approximate monotone algorithm (and this
analysis is tight, by Section 7.10) on a random q-fraction of the input, suggesting an α/q approximation. Nonetheless,
we show that for q not too small in terms of α, we retain the same approximation ratio even after this sub-sampling.
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Consequently, such space is a trivial lower bound for outputting constant-approximate solutions.

On a technical note, we will only allow the algorithm to query the value oracle for f on subsets
currently stored in memory. We assume the range of f is polynomially bounded. More precisely,
we assume that fmax/fmin = nO(1) (these max and min marginals are defined below). This implies
in particular that we can store a value fS(e) using O(log n) bits.

Useful Notation Throughout this chapter we will rely on the following notation. First, we
denote by e(1), e(2), . . . , the edges in the stream, in order. For edges e = e(i), e′ = e(j), we write
e < e′ if and only if i < j, i.e., if e arrived before e′. Similarly to [CGQ15, FKK18], we will
also use f(e : S) := fS∩{e′<e}(e) as shorthand for the marginal gain from adding e to the set
of elements which arrived before e in S. One simple yet useful property of this notation is that∑

e∈S f(e : S) = f(S) ([CGQ15, Lemma 1].) Other properties of this notation we will make
use of, both easy consequences of submodularity, are f(e : S) ≤ fS(e), as well as monotonicity
of f(e : S) in S, i.e., f(e : A) ≥ f(e : B) for A ⊆ B. Finally, for any edge e, we denote by
N(e) := {e′ | e′ ∩ e 6= ∅} the set of neighboring edges of e.

7.2.1 The Primal-Dual Method in Our Setting

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, the main workhorse of our algorithms is the primal-dual method.
In this method, we consider some linear program (LP) relaxation, and its dual LP. We then design
an algorithm which computes a (primal) solution of value P , and a feasible solution of value D,
and show that P ≥ 1

α
·D, which implies an approximation ratio of α, by weak duality.

For linear objectives, the first step of the primal-dual method—obtaining an LP relaxation—is
often direct: write some integer linear program for the problem and drop the integrality constraints.
For submodular objective functions the first step of defining a relaxation usually requires extending
f to real vectors. For this, we use the concave closure (recall the definition from Section 2.2).
To define an LP relaxation for submodular maximization of some function g subject to some
linear constraints A~x ≤ ~c, we simply consider max

{
g+(~x)

∣∣ A~x ≤ ~c}. For MSBM, we obtain
the primal and dual programs given below.

Primal(P )

max
∑
T⊆E

αT · g(T )

subject to

∀T ⊆ E :
∑
T3e

αT = xe∑
T⊆E

αT = 1

∀v ∈ V :
∑
e3v

xe ≤ bv

∀e ∈ E, T ⊆ E : xe, αT ≥ 0

Dual(D)

min µ+
∑
v∈V

bv · φv

subject to

∀T ⊆ E : µ+
∑
e∈T

λe ≥ g(T )

∀e ∈ E :
∑
v∈e

φv ≥ λe

∀v ∈ V : φv ≥ 0
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7.2.2 Non-Monotone MSM: the Randomized Primal-Dual Method

To go from monotone to non-monotone function maximization, we make use of our dual updates
resulting in dual solutions which over-satisfy (some) dual constraints. This allows us to randomly
sub-sample edges with probability q when deciding whether to insert them into S, and still
have a dual solution which is feasible in expectation over the choice of S. This is akin to the
randomized primal-dual method of [DJK13], who introduced this technique in the context of
maximum cardinality and weighted matching. However, unlike in [DJK13] (and subsequent
work [HKT+18, HTWZ19, HPT+19, FHTZ20, HZ20, HTWZ20, GKKP17, TWZ20, HZZ20]),
for our problem the LP is not fixed. Specifically, we consider a different submodular function
in our LP based on S, denoted by gS(T ) := f(T ∪ S). This results in random primal and dual
LPs, depending on the random set S. We show that our (randomized) dual solution is feasible for
the obtained (randomized) dual LP in expectation over S. Consequently, our expected solution’s
value is at least as high as some multiple of an expected solution to the dual LP, implying

ES[f(M)] ≥ 1

α
· ES[D] ≥ 1

α
· ES[f(S ∪OPT )]. (7.2.1)

Equation (7.2.1) retrieves our bound for monotone functions, for which ES[f(S ∪ OPT )] ≥
f(OPT ). To obtain bounds for non-monotone functions, we show that ES[f(S ∪ OPT )] ≥
(1− q) · f(OPT ), by relying on the following lemma, due to [BFNS14, Lemma 2.2].

Lemma 7.2.1 ([BFNS14]). Let h : 2N → R≥0 be a non-negative submodular function, and let B
be a random subset of N containing every element of N with probability at most q (not necessarily
independently), then E[h(B)] ≥ (1− q) · h(∅).

7.3 Our Basic Algorithm

In this section we describe our monotone submodular b-matching algorithm, which we will use
with slight modifications and different parameter choices in coming sections.

The algorithm maintains a stack of edges S, initially empty, as well as vertex potentials ~φ ∈ R|V |.
To avoid storing zero-valued potentials (increasing space to Õ(n), rather than Õ(Mmax)), we
implicitly represent these by keeping a mapping from vertices with non-zero potentials to their
potentials, by using e.g., a hash table or balanced binary search tree. When an edge e arrives, we
compare the marginal value of this arriving edge with respect to the stack to the sum of vertex
potentials of the edge’s endpoints times a slack parameter C. If C ·

∑
v∈e φv is larger, we continue

to the next edge. Otherwise, with probability q we add the edge to the stack and increment the
endpoint vertex potentials. At the end of the stream, we construct a b-matching greedily by
unwinding the stack in reverse order. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 14.

Algorithm 14 clearly outputs a feasible b-matching. In subsequent sections we analyze this
algorithm for various values of the parameters C and q. Before doing so, we note that this
algorithm when run with C = 1 + Ω(1) is indeed a streaming algorithm, i.e., its space usage is as
follows.

Lemma 7.3.1. For any constant ε > 0, Algorithm 14 run with C = 1 + ε uses Õ(Mmax) space.
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Algorithm 14 The MSbM Algorithm

Initialization
1: S ← emptystack
2: ∀v ∈ V : φ

(0)
v ← 0 (implicitly)

In Stream
3: for t ∈ {1, . . . , |E|} do
4: e← e(t), tth edge in stream.
5: for each v ∈ V , set φ(t)

v ← φ
(t−1)
v .

6: if C ·
∑

v∈e φ
(t−1)
v ≥ f(e : S) then

7: Skip edge e and continue.
8: else
9: with probability q do

10: S.push(e)
11: for v ∈ e do
12: wev ←

f(e:S)−
∑
v∈e φ

(t−1)
v

bv
.

13: for v ∈ e do
14: φ

(t)
v ← φ

(t−1)
v + wev.

Post-Processing
15: M ← ∅
16: while S 6= emptystack do
17: e← S.pop()
18: if |M∩N(e)| < bv for all v ∈ e then

19: M ←M ∪ {e}
20: return M

The proof relies on each vertex v only having Õ(bv) edges in the stack, since every edge incident
on vertex v inserted to the stack increases φv by a multiplicative factor of (C − 1)/bv, while the
minimum and maximum non-zero values which φv can take are polynomially bounded in each
other, due to f being polynomially bounded. Since this bound holds in particular for vertices of
a minimum vertex cover, the bound follows due to minimum vertex covers having size at most
twice that of maximal b-matchings in the same graph. See Section 7.11 for the complete proof.

We further note that Algorithm 14 runs in time (quasi)linear in |E|, times evaluation time of f .

Lemma 7.3.2. A randomized (deterministic) implementation of Algorithm 14 requires O(1)
(O(log n)) operations and O(1) function evaluations per arrival, followed by Õ(Mmax) time
post-processing. Using Õ(n) space, the deterministic time per arrival can be decreased to O(1),
by storing all φv.

7.4 Monotone MSbM

In this section we will consider a deterministic instantiation of Algorithm 14 (specifically, we will
set q = 1) in the context of monotone submodular b-matching.

To argue about the approximation ratio, we will fit a dual solution to this algorithm. Define the
auxiliary submodular functions gS : 2E → R+ to be gS(T ) := f(S ∪ T ). We will work with the
dual LP (D) for the function gS , and consider the following dual solution.

µ := f(S) = gS(∅),
φv := C · φ(|E|)

v
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λe :=

{
f(e : S) e 6∈ S
0 e ∈ S.

We start by showing that the above is indeed dual feasible.

Lemma 7.4.1. The dual solution (µ, ~φ,~λ) is feasible for the LP (D) with function gS .

Proof. To see that the first set of constraints is satisfied, note that by submodularity of f∑
e∈T

λe =
∑
e∈T\S

f(e : S) ≥
∑
e∈T\S

fS(e) ≥ fS(T \ S) = f(S ∪ T )− f(S) = gS(T )− µ.

For the second set of constraints, note that an edge e = e(t) is not added to the stack if and only if
the check at Line 6 fails. Therefore, since φ(t)

v values increase monotonically with t, we have∑
v∈e

φv = C ·
∑
v∈e

φ(|E|)
v ≥ C ·

∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v ≥ f(e : S) = λe.

It remains to relate the value of the solution M to the cost of this dual. We first prove an auxiliary
relationship that will be useful:

Lemma 7.4.2. The b-matching M output by Algorithm 14 satisfies

f(M) ≥ 1

2
·
∑
e∈S

∑
v∈e

bv · wev.

Proof. We first note that for any edge e = e(t) and v ∈ e, since φ(t−1)
v =

∑
e′3v,e′<ewe, we have

that
f(e : S) = bv · wev +

∑
u∈e

φ(t−1)
u ≥ bv · wev + φ(t−1)

v = bv · wev +
∑
e′3v
e′<e

we′v.

Combined with submodularity of f , the above yields the following lower bound on f(M),

f(M) =
∑
e∈M

f(e : M) ≥
∑
e∈M

f(e : S) ≥
∑
e∈M

∑
v∈e

(
bv · wev +

∑
e′3v
e′<e

we′v
)
.

On the other hand, the greedy manner in which we construct M implies that any edge e′ ∈ S \M
must have at least one endpoint v with bv edges e > e′ in M . Consequently, the term we′v
for such e and v is summed bv times in the above lower bound for f(M). On the other hand,
bv · wev = bu · weu for e = (u, v), by definition. From the above we obtain our desired inequality.

f(M) ≥
∑
e∈M

∑
v∈e

bv · wev +
1

2
·
∑

e∈S\M

∑
v∈e

bv · wev ≥
1

2
·
∑
e∈S

∑
v∈e

bv · wev.

We can now bound the two terms in the dual objective separately with respect to the primal, using
the following two corollaries of Lemma 7.4.2.

Lemma 7.4.3. The b-matching M output by Algorithm 14 satisfies f(M) ≥ 1
2C

∑
v∈V bv · φv.
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Proof. Since φv = C · φ(|E|)
v , and wev = φ

(t)
v − φ(t−1)

v for all v ∈ e = e(t), Lemma 7.4.2 implies
that

f(M) ≥ 1

2
·
∑
e∈S

∑
v∈e

bv ·wev =
1

2
·
∑
v∈V

|E|∑
t=1

bv ·
(
φ(t)
v − φ(t−1)

v

)
=

1

2
·
∑
v∈V

bv ·φ(|E|)
v =

1

2C
·
∑
v∈V

bv ·φv.

Lemma 7.4.4. The b-matching M output by Algorithm 14 satisfies f(M) ≥
(
1− 1

C

)
µ.

Proof. We note that we > 0 for an edge e = e(t) if and only if f(e : S) ≥ C ·
∑

v∈e φ
(t−1)
v . Hence,

bv · wev = f(e : S)−
∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v ≥

(
1− 1

C

)
· f(e : S).

Combining the above with Lemma 7.4.2, and again recalling that for e = (u, v), we have that
bv · wev = bu · weu, by definition, we obtain the desired inequality.

f(M) ≥ 1

2
·
∑
e∈S

∑
v∈e

bv · wev ≥
(

1− 1

C

)∑
e∈S

f(e : S) =

(
1− 1

C

)
f(S).

Combining the above two corollaries and Lemma 7.4.1 with LP duality, we can now analyze the
algorithm’s approximation ratio.

Theorem 7.4.5. Algorithm 14 run with q = 1 and C on a monotone MSBM instance outputs a
b-matching M of value (

2C +
C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥ f(OPT).

This is optimized by taking C = 1 + 1√
2
, which yields a 3 + 2

√
2 ≈ 5.828 approximation.

Proof. By weak LP duality and Lemma 7.4.1, together with monotonicity of f , we have that

C ·
∑
v

bv · φv + µ ≥ max
T

gS(T ) = max
T

f(S ∪ T ) ≥ f(S ∪ OPT) ≥ f(OPT).

Combining Lemma 7.4.3 and Lemma 7.4.4 and rearranging, we get the desired inequality,(
2C +

C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥ C ·

∑
v

bv · φv + µ ≥ f(OPT).

In Section 7.10 we show that our analysis of Algorithm 14 is tight.

We note that our analysis of this section required monotonicity, as we lower bounded f(M) by (a
multiple of) f(S ∪OPT ) ≥ f(OPT ), where the last step crucially relies on monotonicity. In the
next section, we show how the use of randomness (namely, setting q 6= 1) allows us to obtain new
results for non-monotone MSM.
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7.5 Non-Monotone MSM

In this section we consider MSM (so, bv = 1 for all v in this section), for non-monotone functions.

To extend our results to non-monotone MSM, we make use of the freedom to choose q 6∈ {0, 1},
resulting in a randomized algorithm. This will allow us to lower bound ES[f(S ∪OPT )] in terms
of f(OPT ). But first, we show that for appropriately chosen q, the output matching M has high
value compared to ES[f(S ∪ OPT )]. The analysis of this fact will follow the same outline of
Section 7.4, relying on LP duality, but with a twist.

For our dual fitting, we use the same dual solution as in Section 7.4. However, this time this
dual solution will only be feasible in expectation, in the following sense. Since we now have
q 6∈ {0, 1}, Algorithm 14 is now a randomized algorithm, S is a random set, gS is a random
submodular function, and thus (D) is a random LP. Let E[(D)] denote this LP, which is (D) with
the submodular function g(T ) := ES[gS(T )]. We now show that our dual solution’s expectation
is feasible for E[(D)].

Lemma 7.5.1. For q ∈ [1/(2C+1), 1/2], the expected dual solution (E[µ],E[~φ],E[~λ]) is feasible
for the expected LP E[(D)].

Proof. The first set of constraints is satisfied for any realization of the randomness. Indeed, as in
the proof of Lemma 7.4.1, for any realization of S, by submodularity of f , we have∑

e∈T

λe =
∑
e∈T\S

f(e : S) ≥
∑
e∈T\S

fS(e) ≥ fS(T \ S) = f(S ∪ T )− f(S) = gS(T )− µ.

Consequently, taking expectation over S, we have that indeed, ES[µ]+
∑

e∈T ES[λe] ≥ ES[gS(T )].
We now tun to proving the second set of constraints, which will only hold in expectation.

Fix an edge e = e(t), and define the event Ae := [f(e : S) ≤ C ·
∑

v∈V φ
(t−1)
v ]. Then, by definition

of Ae and monotonicity of φ(t)
v in t, we have that

E

[∑
v∈e

φv

∣∣∣∣∣ Ae
]
≥ E

[
C ·
∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v

∣∣∣∣∣ Ae
]
≥ E[f(e : S) | Ae] = E[λe | Ae]. (7.5.1)

We now prove the same inequality holds when conditioning on the complement, Ae.

Fix a realization of the randomness R for which Ae holds. Then, e = e(t) fails the test in Line 6,
and so with probability q, we have

∑
v∈e φ

(t)
v =

∑
v∈e(φ

(t−1)
v +we) = 2 · f(e : S)−

∑
v∈e φ

(t−1)
v ,

and with probability (1− q), we have
∑

v∈e φ
(t)
v =

∑
v∈e φ

(t−1)
v . Hence, in this case, as q ≤ 1

2
, we

have

E

[∑
v∈e

φ(t)
v

∣∣∣∣∣ R
]

= 2q · f(e : S) + (1− 2q) ·
∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v ≥ 2q · f(e : S).

Now, since φv ≥ C · φ(t), and q ≥ 1/(2C + 1) and since λe is set to f(e : S) if e is not added to
S (with probability 1− q) and set to zero otherwise, the above implies that

E

[∑
v∈e

φv

∣∣∣∣∣ R
]
≥ 2qC · f(e : S) ≥ (1− q) · f(e : S) = E[λe | R].
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By the law of total expectation, taken over all R ⊆ Ae, we have

E

[∑
v∈e

φv

∣∣∣∣∣ Ae
]
≥ E

[
λe
∣∣ Ae]. (7.5.2)

Combining inequalities (7.5.1) and (7.5.2) with the law of total expectation gives the desired
inequality,

E

[∑
v∈e

φv

]
≥ E[λe].

To bound the performance of this section’s randomized variant of Algorithm 14, we can reuse
corollaries 7.4.3 and 7.4.4, since these follow from Lemma 7.4.1, which holds for every realization
of the random choices of the algorithm. We now use these corollaries, LP duality and Lemma 7.5.1,
together with Lemma 7.2.1, to analyze this algorithm.

Theorem 7.5.2. Algorithm 14 run with q = 1/(2C+1) and C on a non-monotone MSM instance
outputs a matching M of value (

4C2 − 1

2C − 2

)
· f(M) ≥ f(OPT).

This is optimized by taking C = 1 +
√

3
2

, resulting in an approximation ratio of 4 + 2
√

3 ≈ 7.464.
Moreover, the same algorithm is 2C + C/(C − 1) approximate for monotone MSM.

Proof. First, by Lemma 7.4.3 and Lemma 7.4.4, for every realization of the algorithm, we have(
2C +

C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥

∑
v

φv + µ,

and thus this relationship holds in expectation as well.(
2C +

C

C − 1

)
· E[f(M)] ≥ E

[∑
v

φv + µ

]
. (7.5.3)

On the other hand, by Lemma 7.5.1, the expected dual LP solution is feasible for E[(D)]. There-
fore, by weak LP duality, we have

E

[∑
v

φv + µ

]
≥ max

T
E[g(T )] = max

T
E[f(S ∪ T )] ≥ E[f(S ∪ OPT)]. (7.5.4)

The result for monotone MSM follows from equations (7.5.3) and (7.5.4), together with mono-
tonicity implying E[f(S ∪ OPT)] ≥ f(OPT).

For non-monotone MSM, let us define the additional auxiliary function h : 2E → R+, with
h(T ) := f(OPT ∪ T ). Now note that by our sampling procedure, S is a random subset of E
containing every edge with probability at most q. Hence, by Lemma 7.2.1, we have

E[f(S ∪ OPT)] = E[h(S)] ≥ (1− q) · h(∅) = (1− q) · f(OPT). (7.5.5)

Combining equations (7.5.3), (7.5.4) and (7.5.5), together with our choice of q = 1/(2C + 1), the
desired inequality follows by rearranging terms.

Having explored the use of Algorithm 14 for submodular matchings, we now turn to analyzing
this algorithm in the context of streaming linear objectives.
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7.6 Linear Objectives

In this section we address the use of Algorithm 14 to matching and b-matching with linear
objectives, i.e., MWM and MWBM, using a deterministic variant, with q = 1.

For MWM, this algorithm with C = 1+ε is essentially the algorithm of [PS19], and so it retrieves
the state-of-the-art (2 + ε)-approximation for this problem, previously analyzed in [PS19, GW19].
We therefore focus on MWBM, for which a simple modification of Algorithm 14 yields a 3 + ε
approximation, improving upon the previous best 4 + ε approximation due to [CS14].

The modification to Algorithm 14 which we consider is a natural one: instead of computing
M greedily, we simply compute an optimal MWBM M in the subgraph induced by S, using a
polytime linear-space offline algorithm (e.g., [Ans87, Gab18]). Trivially, the b-matching M has
weight at least

w(M) ≥ w(OPT ∩ S). (7.6.1)

Moreover, this b-matching has weight no lower than the greedily-constructed b-matching of
lines 15-20. We use LP duality to show that this modified algorithm with C = 1 + ε outputs a
b-matching M of weight at least w(M) ≥ 1

2+ε
· w(OPT \ S).

Lemma 7.6.1. Let M be a MWBM in the stack S obtained by running Algorithm 14 with
C = 1 + ε/2 and q = 1 until Line 15. Then, we have w(M) ≥ 1

2+ε
· w(OPT \ S).

Proof. Consider the matching M ′ obtained by greedily unwinding the stack, as in Algorithm 14.
Clearly, w(M) ≥ w(M ′). So, by Lemma 7.4.3, we have w(M) ≥ 1

2+ε
·
∑

v∈V φv, for φv =

C ·φ(|E|)
v . To relate

∑
v∈V φv to w(OPT ), we show that the dual solution (0, ~φ, ~w) is dual feasible

for the LP (D) with function w.

The first set of constraints are trivially satisfied, due to linearity of w, as 0 +
∑

e∈T we = w(T ).

For the second set of constraints, note that an edge e = e(t) is not added to the stack if and only if
the check at Line 6 fails. Therefore, since φ(t)

v values increase monotonically with t, we have∑
v∈e

φv = C ·
∑
v∈e

φ(|E|)
v ≥ C ·

∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v ≥ f(e : S) = we.

Therefore, by weak LP duality, we have w(M) ≥ 0 + 1
2+ε
·
∑

v∈V φv ≥
1

2+ε
· w(OPT ).

We are now ready to analyze the approximation ratio of this MWBM algorithm.

Theorem 7.6.2. For any ε ≥ 0, Algorithm 14 run with C = 1 + ε/2 and q = 1 until Line 15,
followed by a linear-space offline MWBM algorithm run on S to compute a solution M is a
(3 + ε)-approximate streaming MWBM algorithm.

Proof. To see that this is a streaming algorithm, we recall that |S| = Õ(
∑

v bv), by Lemma 7.3.1.
Since we compute M by running an offline linear-space algorithm on the subgraph induced by S,
therefore using O(|S|) space for this last step, the desired space bound follows.

To analyze the algorithm’s approximation ratio, let α ∈ [0, 1] be the weighted fraction of OPT in
S. That is, w(OPT ∩ S) = α · w(OPT ), and by linearity, w(OPT \ S) = (1− α) · w(OPT ).
Therefore, by Equation (7.6.1) and Lemma 7.6.1 we have the following.

w(M) ≥ w(OPT ∩ S) = α · w(OPT ).
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w(M) ≥ 1

2 + ε
· w(OPT \ S) =

1− α
2 + ε

· w(OPT ).

We thus find that the approximation ratio of this algorithm is at most 1/min{α, 1−α
2+ε
} ≤ 3+ε.

Remark. We note that this approach—dual covering constraints for elements outside of the
algorithm’s memory S, and solving the problem optimally for S—is rather general. In particular,
it applies to matching under any sub-additive (not just submodular) set function f , for which
f(OPT ) ≤ f(OPT \S) + f(OPT ∩S). Moreover, this approach extends beyond matchings, to
any downward-closed constraints, for which OPT \ S and OPT ∩ S are both feasible solutions.
So, it seems like this approach could find applications to streaming algorithms for other objectives
and constraints, provided dual feasibility can be guaranteed using a dual solution of value bounded
by that of the output solution.

7.7 Lower Bound for MSM

Previous work shows that beating a e
e−1
≈ 1.582 approximation for MSM in the streaming model

is impossible for quasilinear space bounded algorithms [Kap13], or polytime bounded algorithms
[Fei98, DS14, Man20]. In this section, we show that assuming the exponential time hypothesis
(ETH), whereby NP 6⊆ TIME(2o(n)) [IP01], beating 1.914 is impossible for any algorithm that is
both space and time bounded. In particular, we will rely on seminal hardness of approximation
results SETCOVER from [DS14]. Recall:

Definition 7.7.1. A SETCOVER instance consists of a set system (U ,S), with S ⊆ 2U . The goal
is to pick the smallest number k of sets S1, . . . , Sk ∈ S such that

∣∣∣⋃i∈[k] Si

∣∣∣ = |U|. We use K to
denote the size of the minimal cover for the instance (U ,S), and N = |U| + |S| to denote the
description size.

Lemma 7.7.2 (Extension of Corollary 1.6 of [DS14]). Assuming ETH, every algorithm achieving
an approximation ratio (1 − α) ln |U| for SET COVER runs in time strictly greater than 2N

γ·α

for some γ > 0. Furthermore, this holds even under the assumptions that |S| ≤ K1/(γα) and
|U| ≤ |S|1/(γα).

See Section 7.12 for a proof that the hardness holds even under the extra assumptions. To describe
the instance, we will also use some extremal graph theory results from [GKK12].

Definition 7.7.3. An α-Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph (α-RS graph) is a bipartite graph G = (P,Q,E)
with |P | = |Q| = n that is a union of induced matchings of size exactly αn.

Theorem 7.7.4 (Lemma 53 of [GKK12]). For any constant ε > 0, there exists a family of
balanced bipartite (1/2− ε)-RS graphs with n1+Ω(1/ log logn) edges.

In what follows we will show a randomized reduction from SETCOVER to streaming MSM.
Specifically, we will show that if there is a polytime streaming algorithm for MSM achieving
ratio better than 1.914, then there is an algorithm for SETCOVER violating Lemma 7.7.2. We
proceed to describing our reduction.

The Reduction. The input is a SETCOVER instance (U ,S) for which the minimal cover contains
K sets. Fix n = 2k

1/d for a degree d to be determined later.
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P Q

Qi
P ′iPiQ′i

P ′Q′

Figure 7.1: Illustration of lower bound instance. Red edges represent the edges of the distinguished matching Mr in
E1, purple edges represent other edges in E1, green edges represent edges of E2. The red and purple edges together
form the (1/2− ε)-RS graph G0, subsampled.

We create an underlying bipartite graph G = (L,R,E) with n poly log n vertices as follows. The
left/right vertex sets are partitioned into L = P t P ′, R = Q tQ′. We let |P | = |Q| = 2n, and
we let |P ′| = |Q′| = n · |S|/K.

The edge set E arrives in two phases. In phase 1, all the edge of a set E1 arrive, in phase 2 the
edges of E2 arrive. To define E1, let G0 be a fixed (1/2− ε)-RS graph with m = Ω

(
n1+1/ log logn

)
edges between P and Q, and let this graph be the union of the matchings M1, . . . ,Mt. Let M ′

i be a
random subset of Mi of size (1/2− δ)n for a parameter ε < δ < 1/4 and let E1 = M ′

1 ∪ . . .∪M ′
t .

Choose one index r ∈ [k] uniformly at random, and call M ′
r the distinguished matching. Note

that the index r is unknown to the algorithm.

Define E2 as follows. Let P1 t P2 t . . . t Pn/K and Q1 tQ2 t . . . tQn/K be partitions of the
the vertices of P and Q respectively not matched by Mr into subsets of size K. Similarly, let
P ′1 tP ′2 t . . .tP ′n/K and Q′1 tQ′2 t . . .tQ′n/K be partitions of P ′ and Q′ into subsets of size |S|.
Let Fi be the edges of the complete bipartite graph between Pi and Q′i, and let Gi be the edges of
the complete bipartite graph between Qi and P ′i . Finally, set E2 =

⋃
i Fi ∪Gi. See Figure 7.1.

It remains to describe the submodular function f . First, define the set function f1(E) = |E ∩ E1|.
Next, we define the function f2 which is parametrized by the SETCOVER instance. We identify
each set of vertices P ′i and Q′i with a disjoint copy of S. For every edge e ∈ E2, let φ(e) denote
the set with which the endpoint of e in P ′ ∪Q′ is associated. Now, for some parameter η > 0 to
be determined later, we define

f2(E) :=
ηK

|U|
·

∣∣∣∣∣⋃
e∈E

φ(e)

∣∣∣∣∣ .
Finally, set f := f1 + f2. Note that f is submodular since it the sum of a scaled coverage function
and a linear function. On a technical note, since we assume that |U| is polynomially bounded in
|S|, we can represent the values of this function with poly log n bits.
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Some intuition. Intuitively, we can imagine that all edges of E1 are worth 1. We imagine that
each edge of E2 is a set in one of the copies of the instance (S,U), and we let the value of all
edges selected in the second phase be the coverage of all the associated sets (scaled by ηK/|U|).
First we we will argue that the algorithm can output almost none of the edges of M ′

r, since it after
phase 1 it has no information as to which matching is the distinguished one. Hence the majority of
the edges it uses from phase 1 must be from E1\M ′

r. However, each edge the algorithm chooses
from E1\M ′

r precludes it from taking between 1 and 2 edges of E2. Furthermore, maximizing the
value of edges of E2 amounts to solving a hard MAX K-COVERAGE instance. The coverage is
scaled by the parameter η, and as a result, the algorithm is incentivized to take some k := cK
edges from each of the bipartite graphs (Pi, Q

′
i) (and (Qi, P

′
i )) of E2 and the remaining edges

from E1\M ′
r. Meanwhile, OPT can take the distinguished matching edges M ′

r as well as the edges
of E2 maximizing the coverage instance. Our bound will follow by setting η to maximize the ratio
between these.

To start, we show that no streaming algorithm can “remember” more than a o(1) fraction of the
edges of the distinguished matching Mr. Since phase 1 of our construction is identical to the
one in Appendix H of [GKK12] which shows a 3/2 semi-streaming lower bound for max weight
matching., we can reuse their result here.

Lemma 7.7.5 (Appendix H.1 of [GKK12]). For any constants γ, δ ∈ (0, 1/4), let A be an
algorithm that at the end of phase 1, with constant probability, outputs at least γn of the the edges
of M ′

r. Then A uses Ω(E1) ≥ n1+Ω(1/ log logn) bits of space.

We reproduce a version of the proof in Section 7.12 for completeness. With this, we are finally
ready to prove the main theorem of the section.

Theorem 7.7.6. Assuming ETH, there exists a distribution over MSM instances such that any
deterministic algorithm achieving an 1.914 approximation must use either n1+Ω(1/ log logn) space
or Ω(2(logn)10

) time.

Proof. Our proof is a randomized polytime reduction from SETCOVER to streaming MSM. We
will show that if there is a randomized streaming algorithm achieving ratio better than 1.914 for
MSM, then there is an algorithm for SETCOVER achieving approximation ratio (1−α) ln(|U|) for
constant α > 0 that only requires polynomial extra overheard. We then argue that Lemma 7.7.2
implies that the streaming MSM algorithm must run in super polynomial time, assuming ETH.

Fix a deterministic algorithm A for streaming MSM. Now, given an instance of SETCOVER

(U ,S) with minimum cover size K and description size N = |U|+ |S|, create a random instance
of streaming MSM according to the reduction described in this section. For each bipartite graph
(Pi, Q

′
i) (or (Qi, P

′
i )), if the algorithm A chooses cK edges from this graph, it can select at most

2(1 − c)K edges from E1 that are adjacent to Pi (or Qi). Suppose WLOG that it can always
achieve the 2(1− c)k bound. In this case we can also assume WLOG the algorithm chooses the
same number c ·K of edges from each such graph, and furthermore that it selects the same sets in
the set system (S,U). Otherwise it can locally improve its solution by copying the solution for
the best index i.

Suppose this solution achieves coverage of (1− e−c + γ) · |U|. Since the matchings M1, . . . ,Mt

are induced, and by Lemma 7.7.5 w.h.p. the algorithm can only output o(n) edges of M ′
r after

phase 1, the algorithm can only select o(n) edges not incident to some Pi or Qi. Thus the total
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value achieved by the algorithm is at most:[
2(1− e−c + γ) · η ·K + 2(1− c) ·K

]
· n
K

+ o(n)

≤ 2(1− e−c + γ) · ηn+ 2(1− c) · n+ o(n)

≤ (2η − 2 ln(η) + 2γ) · n+ o(n),

where the last step follows since the expression is maximized at c = ln η. On the other hand, the
optimal solution can select the distinguished matching edge M ′

r, as well as K edges adjacent to
each set Pi corresponding to the minimum SETCOVER solution. Thus the total value of OPT is at
least:

(1− δ + 2η) · n.

Thus the ratio between the maximum value achievable by the algorithm and the optimal value is
bounded by:

1 + 2η − δ
2η − 2 ln(η) + 2γ + o(1)

.

Finally, we set η = 2.09 and let δ → 0. If this ratio converges to a value strictly below 1.914, then
we can conclude that γ = Ω(1) and γ > 0.

We have shown that A can be used to pick cK sets with coverage (1− e−c + γ) · |U|. To finish the
proof, we now show that this can be used to recover an approximation algorithmB for SETCOVER.
For convenience, set constant γ′ such that (1 − e−c−γ′) := (1 − e−c + γ). Then, guess K, and
repeat algorithm A recursively dln |U|/(c + γ′)e ≤ ln |U|/(c + γ′) + 1 times, each time on the
residual uncovered set system. Each call to A covers (1 − e−c−γ′) of the elements remaining,
so after this number of iterations, the fraction of uncovered elements is less than 1/|U|, i.e. all
elements are covered. Since each iteration costs c ·K, the total number of sets picked here is at
most

c

(
ln |U|
c+ γ′

+ 1

)
·K =

(
c

c+ γ′
+

c

ln |U|

)
· ln |U| ·K.

Defining the constant α = γ′/(c + γ′), this is a (1 − α − o(1)) ln |U| approximation to the
SETCOVER instance. Furthermore, if A runs in time T then B runs in time poly(N) · T (where
N = |U|+ |S|).
To conclude, if T < 2N

∆ for a constant ∆ < γ · α, then B runs faster than 2N
γα , contradicting

Lemma 7.7.2. Thus the algorithmAmust run in time at least 2N
γ·α ≥ 2|S|

γ·α ≥ 2(logn)d·γ·α . Setting
d = 10/(γ · α), this running time is 2(logn)10 , which is superpolynomial in n.

Theorem 7.1.3 therefore follows from Theorem 7.7.6 and Yao’s minimax principle [Yao77].

7.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we present a number of improved bounds for streaming submodular (b-)matching.
Our work suggests a number of natural follow-up directions.

The first is to tighten (and ideally close) the gap between upper and lower bounds for the problems
studied in this chapter. More ideas may be needed in order to resolve the optimal approximation
ratio for these problems.
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On the techniques side, it would be interesting to see whether the primal-dual method can be used
for further applications in streaming submodular algorithms, or to further unify the analysis of
prior work. More broadly, it would be interesting to apply our extension of the randomized primal
dual method of [DJK13] to other problems.

Finally, we point to a possible connection between our streaming matching algorithms, and
dynamic matching algorithms. Algorithm 14 when applied to monotone b-matching problems
stores in its stack a bounded-degree subgraph with Õ(Mmax) = Õ(|OPT |) edges. Such size-
optimal constant-approximate matching sparsifiers have proven particularly useful in the dynamic
matching literature. See [Waj20] for a discussion, and [ACC+18, GP13, PS16, BHI18, BS15,
BS16] for more applications of such dynamic matching sparsifiers. Is there a fast dynamic
algorithm which maintains a sparisifier similar to that of Algorithm 14? This would result in
improved dynamic weighted matching algorithms, and possibly would result in the first dynamic
submodular matching algorithm.

7.9 Explaining Prior Work using LP Duality

In this section we further demonstrate the generality of our (randomized) primal-dual analysis,
showing that it provides fairly simple alternative analyses of the algorithms of [CK15, FKK18],
giving one unified analysis for these algorithms and ours. To keep things simple, we focus only on
MSM, though [CK15, FKK18] show that their algorithms also work more broadly for k-matchoid
and k-set system constraints.

In [CK15], Chakrabarti and Kale presented a reduction from MSM to MWM, by showing how to
use a subclass of MWM algorithms to solve MSM. We now introduce the algorithm of [CK15]
instantiated with the MWM algorithm of [McG05]. The algorithm is a natural and elegant one:
when an edge e arrives, we consider its marginal gain with respect to the current matching. If this
marginal gain is higher than some slack parameter C times the marginal gains of the currently
blocking edges e′ ∈ N(e) ∩M , we preempt those edges and add e to the matching.

In anticipation of our analysis of the algorithm of [FKK18] in Section 7.9.2, we generalize the
algorithm’s description and allow the algorithm to preempt with some probability q ∈ [0, 1]. The
full pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 15.

This algorithm only ever adds an edge e to M upon its arrival. After adding an edge to M , this
edge can be preempted, i.e., removed from M , after which it is never added back to M . Thus
we note that this algorithm is not only a streaming algorithm, but also a so-called preemptive
algorithm: it only stores a single matching in memory and therefore trivially requires Õ(n) space.

For convenience, we let M (t) denote the matching M at time t, and let S :=
⋃
tM

(t) denote the
set of edges ever added to M . For an edge e let B(t)(e) :=

∑
e′∈N(e)∩M(t) f(e′ : M (t)). We will

also denote by P := S \M the set of preempted edges.

7.9.1 The Framework of [CK15], Applied to the Algorithm of [McG05]

In this section we analyze the deterministic algorithm obtained by applying the framework of
[CK15] to the MWM algorithm of [McG05], corresponding to Algorithm 15 run with q = 1.
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Algorithm 15 The MSM Algorithm of [CK15] and [FKK18]

Initialization
1: M ← ∅

In Stream
2: for t ∈ {1, . . . , |E|} do
3: e← e(t), tth edge in stream.
4: B(e)←

∑
e′∈N(e)∩M f(e′ : M).

5: if f(e : M) ≤ C ·B(e) then
6: Skip edge e and continue.
7: else
8: with probability q do
9: M ← (M \N(e)) ∪ {e}.

10: return M

To argue about the approximation ratio, we will again fit a dual solution to this algorithm. Define
the auxiliary submodular functions gS : 2E → R+ to be gS(T ) := f(S ∪ T ). Similarly to our
analysis of Algorithm 14, we define the following dual.

µ := f(S) = gS(∅),
φv := C ·max{f(e : M (t)) | t ∈ [|E|], v ∈ e ∈M (t)},

λe :=

{
f(e : S) e 6∈ S
0 e ∈ S.

Note the difference here in the setting of φv from the algorithms of Sections 7.4 and 7.5. We start
by showing that this is a dual feasible solution to the LP (D) for the function gS .

Lemma 7.9.1. The dual solution (~λ, ~φ, µ) is feasible for the LP (D) with function gS .

Proof. To see that the first set of constraints are satisfied, note that by submodularity of f ,∑
e∈T

λe =
∑
e∈T\S

f(e : S) ≥
∑
e∈T\S

fS(e) ≥ fS(T \ S) = f(S ∪ T )− f(S) = gS(T )− µ.

For the second set of constraints, we note that if e = e(t) 6∈ S, then by the test in Line 5 and
submodularity, we have that

λe = f(e : S) ≤ f(e : M (t−1)) ≤ C ·B(t−1)(e) ≤
∑
v∈e

φv.

It remains to relate the value of the solution M to the cost of this dual. For this, we introduce the
following useful notation. For any edge e ∈ S, we define the weight of e to be

we :=

{
f(e : M) e ∈M
f(e : M (t)) e ∈M (t−1) \M (t) ⊆ P.

In words, the weight of an edge in the matching is f(e : M), and the weight of a preempted
edge is frozen to its last value before the edge was preempted. One simple consequence of the
definition of the weights we is the following relationship to f(M).
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Observation 7.9.2. f(M) =
∑

e∈M f(e : M) =
∑

e∈M we = w(M).

We now show that the preempted edges’ weight is bounded in terms of the weight of M .

Lemma 7.9.3. The weights of P and M satisfy w(P ) ≤ w(M) · 1
C−1

.

Proof. For any edge e, we define the following set of preempted edges which are preempted in
favor ofe or in favor of an edge (recursively) preempted due to e.5 First, for an edge e = e(t),
we let the set P 1(e) := N(e) ∩M (t−1) denote the edges preempted when e is added to M . For
any i > 1, we let P i(e) := P 1(P i−1(e)) be the set of edges preempted by an edge with a trail of
preemptions of length i− 1 from e. By Line 6, we have that any edge e ∈ S has weight at least
we ≥ C · P 1(e). By induction, this implies that we ≥ C · w(P (i−1)(e)) ≥ Ci · w(P i(e)). Now,
since each preempted edge e′ ∈ P belongs to precisely one set P i(e) for some i ≥ 1 and e ∈M ,
we find that indeed,

w(P ) =
∑
e∈M

∑
i≥1

w(P i(e)) ≤
∑
e∈M

∑
i≥1

1

Ci
· we = w(M) ·

(
1

C
+

1

C2
+ . . .

)
= w(M) · 1

C − 1
.

Using Lemma 7.9.3, we can now relate the value of the primal solution M to the cost of the our
dual solution, µ+

∑
v φv. We start by bounding µ in terms of f(M).

Lemma 7.9.4. The matching M output by Algorithm 15 satisfies f(M) ≥
(
1− 1

C

)
· µ.

Proof. By submodularity of f , Lemma 7.9.3, and Observation 7.9.2 we obtain the desired
inequality,

µ = f(S) = f(M∪P ) ≤ f(M)+
∑
e∈P

f(e : M) = w(M)+w(P ) ≤
(

1 +
1

C − 1

)
·f(M).

We next bound
∑

v φv in terms of f(M).

Lemma 7.9.5. The matching M output by Algorithm 15 run with C > 1 satisfies

f(M) ≥ 1

2C + C/(C − 1)
·
∑
v∈V

φv.

Proof. Fix a vertex v and edge e ∈ M (t−1) \M (t) ⊆ P preempted at time t in favor of edge
e′ = e(t) 3 v. For this edge e, by monotonicty in t′ of f(e′ : M (t′)), the test of Line 5, non-
negativity of f(e′′ : M (t−1)) for any edge e′′ ∈M (t−1) and C > 1 we have that

we′ ≥ f(e′ : M (t−1)) ≥ C ·B(t−1)(e′) ≥ C · f(e : M (t−1)) = C · we > we.

Consequently, again relying on monotonicity in t′ of f(e′ : M (t′)), we have that for any edge
e ∈ P , there is at most one vertex v ∈ e such that we = f(e : M (t−1)) is equal to φv = max{f(e′ :
M (t′)) | v ∈ e′ ∈M (t′)} . Edges e ∈M , on the other hand, clearly have we = f(e : M) equal to
φv = max{f(e′ : M (t−1)) | v ∈ e′ ∈ M (t−1) \M (t)} for at most two vertices v ∈ e. Combined
with Lemma 7.9.3 and Observation 7.9.2, this yields the desired inequality,

∑
v∈V

φv ≤ C ·

(
2
∑
e∈M

we +
∑
e∈P

we

)
≤
(

2C +
C

C − 1

)
·w(M) =

(
2C +

C

C − 1

)
· f(M).

5In [FKM+05, McG05], these sets are referred to by the somewhat morbid term “trail of the dead”.
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Equipped with the above lemmas, we can now analyze Algorithm 15’s approximation ratio.

Theorem 7.9.6. Algorithm 15 run with C > 1 and q = 1 on a monotone MSM instance outputs
a matching M of value (

2C +
2C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥ f(OPT).

This is optimized by taking C = 2, resulting in an approximation ratio of 8.

Proof. By weak LP duality and Lemma 7.9.1, together with monotonicity of f , we have that

C ·
∑
v

φv + µ ≥ max
T

gS(T ) = max
T

f(S ∪ T ) ≥ f(S ∪ OPT) ≥ f(OPT).

Combining Lemma 7.9.5 and f(M) = µ by definition and rearranging, we get the desired
inequality, (

2C +
2C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥ C ·

∑
v

φv + µ ≥ f(OPT).

As with our algorithm of Section 7.4, our analysis of Algorithm 15 relied on monotonicity,
crucially using f(S ∪OPT ) ≥ f(OPT ). To extend this algorithm to non-monotone MSM, we
again appeal to Lemma 7.2.1, setting q = 1

2C+1
. This is precisely the algorithm of [FKK18],

which we analyze in the following section.

7.9.2 The Algorithm of [FKK18]

In [FKK18], Feldman et al. showed how to generalize the algorithm of [CK15] to non-monotone
function maximization. Here we show an analysis of their algorithm in our primal dual framework.
Our proof is an extension of the one in Section 7.9.1 in a way that is analogous to how Section 7.5
extends Section 7.4.

We reuse the same dual from Section 7.9.1, only this time, both our dual object and the function
gS are random variables. The proof of expected dual feasibility for this variant of the algorithm of
Section 7.9.1 is analogous to that of Lemma 7.5.1, so we only outline the differences here.

We start with expected feasibility.

Lemma 7.9.7. The dual solution (E[~λ],E[~φ],E[µ]) is feasible for the expected LP E[(D)].

Proof (Sketch). The first set of constraints is satisfied for any random realization. Indeed, as in
the proof of Lemma 7.9.1, for any realization of S, by submodularity of f , we have∑

e∈T

λe =
∑
e∈T\S

f(e : S) ≥
∑
e∈T\S

fS(e) ≥ fS(T \ S) = f(S ∪ T )− f(S) = gS(T )− µ.

Consequently, taking expectation over S, we have that indeed, ES[µ]+
∑

e∈T ES[λe] ≥ ES[gS(T )].

For the second set of constraints, the proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 7.5.1, where we
show that

E

[∑
v∈e

φv

]
≥ E[λe].
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This is proved by taking total probability over the event Ae := [f(e : S) ≤ C ·
∑

v∈V φ
(t−1)
v ] and

its complement. The key inequality to prove here is that for any realization of randomness R for
which Ae holds, we have that

E

[∑
v∈e

φ(t)
v

∣∣∣∣∣ R
]

= 2q · f(e : S) + (1− 2q) ·
∑
v∈e

φ(t−1)
v ≥ 2q · f(e : S).

And indeed, conditioned on R, the edge e = e(t) fails the test in Line 5, and so with probability
q, we have

∑
v∈e φ

(t)
v = 2 · f(e : S). To see this, note that if e is added to the matching, then for

both v ∈ e, by definition φ(t)
v must be at least f(e : S). Hence, in this case

E

[∑
v∈e

φ(t)
v

∣∣∣∣∣ R
]
≥ 2q · f(e : S).

The proof then proceeds as that of Lemma 7.5.1.

To relate the value of the solution M to the cost of the dual, we can define weights as in
Section 7.9.1 and reuse lemmas 7.9.3, 7.9.4, and 7.9.5, which hold for every realization of the
random choices of the algorithm. From here, following our template, we can use these along with
LP duality, Lemma 7.9.7 and Lemma 7.2.1, to analyze this algorithm.

Theorem 7.9.8. Algorithm 15 run with q = 1/(2C+1) and C on a non-monotone MSM instance
outputs a matching M of value(

2C2 + C

C − 1

)
· f(M) ≥ f(OPT).

This is optimized by taking C = 1 +
√

3
2

, resulting in an approximation ratio of 5 + 2
√

6 ≈ 9.899.
Moreover, the same algorithm is 2C + 2C/(C − 1) approximate for monotone MSM, yielding an
approximation ratio of 8 for C = 2.

7.10 Tight instance for Algorithm 14

In this section we show that there exists a family of instances of MSM instances parametrized by C
for which Algorithm 14 with parameter C > 1 yields an approximation factor of 2C+C/(C− 1).

Lemma 7.10.1. The approximation ratio of Algorithm 14 with C > 1 and q = 1 for monotone
MSM is at least 2C + C

C−1
.

Proof. Define the graph G as follows. The vertex set V (G) consists of {xi, yi}i∈[0,n]. For
convenience, for every i ∈ [1, n] we define the edges di = (x0, xi) and ei = (xi, yi). Then the
edge set E(G) consists of the edges {di}ni=1 ∪ {ei}ni=0.

To define the (monotone) submodular function, we first define an auxiliary weight function
w : E(G)→ R≥0. The weights are:

w(di) = Ci−1 (n ≥ i ≥ 1)
w(e1) = 1 + C − ε
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Figure 7.2: Tight Example for Algorithm 14

w(ei) = Ci − ε (n ≥ i ≥ 2)
w(e0) = Cn − ε

Now the submodular function is:

f(T ) := w(T ∩ {e0}) +
n∑
i=0

min(w(T ∩ {di, ei}), w(ei))

Since weights are non-negative, this function is monotone. Submodularity follows from presere-
vation of subdmodularity under linear combinations (and in particular sums), and min{w(S), X}
being submodular for any linear function w.

The stream reveals the edges d1, . . . , dn in order, and subsequently reveals e0, e1, . . . , en in order.
For a run of Algorithm 14 with this choice of C and q = 1, several claims hold inductively:

(a) On the arrival of edge di, we have φx0 = Ci−2 (except for the arrival of d1, at which point
φ0 = 0) and φxi = 0.

(b) The algorithm takes every edge di into the stack.

(c) After di is taken into the stack, we have φx0 = Ci−1 and φxi = Ci−1 +Ci−2 (except for φx1

which is set to 1).

(d) The algorithm does not take ei into the stack.

Let Λt be the statement that these claims holds for time t. By inspection Λ1 holds, now consider
some time i > 1. Claim (a) follows directly from claim (c) of Λi−1. Claim (b) follows from
(a) since fS(di) = Ci−1 = C · φ0 when di arrives. Claim (c) is a consequence of how the
algorithm increases the potentials φ when taking edges into the stack. Claim (d) holds since
fS(ei) = w(ei)− w(di) = Ci − Ci−1 − ε < C · φxi .
From the above, we find that Algorithm 14 with parameter C as above and q = 1 will have all
edges d1, . . . , dn in its stack by the end, resulting in it outputting the matching consisting of the
single edge dn. The value of this edge (and hence this matching) is Cn−1, while on the other hand
OPT can take the edges {ei}ni=0, which have value

n∑
i=0

w(ei) = Cn +
n∑
i=0

Ci − ε(n+ 1)→ Cn−1

(
2C +

C

C − 1

)
. (as n→∞ and ε→ 0)

so long as C > 1. Hence c(OPT)/c(ALG)→ 2C + C/(C − 1). The lemma follows.
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7.11 Space Bound of Algorithm 14

In this section we bound the space and time complexities of Algorithm 14. We start by bounding
its space usage, as restated in the following lemma.

Lemma 7.3.1. For any constant ε > 0, Algorithm 14 run with C = 1 + ε uses Õ(Mmax) space.

First, we prove the following simpler lemma.

Lemma 7.11.1. Each vertex v ∈ V has at most Õ(bv) edges in the stack S.

Proof. If an edge e 3 v is added to S at time t, then by the test in Line 6, f(e : S) ≥ (1 + ε) ·∑
u∈e φ

(t−1)
u . Consequently, and since φ values are easily seen to always be positive, we have

φ(t)
v − φ(t−1)

v =
f(e : S)−

∑
u∈e φ

(t−1)
u

bv

≥
ε ·
∑

u∈e φ
(t−1)
u

bv
≥ ε · φ(t−1)

v

bv
.

Thus, adding this edge e 3 v to S results in φ(t)
v ≥ φ

(t−1)
v · (1 + ε/bv). Moreover, if e is the first

edge of v added to S, then we have

φ(t)
v =

f(e : S)−
∑

u∈e φ
(t−1)
u

bv
≥ ε

1 + ε
· f(e : S)

bv

≥ ε

1 + ε
· fmin

bv
.

Hence, if v had k edges added to the stack by time t,

φ(t)
v ≥ (ε/(1 + ε)) · (fmin/bv) · (1 + ε/bv)

k−1. (7.11.1)

On the other hand, since f is polynomially bounded, we have that for some constant d

φ(t)
v ≤

∑
e3v

fSe(e)/bv ≤ nd · (fmin/bv). (7.11.2)

Combining equations (7.11.1) and (7.11.2) and simplifying, we find that (1 + ε/bv)
k−1 ≤ nd ·

(1 + ε)/ε. Taking out logarithms and simplifying further, we find that

k ≤ 1 +
d log n+ log(1 + ε) + log(1/ε)

log(1 + ε/bv)
= O((bv/ε) · (log n+ log(1/ε))) = Õ(bv).

That is, the number of edges of v in the stack is at most Õ(bv).

Proof of Lemma 7.3.1. Consider a maximum cardinality b-matching M (i.e., |M | = Mmax).
Denote by dv the degree of a vertex v in G. Then, the set U of saturated vertices v ∈ V in M , i.e.,
those with min{bv, dv} edges in M , is a vertex cover. To see this, we note that no edge e = (u, v)
can have both endpoints not saturated by M , as the converse would imply that M ∪ {e} is a
feasible b-matching, contradicting maximality of M . Now, since each edge of M has at most two
saturated endpoints, we have that

∑
u∈U min{bu, du} ≤ 2|M |. On the other hand, since U is a

vertex cover, the number of edges in S is upper bounded by the number of edges of vertices in U
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in S. But each vertex u ∈ U trivially has at most du edges in S. Combined with Lemma 7.11.1,
we find that the number of edges in S is at most

|S| = Õ

(∑
u∈U

min{bu, du}

)
= Õ(|M |).

Finally, since each edge added to S causes at most two nodes to have non-zero φ value, and since
each such value can be specified using Õ(1) bits, by the assumption of f being poly-bounded, the
space to store all non-zero φ values is at most Õ(|S|) = Õ(|M |) = Õ(Mmax).

Finally, we briefly analyze the algorithm’s running time.

Lemma 7.3.2. A randomized (deterministic) implementation of Algorithm 14 requires O(1)
(O(log n)) operations and O(1) function evaluations per arrival, followed by Õ(Mmax) time
post-processing. Using Õ(n) space, the deterministic time per arrival can be decreased to O(1),
by storing all φv.

Proof. The algorithm clearly requires a constant number of evaluations of φv and f for each edge
arrival. The difference between deterministic and randomized implementations is due to the data
structures used to maintain the mapping from v to φv (if non zero). Finally, the preprocessing
time follows directly from our upper bound on |S| and the post-processing stage clearly taking
time linear in |S|.

7.12 Deferred Proofs of Section 7.7

Lemma 7.7.2 (Extension of Corollary 1.6 of [DS14]). Assuming ETH, every algorithm achieving
an approximation ratio (1 − α) ln |U| for SET COVER runs in time strictly greater than 2N

γ·α

for some γ > 0. Furthermore, this holds even under the assumptions that |S| ≤ K1/(γα) and
|U| ≤ |S|1/(γα).

Proof. The first statement is precisely Corollary 1.6 of [DS14].

For the extra assumptions, if K < |S|γα then the brute force algorithm that checks all subsets
of size K runs in time |S|K < 2|S|

γα log |S| ≤ 2N
γα . If |S| < |U|γα , then one can brute force

over all sub collections of S in time 2|S| ≤ 2|U|
γα ≤ 2N

γα . Both running times contradict
Lemma 7.7.2.

Lemma 7.7.5 (Appendix H.1 of [GKK12]). For any constants γ, δ ∈ (0, 1/4), let A be an
algorithm that at the end of phase 1, with constant probability, outputs at least γn of the the edges
of M ′

r. Then A uses Ω(E1) ≥ n1+Ω(1/ log logn) bits of space.

Proof. Let A be an algorithm that outputs γn of the edges of M ′
r at the end of phase 1 that uses

fewer than s = n poly log n bits. We will show that γ = o(1).

Let G be the set of possible first phase graphs. Then

|G| =
(
n/2

δn

)t
= 2γm
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for some γ > 0. Let φ : G → {0, 1}s be the function that takes an input graph G to the state of
the algorithm A after running A on G. Let Γ(G) = {H | φ(G) = φ(H)}, that is the set of graphs
inducing the same internal state for A at the end of phase 1.

Define Ψ(G) =
⋂
H∈Γ(G) E(H). Note that for any input graph G, the algorithm A can output an

edge e if and only if e ∈ Ψ(G). Also, for any G let t′ be the number of matchings in the RS graph
G0 for which Ψ(G) contains at least γn edges. Since algorithm A outputs γn edges of M ′

r, the
number of graphs in Γ(G) is bounded by(

(1/2− γ)n

δn

)t′(
n/2

δn

)t−t′
=

(
2−Ω(γn)

(
n/2

δn

))t′ (
n/2

δn

)t−t′
= 2−Ω(t′γn)2γm. (∗)

On the other hand, since the first phase graph G is chosen uniformly at random, by a counting
argument, with probability at least 1− o(1) we have that |Γ(G)| ≥ 2(γ−o(1))m. Conditioning on
this happening, we also know that t′ ≥ Ω(t) since the input graph is uniformly chosen within
Γ(G), and the algorithm succeeds with constant probability. These two facts together with (∗)
imply that γ = o(1).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Open Questions

In thesis, we give algorithms for several important of instances of submodular optimization under
uncertainty. Our results generalize, refine, and improve a number previous methods. We hope
the reader is convinced that the intersection of submodular optimization and algorithms under
uncertainty is a rich and still burgeoning area. In particular, we believe that it serves as an excellent
sandbox in which to explore fundamental algorithmic ideas.

Many interesting questions in the area remain. Below, we collect some of the outstanding open
problems from this thesis.

Online Algorithms. Is possible to extend the LEARNORCOVER technique to give an O(logmn)
competitive algorithm for covering IPs with box constraints? Beyond that, can one improve the
adversarial order bounds for the more general SUBMODULARCOVER problem? Another question
is whether the result for NONMETRICFACILITYLOCATION extends to GROUPSTEINERTREE.
In particular, can one get an O(log3 n) competitive algorithm when the terminals are revealed in
random order? Finally, we show an O(log(mn)/α) competitive ratio for α-SAMPLESETCOVER,
but what is the right dependence on α? We conjecture that O(log(mn) log(1/α)) is possible.

Can our O(log2 k) competitive ratio for block-caching in the eviction cost model be improved
to O(log k) to match the lower bound from classical paging? Note that even for the special case
of generalized caching, the first result of [BBN12b] achieved competitive ratio O(log2 k). The
subsequent improvement due to [ACER19] required non-trivial ideas which seem difficult to
adapt to the more general block-aware caching problem. For the fetching cost model, is there
an algorithm matching the lower bound of β + log k, or can the lower bound be strengthened to
match the trivial β log k upper bound? Finally, are there constant-approximation offline algorithms
for block-caching in either the fetching or eviction cost models?

Dynamic Algorithms. Is it possible to remove the log(cmax/cmin) in the recourse bound of
Theorem 6.3.1? Are there instances where this cost is incurred, or this just an analysis artifact?
Another interesting orthogonal question is whether there is a fully-dynamic algorithms for SUB-
MODULARCOVER with fast update time (as opposed to just recourse). The naive implementation
of our local search requires polynomial time, since it must greedily search for local moves, as
well as preform bubble sort between any two such moves. Since known algorithms for dynamic
SETCOVER with update time bounds ([GKKP17]) explicitly maintain an assignment of elements
to sets, it is conceivable that one may need more than black box access to a value oracle. This
question is interesting even for special cases of SUBMODULARCOVER such as partial cover, or
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the SIMULTANEOUSSOURCELOCATION problem we discuss in Chapter 1.

Streaming Algorithms. Can one tighten (and ideally close) the gap between upper and lower
bounds for Streaming MSM? On the techniques side, it would be interesting to see whether the
primal-dual method can be used for further applications in streaming submodular algorithms, or
to further unify the analysis of prior work. More broadly, it would be interesting to apply our
extension of the randomized primal dual method of [DJK13] to other problems. Is there a fast
dynamic algorithm which maintains a sparisifier similar to that of Algorithm 14? This would
result in improved dynamic weighted matching algorithms, and possibly would result in the first
dynamic submodular matching algorithm.
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